TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MARCH 12, 2001

I.

Call to order at the Chebeague Island Community Hall at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. February 12, 2001

III.

Manc1ger's Report

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Legislation and Policy
01-07 To hold a Public Hearing to review impact on Chebeague Island of Growth
Management Ordinance adopted 6/20/00, and to consider scheduling a Public
Hearing to amend ordinance.

VI.

Correspondence

VII.

New Business

VIII.

Adjourn
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL

MARCH 12, 2001

7:00pm

CouncilorsPresent: StephenMoriarty,Peter Bingham,JamesPhipps,JeffreyPorter, HarlandStorey
CouncilorsExcused: Mark Kuntz, John Lambert
Staff & GuestsPresent: KennethCole, Attorney;Lisa Brown,Town of CumberlandAdministration(recording
clerk);Joe Appel,The Forecaster.

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Moriarty at the Chebeague Island Community Hall
at 7: 05 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. February 12, 2001
Moved by Harland Storey
Seconded by Peter Bingham

III.

Manager's Report
I)

2)

IV.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)

Per Terry Brooks, Facilities Management of the Post Office, via phone message notified
Town Manager that he had received a letter from Washington D.C. putting Cumberland
Center and Chebeague Post Office changes/expansions on hold for approximately 4-5
weeks after decisions are made and pending a reassessment. renyBrook-s,w-ill.---koop-Eob
apfffi6edof upeem-i-nginformati~r
also reported that the Lew1st@
-Newspaper article backed up that information.
,..::r,"'-'....
Cumberland has made an offer to a candidate for the Planner posilion-for lht: To-wfl-;>dmg deeisio1t by the oandidate..awa.Hs.

Public Discussion
one

V.

Legislation Policy:
01-07

To hold a Public Hearing to review impact on Chebeague Island of Growth Management
Ordinance adopted 6/20/00, and to consider scheduling a Public Hearing and amend
ordinance.

Town Council Members, Attorney Kenneth Cole, representatives from the Chebeague Long
Range Planning Committee, and Chebeague residents discussed proposals, suggestions and views
on the Growth Management issue on Chebeague Island hence, the allotted 3 building cap per year
allowance and it's impact on Chebeague Island residents. It was agreed that w.Imthe cap-set-into
plac,s:tht!t caused a 'rush' to apply for Growth Managemet)_tPermits~
'waiting list until
the ·year 2008. Island landowners-gi:etHconcern was the-ir"°ownership
of land did not entitle them,
~e--pA;S1.Al
moment; to build when they desired. bong tim-eresidents eoneern was the influ~f
IToi'rte-buildingwould create a snr~n set vice required on the island causing the probahll-ity of
~es-increasing e•,renmore. Discussions included ~ residency requirement issues, Island
services, schools, ground water, and future building permits. A-public hsaring was sched-u-ie&.

a

0 l-08 To set date for Public Hearing w1th Town Council to consider and act on amendments to
Growth Management Ordinance adopted 6/28/00, including changes to address the impact of the
ordinance as it affects building on Chebeague Island. This Public Hearing will take place at 7:00
pm on March 26, 200 l in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland Town Offices, 290 Tuttle
Road, Cumberland Center.
Motion set by Councilor James Phipps
Seconded by Councilor Porter

VI.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)

Correspondence
♦

Public Notice - Nomination Papers for the Municipal Election June 12, 2001
♦ Planning Board Meeting Minutes of January 16, 200 l
♦ Planning Board Agenda for March 20, 200 l - Public Hearing Notices
♦ Board of Adjustment & Appeals Public Hearing Notice
a) Jaime & Craig StoreySmith - 85 Middle Rd on Map RI Lot 38D in Rural Residential 2
District
b) Frank & Serina De Wolfe- 144 Orchard Hill Rd on Map R8 Lot 45A in Rural Residential
2 District
♦ Council Chair Steve Moriarty's memorandum <ltdMarch 8, 2001 - Chebeague issues
♦ Email Dialogue between Councilor Phipps, Sam Ballard, Donna Damon & Sam Sloan
♦ Email from Councilor Phipps to Council Chair Moriarty Regarding growth cap on Chebeague
♦ Building permit history of Chebeague from 1976 - 2000
♦ Jean Dyer Chebeague Building Cap Proposal
♦ Growth Permits spreadsheet <ltd3/7/01
♦ Growth Permits Waiting List spreadsheet <ltd3/7/01
♦ Growth Permits Voided spreadsheet <ltd 3/7 /0 I
♦
Growth Management Ordinance
♦ David & Susan Lloyd-Rees- Chebeague building permit limitation ltr <ltdJanuary 5, 2001
Peter-I-;--B-iber-=-€hebeague-B-uHdin-g-€ap--ltr-dtd-March----l--z-;-2011+r-------------------,--- - --♦-11"e11V7:r:-o-a-d Roird-Prrstin1rfronrDirectorof-publicWorks
♦ SME Chebeague Island Groundwater Study dtd March I, 200 I
♦ Maine Forest Service- Brown Tail Moth Survey ltr <ltdFebruary 20, 2001
♦ Coast of Maine Golf School - Elaine Godsoe - Snowmobile Issue ltr <ltd February 22, 2001
♦ Town of Cumberland ltr <ltdFebruary 28, 2001 to all registered snowmobile owners
regarding landowner property and trails
♦
Solid Waste to R.W.S. Report
♦ MSAD #51 Minutes of February 26,200 I
♦ MSAD #51 Agenda for March 5, 2001
♦ Portland Water District Itr <ltd February 6, 2001
♦ Portland Water District Trustee Report Y2K
♦ Maine Turnpike News - Widening and Modernization Product newspaper/handout

VII.

New Business
None

VIII. Adjourn
No further business was conducted: Chairman Moriarty motioned to adjourn at
10:15 p.m.
Second by: Jeff Porter

Respectfully Submitted,

Lisa Brown
Administrative Assistant

vote: UNANIMOUS (6)
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Planning Board Meeting Minutes of January 16, 2001
Email from Councilor Phipps to Council Chair Moriarty Regarding growth cap on
Chebeague
Building permit history of Chebeague from 1976 - 2000
Jean Dyer Chebeague Building Cap Proposal
David & Susan Lloyd-Rees - Chebeague building permit limitation ltr dtd January 5,
2001
Heavy Load Road Posting from Director of Public Works
SME Chebeague Island Groundwater Study dtd March 1, 2001
Maine Forest Service - Brown Tail Moth Survey !tr <ltd February 20, 2001
Coast of Maine Golf School- Elaine Godsoe - Snowmobile Issue ltr dtd February
22,2001
Town of Cumberland ltr dtd February 28, 2001 to all registered snowmobile owners
regarding landowner property and trails
Board of Adjustment & Appeals Public Hearing Notice
a) Jaime & Craig StoreySmith - 85 Middle Rd on Map Rl Lot 38D in Rural
Residential 2 District
b) Frank & Serina De Wolfe- 144 Orchard Hill Rd on Map R8 Lot 45A in Rural
Residential 2 District
Solid Waste to R.W.S. Report
MSAD #51 Minutes of February 26,2001
MSAD #51 Agenda for March 5, 2001
Portland Water District ltr <ltdFebruary 6, 2001
Portland Water District Trustee Report Y2K

IV.
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VII.
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VIII. Adjourn
No further business was conducted: motion to adjourn at ---Motion: ---------Second by: ________
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL

FEBRUARY 12, 2001

7:00pm

Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, James Phipps, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey
Excused: Mark Kuntz

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chaimrnn Moriarty at the Cumberland Town Hall
at 7: 04 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. January 10,2001
Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by John Lambert

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

b. January 22, 200 l
Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by Jim Phipps

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

c. January 24, 2001
Moved by Peter Bingham
Seconded by Jim Phipps

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

III.

Manager's Report
None

IV.

Public Discussion
None

V.

WORKSHOP:
TOWN COUNCIL and PLANNING BOARD
RE: Growth Management Ordinance
The Town Council and Planning Board held a workshop to discuss the growth management
ordinance for Chebeague Island. A number of Chebeague Island property owners were present to
express their concerns regarding the building permit cap. The cap is set at a maximum of three
building permits per year for Chebeague Island. The current waiting list for growth permits
stands at 17 and extends to 2008. Following several hours of discussion and comments from the
public, Chairman Moriarty summarized the following suggestions made during the workshop:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Grandfather all subdivisions for 3 years?
Maximize use of all permits by end of fiscal year system for allocating annually. End waiting
list concept. Consider 'lottery' system. Tie into impact fee. Establish impact fees to draw
serious permit applicants.
Refine residing concept.
One-time allocation of unused permits.
Change permit cycle to January to January.
Increase the number of permits for Chebeague.

Present at the workshop were:
• Town Council: StephenMoriarty;Peter Bingham;John Lambert;James Phipps;Jeffrey Porter;
HarlandStorey.
• Planning Board: Phil Hunt, Chair; Joe Taylor;Terry Turner
• Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee: Beth Howe;SamBallard
• Town Staff: CarlaNixon, ActingTown Manager;Pat Harrington,InterimTownPlanner;Barbara
McPheters,BuildingInspector/CodesEnforcementOfficer;Lisa Brown,AdministrativeAssistant.

VI.

Legislation & Policy
None

VII.

Correspondence
♦

Chairman Steve Moriarty; RE: Cumberland Town Council/Board Workshop.
♦ Jensen, Baird, Gardner & Henry; RE: Chebeague Island Growth Permit Ordinance
Amendment Issues.
♦ Steve Moriarty; RE: Proposed amendments to Cumberland building cap for Chebeague
Island January 20, 2001.
♦ James Phipps & Beth Howe; RE: Proposal for Changes to the Cumberland Growth
Management Ordinance.
♦ Vacant Lot Approval Report.
♦ Chebeague Island Subdivision Report of 2/ 12/0I with attached Zoning Map.
♦ January 2001 Building Permit Report- Barbara McPheters.
♦ Master Summary Report of Building Permits- Barbara McPheters.
♦ Growth Permit Waiting List Report.
♦ Growth Permits Report.
♦ Growth Permits Voided Repot1.
-.------------------.t.-+-'-he,beague-Gr-ewt-h-Fer-mit--W-ai-t-ing..List-v.s.;J_}..er-1nits...Gi-YenJn.2v.uc...,__
______________
♦ Marne Real Estate Development Assoeiation's recommendations on Growth Caps &.1.mpact
Fees - Terry Turner (On Target Utility Services).
♦ Ken Pelton - Chebeague Island building permit denial letter.
♦ Donald Gerrish, Cumberland County Strategic Planning Committee; RE: Community
Leaders Meeting.
♦ William Rust, Chair; Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District; RE: 5 Year
Strategic Plan of Action.
♦ Solid Waste to RWS Report.
♦ Eben Sweetser donor information email.
♦ The Coast of Maine Golf School; RE: Snowmobile Traffic Issues.
♦ Richard Wolf letter - RE: Blanchard Road Property.
♦ Elaine Godsoe-RE: Snowmobile Traffic at the Golf Learning Center & Practice Park.
♦ Jean Dyer, member Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee; RE: Building Cap Proposal
in memo from Jim Phipps & Beth How to Chebeague LRPC dtd 2/ 11/0I.

VIII. New Business

_

•

Councilor Bingham inquired about the status of the development of rules for Twin Brook.
Councilor Porter stated that initially the Recreation Committee was looking into it, but the
Council recommended at a previous meeting that the task be reassigned to the Lands and
Conservation Commission. Chairman Moriarty will check on the status.
• Councilor Lambert announced that the Blanchard lot trial was completed. The matter is now
under advisement, and a decision could come at any time. In addition, he is forwarding
response to officials in Yarmouth in hopes to finalizing the Lease Wharf Agreement.
• Councilor Lambert expressed that an evaluation of ground water issues on Chebeague should
be one of the first priorities of the Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee. Chairman
Moria11yasked that Interim Town Planner, Pat Harrington follow-up in the Chebeague
ground water study and requested a report listing the cost and time frame at the next Town
Council Meeting. Councilor Phipps asked if Chebeague was included in the Hydrological
Study of 1988 Comprehensive Plan; Chairman Moriarty said Chebeague had a separate and
later study. Councilor Bingham agreed there are major ground water issues that need to be
tended to.
• Councilor Porter asked that information relative to Council meetings be included in the
packets and not handed out the night of the meeting. He finds it difficult to read and digest
the material so that it can be applied to discussions during the meeting.
• Councilor Porter also expressed his view that greater effo1t could be made to notify interested
parties of meetings or workshops outside the parameters of the town's legal responsibilities.
(I.e., do resident mailings in addition to Public Notices, agenda postings, news postings, etc.)
• Councilor Storey addressed that the Lions Club still wishes to host food concessions at local
outdoor spo1tsevents, etc. Bob Vail is the liaison. The Council suggested that the Lions Club
present a formal proposal for consideration.
• Chairman Moriarty announced that he and the Acting Town Manager Carla Nixon will be
meeting with Post Office representatives and interested neighbors to discuss Contract Zoning
issues on February 13•1t_Mr. Moriarty also noted that he and Ms. Nixon will be meeting with
residents of Oak Street (Cumberland Commons) to discuss traffic safety issues on February
13th as well.
• Chairman Moriarty announced the first March meeting ( 121h) will be held on Chebeague.
---------------Eben-Sweetser_D_ono
arch 811twas a success. 600-700 donors participated.
---•-'.fhe
second February meeting-willbe held Eehruacy261h in_ Council Chambers.
• Ms. Nixon reported that the Annual Volunteer Appreciation Night is scheduled for Tuesday,
March 6, 2001 at 6-9pm at Val Halla. Approximately 160 invitations were sent out on
February I 0111•
• Ms. Nixon updated the Council on the search for a Town Planner.
• The first straw vote on the middle school is slated for Tuesday, Feb 27; 2nd straw vote is
March 28, 2001. Councilors described what 'straw votes' are and that they were required by
state law prior to holding a referendum. Councilor Porter mentioned that he heard the
referendum will be held in May. He also mentioned the Board of Directors of the SAD
should incur the cost associated with this straw vote election since it will be in close
proximity to the regularly scheduled and budgeted June election. Councilor Bingham agreed.
Chairman Moriarty asked Ms. Nixon to have the Town Clerk communicate this view to the
SAD.

IX.

Adjourn

No further business was conducted: Chairman Moriarty motioned to adjourn at
10:15 p.m.
Second by: Jeff Porter

Respectfully Submitted,

Lisa Brown
Administrative Assistant

vote: UNANIMOUS (6)

TOWN

OF

CUMBERLAND

Public

Notice

NOMINATION PAPERS
for the

MUNICIPAL ELECTION
Tuesday,

June

12, 200 I

Notice is hereby given that NOMINATION PAPERS
for TOWN COUNCILORS and SCHOOL BOARD DIRECTORS will
be available at the Town Clerk's office on March 19, 2001
for any person interested
in seeking these positions, and
must be returned/filed
no later than 12:00 p.m. on Friday,
April 27, 2001.
TOWN COUNCILORS :
( 1) At Large
*Stephen Moriarty
( 1) Chebeague

(currently

Island and
other islands
*James E. Phipps (current)

3 year term
holds position)
3 year

term

S.A.D. #51 SCHOOL BOARD DIRECTORS:
+---------.-l--)-P0-s:i.-tien-s-0pen>-------~--~----ye-ar-te-F-m-s----------~
*Mary SL"lrende-1 (-c-urre-nt)
*Henry Kennedy ( current)

ALSO NOTE:
Portland

Water District Trustee Election also on 6/12/01:
(1) Position open*
5 year term
*representing
the Towns of Cumberland,
Falmouth & Windham
*William Lunt, III (current)

\.1.c.vl~ 3-\4

5~\

1cc eo~\
I

µ~

Klara M. Norton
Town Clerk

Town of Cumberland
Planning Board Meeting
Council Chambers of the Town Offices
Tuesday, January 16, 2001
290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center
7:00 PM
A.

Call to order

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 p.m.
B.
Roll Call
Present: Phil Hunt, Tom Powers, Stephen Sloan, Terry Turner, Beth Howe
Absent: Martha Porch, Joseph Taylor
Staff: Patricia Harrington, Acting Town Planner, Pam Bosarge, Clerk

C.

Election of Officers

Mr. Powers nominated Mr. Hunt for Chairperson to the Board.
Ms. Howe seconded.
Mr. Hunt nominated Ms. Porch for Vice-Chairperson to the Board.
Mr. Powers seconded.
Mr. Hunt moved to close the nominations.
Ms. Howe seconded.
VOTE: Unanimous
Mr. Hunt was unanimously voted to be the Chairperson for the year 2001.
Ms. Porch was unanimously voted to be the Vice-Chairperson for the year 2001.

---D,--Minutes-of-the-P.revious
Meeting~December-1-9,-200 \1---------Ms. Howe moved to accept the minutes of December 19, 2000 with con-ections.
1

Mr. Turner seconded.

VOTE: Unanimous

E.
Consent Calendar
There were no items on the consent calendar.
F.

Administrative Matters

1.
Ms. Han-ington stated on February 12, 2000, Daniel Kidd received approval for
subdivision revision for School House Road Subdivision to create (1), two acre parcel
from Lot# 1 (16.98 acres) of the subdivision Tax Assessor Map I06, Lot 32. The
conditions of approval were:
1. All fees must be paid before mylars are signed.
2. That one original and one copy of a mylar be submitted for signing by the
Board, the original to be recorded at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds,

Planning Board Minutes 1/16/01

the copy to be retained by the Town, and that ten (10) paper copies be submitted
to the Town with the Book and page number written on it.
3. That the conditions of approval of the 9/18/90 plan still stand.
4. That a note be added to the plan stating the existence of public use trails across
the parcel, with open and adverse use.
The Plan was not recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds within the
required 90 days.
Mr. Hunt asked why the plan was not recorded?
Mr. Kidd, applicant stated he had several conversations with Ms. Larson and was waiting
to see if the Town was interested in purchasing his property for gravel and access.
Mr. Hunt stated Mr. Kidd should submit a new Mylar for the Board to review at another
meeting.
2.
Ms. HaiTington stated the February 20, 2001 meeting would be during school
vacation. Board members did not have a conflict with that date. Ms. Harrington will be
unable to attend the meeting; Ms. Nixon Assistant Town Manager will attend.

3.

Review of Smart Growth Areas - The State Planning Office has developed maps
showing the Town designated Smai1 Growth Areas. The Planning Board is asked to
review them for accuracy and conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.

Mr. Hunt stated Smart Growth is from the State Planning Office to encourage Towns to
reduce sprawl and encourage growth in ce11ain sections of Town to preserve Open Space.
In the interest of promoting that policy the State Planning Office has developed plans for
vari
w
map has been drawn to identify the Town's smarLgmwtluu:eas,_aru-d~ta~----------,
--encourage-development-in-these
areas.-Schools,-Municipal-buildings,-sewers,and-roads-should be built in the smart growth areas.
Ms. Harrington stated as a result of legislation passed last May, the State Planning Office
is asking all community's to sign maps which show the designated growth areas in each
community based upon the communities adopted comprehensive plan. The Town of
Cumberland has been presented with a set of maps and has been asked to verify that the
areas designated are those, which the Comprehensive Plan intended as growth areas. The
Planning Board is asked to review these maps and to send a recommendation to the Town
Council regarding this designation. The need to accurately depict growth areas is one of
the "anti-sprawl" measures being undertaken at the State level. The purpose is not to
create new areas; rather it is to accurately communicate with the State those areas already
identified. State agencies will use the maps to guide State actions in the future.
Specifically, the State will use these maps when looking at new school locations,
municipal infrastructure improvements regarding state funding, state grant requests and
sewer extensions along with other topic areas. Ms. Harrington spoke with
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John Del Vecchio of the State Planning Office and informed him the location for the new
school was not in the designated smai1 growth area, and the Planning Board would like to
expand the growth areas to include the new school location. The Planning Board will
hold a workshop to review the designated smart growth areas.
The Planning Board voted to have a workshop on Smai1 Growth Areas on January 30,
2001 at 6:00 p.m. in the East Conference Room of the Town Offices.
1.
Public Hearing - Minor Site Plan Review (Section 206), Dog Boarding Kennel,
42 Middle Road, Tax Assessor Map ROI, Lot 51C, RR2 zone, Kim and Jim Storey,
applicants.

Ms. Harrington presented background information as follows: The application was tabled
at the last meeting to allow the applicant to complete outstanding issues. These have been
completed; the driveway, culverts and drainage are shown on the survey. The survey has
been stamped and signed. There will be a separate septic system to handle waste, trees
will be added for additional buffering.
Mr. Hunt asked about noise limitations.
Ms. Harrington stated that Ms. McPheters the Code Enforcement Officer had said if there
noise issues she would be able to receive assistance.
Ms. Storey, applicant stated the following:
1. Lights - Two (2) lights will be installed at the front and back of the building, at it's
peak. Front door lights will be installed. There will be no additional lighting other than
what is typically found on the average house.
2. Fencing -The common area will have an 8-foot high chain link fence. The fencing
will slant in 1 foot at the top and folded under and buried two feet The common aD_~-------~
--wilLbe
J~x-502-and-the-only-access-to-this area-will-be-through-th~bar11.-.-------Kennels: The kennels will be 5' x 12' in diameter and 8' in height connected to a cement
pad. The kennels will be built by Main Line Fence.
3. Waste and Stormwater Management - All dog waste will go into a septic system
designed by Mark Hampton.
4. Landscape and buffering - There will be no further trees removed. The dogs will not
be able to see incoming or outgoing traffic. There will be ten (10) additional white pine
trees added to the driveway side of the barn.
5. Noise1. The kennel will operate from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
2. There will be no overnight boarding.
3. There will be no more than six (6) to eight (8) dogs in the kennel at one time.
4. Trees have been left remaining for a natural sound barrier.
5. The kennel will have no view to incoming traffic.
6. The kennel will be situated approximately 600 to 800 feet away from the homes of
neighbors.
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7. If there is a dog who is a barker all steps will be taken to correct this problem
including the removal of the dog from the day-care.
Ms. Storey stated she understood the following requirements have been met:
1. Traffic Access and Parking
2. Parking Layout and Design
3. Stormwater Management
4. Erosion Control
5. Water Supply Provisions
6. Utilities
7. Groundwater Protection
8. Capacity of the Applicant
9. Historic and Archaeological Resources
10. Floodplain Management
11. Storage of materials
12. Building and Parking Placement
13. Utilization of Site
Mr. Hunt asked for public comments regarding the findings of fact.
Public comments were not made at this time.
The Planning Board reviewed the following findings of fact with the following results:
.1

Utilization of the Site

Utilization of the Site - The plan for the development, including buildings, lots, and support
facilities, must reflect the natural capabilities of the site to support development. Environmentally
sensitive areas, including but not limited to, wetlands, steep slopes, floodplains, significant
wildlife habitats, fisheries, scenic areas, habitat for rare and endangered plants and aninrnls, unique
natural communities and natural areas, and sand and gravel aquifers must be maintained and
---------------nreserved--to-the-ma-x-i-mum-ex-tent-:----lne-development-mtJst-i-ndude-appropriate-meastJres-fo,r----------"7
--protecting
these-resources,including-but-not-limited-to,modification-of-the-proposed-design-of-the
site, timing of construction, and limiting the extent of excavation.
The applicant proposes to use his barn to provide "dog day care" for 6-8 dogs. There will be no overnight
kennel facilities. The Zoning Board of Appeals, in approving the special exception use established hours
between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. only.
Based on this information, the standards of this section have been met.
.2

Traffic Access and Parking

Vehicular access to and from the development must be safe and convenient. Driveways must be
designed to provide the minimum site distance according to MDOT standards. Access and egress
must be located to avoid hazardous conflicts.
The entrance to the facility will be from Middle Road along an existing driveway. It is estimated that 6-8
cars will drop off dogs in the morning and pick them up in the evening. Middle Road is the commuter
route to Portland. The standards of this section have been met.
.3

Accessway Location and Spacing
Access must meet the specific ordinance requirements.
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Access to the site will be directed through one entrance from Middle Road.
The standards of this section have been met.
Internal Vehicular Circulation

.4

The layout of the site must provide for the safe movement of passenger, service, and emergency
vehicles through the site.
The driveway passes the existing house before reaching the barn area. There is adequate area for car turn
around. The standards of this section have been met.
.5

Parking Layout and Design

Off street parking must conform to the specific standards.
The Zoning Ordinance, Section 417 Parking and Loading, requires one (I) parking space for each 180
square feet of gross leasable sales area for a personal service establishment.
Section 408A Day Care Centers and Nursery Schools, states, "there shall be one off-street parking space
for each employee and volunteer worker not living at the site, and the parking areas shall be designed to
provide a safe location for vehicular ingress and egress and for the loading and unloading of children".
Assuming the gross leasable sales area for 6-8 dogs is 500-sq. ft. the parking requirement would be 2.7
spaces. There is adequate space for parking under this section.
The standards of this section have been met.
.6

Pedestrian Circulation

The site plan must provide for a system of pedestrian ways within the development appropriate to
the type and scale of development. This system must connect the major building entrances/ exits
with parking areas and with existing sidewalks, if they exist or are planned in the vicinity of the
project. The pedestrian network may be located either in the street right-of-way or outside of the
right-of-way in open space or recreation areas. The system must be designed to link the project
with residential, recreational, and commercial facilities, schools, bus stops, and existing sidewalks
in the neighborhood or, when appropriate, to connect the amenities such as parks or open space on
il7fdjacent1ui:Ire-siu.
No changes are proposed to the existing pedestrian circulation. The standards of this section have been
met.

.7

Stormwater Management

Adequate provisions must be made for the collection and disposal of all stormwater that runs off
proposed streets, parking areas, roofs, and other surfaces, through a stormwater drainage system
and maintenance plan, which must not have adverse impacts on abutting or downstream
properties.
No changes are proposed for the collection and disposal of stormwater. The standards of this section
have been met.
.8

Erosion Control

.I
All building, site, and roadway designs and layouts must harmonize with existing
topography and conserve desirable narural surroundings to the fullest extent possible, such that
filling, excavation and earth moving activity must be kept to a minimum. Parking lots on sloped
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sites must be terraced to avoid undue cut and fill, and/ or the need for retaining walls. Natural
vegetation must be preserved and protected wherever possible .
.2
Soil erosion and sedimentation of watercourses and water bodies must be minimized by an
active program meeting the requirements of the Maine Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook
for Construction: Best Management Practices, dated March 199I, and as amended from time to
time.
No erosion control measures are planned for the use of an existing building. The standards of this section
have been met.
.9

Water Supply Provisions

The development must be provided with a system of water supply that provides each use with an
adequate supply of water. If the project is to be served by a public water supply, the applicant
must secure and submit a written statement from the supplier that the proposed water supply
system conforms with its design and construction standards, will not result in an undue burden on
the source of distribution system, and will be installed in a manner adequate to provide needed
domestic and fire protection flows.
No changes are proposed. The existing well will continue to be used for the new use. The standards of
this section have been met.
.10

Sewage Disposal Provisions

The development must be provided with a method of disposing of sewage which compliance with
the State Plumbing Code. If provisions are proposed for on-site waste disposal, all such systems
must conform to the Subsurface Wastewater Disposal Rules.
The applicant will install a septic system for the animal waste. The application has been submitted. The
standards of this section have been met.
.11

Utilities

The development must be provided with electrical, telephone, and telecommunication service
adequate to meet the anticipated use of the project. New utility lines and facilities must be
7
7h~e~s~tr~e~et~o~r~o~n~a~d7.j~o
7in~i~ng~lo~t~s~is~-----------s~c~r~ee~n~e~d~fi~ro~m~v~i~ew~t~o~t~he~ex~t~e~n~t~fe~a~s~ib~le~.~If~t~h~e~s~er~v
ic~e~1~-n~t
underground, the new service must be placed underground.
The proposed use will use existing utilities serving the site. The standards of this section have been met .
. 12

Groundwater Protection

The proposed site development and use must not adversely impact either the quality or quantity of
groundwater available to abutting properties or to the public water supply systems. Applicants
whose projects involve on-site water supply or sewage disposal systems with a capacity of two
thousand (2,000) gallons per day or greater must demonstrate that the groundwater at the propetty
line will comply, following development, with the standards for safe drinking water as established
by the State of Maine.
The applicant will use an existing well and install a new septic system. The standards of this section
have been met.
.13
Water Quality Protection
All aspects of the project must be designed so that:
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.I
No person shall locate, store, discharge, or permit the discharge of any treated, untreated, or
inadequately treated liquid, gaseous, or solid materials of such nature, quantity, obnoxious,
toxicity, or temperature that may run off, seep, percolate, or wash into surface or groundwater's so
as to contaminate, pollute, or harm such waters or cause nuisances, such as objectionable shore
deposits, floating or submerged debris, oil or scum, color, odor, taste, or unsightliness or be
harmful to human, animal, plant, or aquatic life.
.2 All storage facilities for fuel, chemicals, chemical or industrial wastes, and biodegradable raw
materials, must meet the standards of the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the
State Fire Marshall's Office.

The applicant has not requested permission to locate materials that would impact groundwater.
waste will go into a septic system. The standards of this section have been met.

.14

All dog

Capacity of the Applicant

The applicant must demonstrate that he/ she has the financial and technical capacity to carry out
the project in accordance with this ordinance and the approved plan.
The applicant proposed to use an existing barn. Minimal expense will be required.
The standards of this section have been met.

.15

Historic and Archaeological Resources

If any portion of the site has been identified as containing historic or archaeological resources, the
development must include appropriate measures for protecting these resources, including but not
limited to, modification of the proposed design of the site, timing of construction, and limiting the
extent of excavation.
The site has not been identified as containing historic or archaeological resources.
The standards of this section have been met.

.16

Floodplain Management

If any portion of the site 1s located w1thm a special flood hazard area as identified by the Federal
mergency - anagement Agency, a use an eve opment oft at po111ono t e site must be
consistent with the Town's Floodplain management provisions.
The site is not located within a special flood hazard area as identified by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. The standards of this section have been met.

.17

Exterior Lighting

The proposed development must have adequate exterior lighting to provide for its safe use during
nighttime hours, if such use is contemplated. All exterior lighting must be designed and shielded
to avoid undue glare, adverse impact on neighboring properties and rights - of way, and the
unnecessary lighting of the night sky.
Two lights will be installed at the front and back of the building, at its peak. A front door light will be
installed also. The lights should be directed downward to shield the glare and impact on neighboring
properties. The standards of this section have been met.

.18

Buffering of Adjacent Uses
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The development must provide for the buffering of adjacent uses where there is a transition from
one type of use to another use and for the screening of mechanical equipment and service and
storage areas. The buffer may be provided by distance, landscaping, fencing, changes in grade,
and/ or a combination of these or other techniques.
The plan calls for planting 10 3' to 4' high white pine trees. The applicant states that no additional trees
will be removed. The standards of this section have been met.

.19

Noise

The development must control noise levels such that it will not create a nuisance for neighboring
properties.
The hours of operations been restricted to day time only by the Board of Appeals. Should noise be a
problem, tl1e Code Enforcement Officer will enforce applicable standards.
The standards of this section have been met.

.20

Storage of Materials

.I
Exposed nonresidential storage areas, exposed machinery, and areas used for the storage or
collection of discarded automobiles, auto parts, metals or other articles of salvage or refuse must
have sufficient setbacks and screening (such as a stockade fence or a dense evergreen hedge) to
provide a visual buffer sufficient to minimize their impact on abutting residential uses and users of
public streets .
.2
All dumpsters or similar large collection receptacles for trash or other wastes must be
located on level surfaces, which are paved or graveled. Where the Dumpster or receptacle is
located in a yard, which abuts a residential or institutional use or a public street, fencing or
landscaping must screen it.
.3
Where a potential safety hazard to children is likely to arise, physical screening sufficient to
deter small children from entering the premises must be provided and maintained in good
condition.
---------+he-appl-ieant-has--a-lar-ge-bam-f-aeHity-for-the-storage-of-any-matertals:--'fhe-starrdards-ofthis-sedimr1rav
----neen-me
.

.21

Landscaping

Landscaping must be provided as patt of site design. The landscape plan for the entire site must
use landscape materials to integrate the various elements on site, preserve and enhance the
particular identity of the site, and create a pleasing site character. The landscaping should define
street edges, break up parking areas, soften the appearance of the development, and protect
abutting properties.
No landscaping is proposed beyond maintaining the existing trees. The standards of this section have
been met.

.22

Building and Parking Placement

.I
The site design should avoid creating a building surrounded by a parking lot. Parking
should be to the side and preferably in the back. In rural, uncongested areas buildings should be
set well back from the road so as to conform with the rural character of the area. If the parking is
in front, a generous, landscaped buffer between road and parking lot is to be provided. Unused
areas should be kept natural, as field, forest, wetland, etc.
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.2
Where two or more buildings are proposed, the buildings should be grouped and linked
with sidewalks; tree planting should be used to provide shade and break up the scale of the site.
Parking areas should be separated from the building by a minimum of five (5) to ten (10) feet.
Plantings should be provided along the building edge, pai1icularly where building facades consist
of long or unbroken walls.
The site is the use of an existing barn. The standards of this section have been met.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION (if applicable)
The site is not location within an aquifer area.

Mr. Hunt asked about 206.2 Traffic Access, he stated the entrance appears to have plenty
of sight distance. Does it meet MDOT standards?
Mr. Henderson of 3 8 Middle Road asked if the road would become public.
Mr. Hunt stated no.
Mr. Henderson also what was the required setback for a driveway or right-of-way.
The Board reviewed Section 204.1.2.1, which states sheds, and driveways are required to
be 15' from property lines.
Mr. Henderson asked if the survey stakes would be permanent, they are cun-ently wood.
Mr. Storey stated there are permanent rebar markers; the wood is for visibility in the
snow. He stated the right-of-way has been existing for 15 years, and there are no setback
requirements for a right-of-way.
____

__.~L.A..l.unLsJat.e_clthe.Elanning_Ro_ar.cLih..e....I.o.w.nJs_to_r_eceiYe_aJetter_oLopinion..from-theTown Attorney stating that the right-of-way and driveway to the property conform to the
appropriate Ordinance standards. A copy of the legal opinion will be sent to
Mr. Henderson.
Mr. Powers moved to close the public portion of the meeting.
Mr. Turner seconded.
VOTE: Unanimous
Mr. Powers stated the applicant had met the required criteria for the proposed dog day
boarding kennel. They have met the standards with the exception of the direction of the
lighting. The applicant has been sensitive to the issue of noise. The description of the
business will not impose a burden on traffic, the applicant is mindful of fencing for
security of the animals.
Ms. Howe, Mr. Sloan and Mr. Turner agreed.
Mr. Powers moved to approve the proposed findings of fact as presented.
Mr. Turner seconded.
VOTE: Unanimous
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Mr. Powers moved to grant Minor Site Plan Review for a day dog-boarding kennel at
42R Middle Road, Tax Assessor Map RO1, Lot 51C, with the Standard and Proposed
Conditions of Approval.
Mr. Turner seconded.
VOTE: Unanimous
The Proposed Conditions of Approval are:
1.
All required fees are paid.
2.
The Town is to receive a letter of opinion from the Town Attorney stating that the
right-of-way and driveway to the prope1iy conform to appropriate Ordinance
standards.
3.
That all lighting faces downward and is shielded from neighboring properties.

2.
Public Hearing - Sketch Plan and Preliminary Review - minor 1-lot subdivision
at Treleaven Way (off Blanchard Road) Tax Assessor Map U12, Lots 11 & 1lA, Scott R.
Verrill, owner.
Ms. Harrington presented background information as follows: BACKGROUND
INFORMATION:
Owner:
Lot/Block
Parcel Size:
Zone:

Susan Chase
Assessor Map U-12, Lot
2.01 acres
MDR (2 acres minimum lot size for lots not served by
Public sewer)
Proposed Lots:
1
Utilities:
Underground
Water:
1" private service
Sewer~·--------Septic-System-----------------Lighting:
None proposed
DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS:
Barbara McPheters, CEO: The project has been subject of review by the Board of
Appeals. Correspondence is included. The Plumbing Inspector must review and approve
the wastewater disposal location and plan. The right-of-ways must extend to the abutting
property boundaries.
Chief Small, Fire Chief: Chief Small has asked for a fire hydrant near the intersection of
Wasabi Way and Blanchard Road. He has also asked that the turn-around be reviewed
for adequacy, the turning radius may not be adequate.
Adam Ogden, Public Works: The plans have been forwarded to Gorrill Palmer for
review. Comments are not yet available.
Chief Charron, Police: No comments
Chief Bolduc, Rescue: No comments
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CORRESPONDENCE:
Letter from Scott R. Verrill to Robert Benson dated December 28, 2000 requesting
waiver of application fee ($525).
Outline from Susan L. Chase to Town of Cumberland dated January 10, 2001 regarding
subdivision standards.
DEP permit dated 11/15/00 regarding wetlands.
Letter dated September 26, 2000 from Pam Bosarge, Clerk to the Board of Appeals to
Scott Verrill regarding Board of Appeals approval of 2-acre lots.
Letter dated November 1, 2000 from Natalie Bums of Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry to
Barbara McPheters, CEO re: review of lot divisions and requirements for subdivision
review.
Letter dated October 20, 2000 from Frank K. N. Chowdry, Esq. of Hopkinson &
Abbondanza, P.A. to Barbara McPheters, CEO re: lot conveyances and issuance of
building permits.
Letter dated September 21, 2000 from Natalie Bums of Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry to
Barbara McPheters, CEO re: decision of the Board of Appeals
Amended Declaration of Maintenance of Private Way dated October 5, 2000.
Declaration of Protective Covenants and Restrictions for Lots 1-5 dated October 5, 2000.
HISTORICAL INFORMATION:

January 27, 2000, the Town of Cumberland approved A Private Way Plan. After that
time, the investment group filed an application for a five-lot subdivision.
February 12, 2000, the Planning Board reviewed the sketch plan. The consensus of the
Board was to quality the project as a major subdivision and to prefer a traditional plan.
There was no quorum.
----May-16,--2000,
theJ!lanning-Board-revi€w€d-th€-plan-for-Gompletene-ss-,-T-he-goar·o----unanimously approved a motion, which found the application complete with the
following items to be submitted: a new wetlands delineation to be completed, a
community impact statement per Section 7.4 of the Subdivision Ordinance, and soil
testing for herbicides and pesticides.
May 31, 2000, the Planning Board conducted a site walk on the prope1ty.
June 20, 2000, the Planning Board conducted preliminary review. The Board voted
unanimously to table the review pending an independent mapping of the wetlands. The
Board agreed with the proposed sidewalks and lot layout.
July 18, 2000, the review was tabled at the request of the applicant.
August 22, 2000, the Planning Board voted to accept the wetland mapping of Jennifer
West of 17,032 sq. ft., dated 5/1/00 on the 6/29/00 plan of Pinkham Greer and to add the
approximately 6,000 sq. ft. of filled wetland area for the total wetland determination.
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And that Jennifer West revisit the site to verify the location of flags and to re-delineate
the wetland boundaries using a ground survey. Or the applicant can, at his own expense,
survey and flag all wetland filled. This calculation would be used to determine the net
residential density.
September 14, 2000, the Board of Appeals approves the lot size reduction for the
backlots.
After that time, a series of lot divisions have or will occur which have or will be
considered to be in accordance with applicable State subdivision laws. Wasabi
Investment Group conveyed all property to an individual "Verrill". Verrill conveyed a
portion to the spouse, "Chase". Verrill conveyed a four-acre lot to an unrelated person
"Lalumiere". Lalumiere donated a two-acre portion to a spouse. Lalumiere will convey
the second two-acre parcel to another person.
In order to by-pass subdivision approval, the "Chase" lot must be retained for a period of
5 years prior to sale. In order to sell it prior to that time, subdivision approval is required;
therefore the current application is before the Planning Board.
WAIVERS REQUESTED
1. Application fee ($525). Please see letter to Bob Benson.
2. Erosion Control Plan
3. Stormwater Management Plan
Ms. Howe asked about the filled wetlands.
Ms. Han-ington stated they have received a Tier 1 permit from the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection.
Mr. Turner asked if there would be any additional filling of wetlands.
Ms. Harrington stated there are 11' of wetlands on the remaining lot.
Mr. Powers asked about the back lot reduction granted from the Board of Appeals.
Mr. Verrill stated the Board of Appeals voted to grant a backlot reduction for the
remaining 6. 79-acre parcel.
The approval letter from the Board of Adjustment and Appeals stated the remaining lot
was approved for a reduction of lot size to two acres, provided in Section 603 .2.6 of the
Zoning Ordinance; conditioned upon retention of standing tree growth within a 50' buffer
zone around the existing remainder lot.
Mr. Hunt stated ifTreleaven was to become a public road, the lots would have the
required frontage.
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Mr. Powers asked if Wasabi Way continued to the property boundaries.
Mr. Verrill stated the right-of-way continues to both boundaries.
Mr. Turner asked if originally the entire road was Treleaven Way.
Mr. Verrill stated the Assessor stated the T section of the road needed to have a separate
name in case it was extended.
Mr. Powers asked about sidewalks.
Mr. Verrill stated he is not planning to have sidewalks.

The public portion of the meeting was opened. There were no public comments.
The public portion of the meeting was closed.
Mr. Powers moved to table the application for a minor 1-lot subdivision at Treleaven
Way; Tax Assessor Map U12, Lots 11 & 1lA pending a legal opinion regarding the one
(1) lot status of the subdivision.
Mr. Turner seconded.

VOTE: Unanimous

Administrative Matters
Mr. Hunt asked about a new Town Planner.
Ms. Harrington stated they re-adve1tised in Sunday's newspaper.
Mr. Powers presented a report from the site selection committe_e_on_the_new_s_cho_o,.,__
__ _
location. The School Board has approved the Drowne Road site for the location of the
new middle school. This school will have access from Tuttle Road. The State Planning
Office has looked on the site with favor. The primary alternate location in North
Yarmouth may have met the criteria, the determining factor was economic. The site
would have had an acquisition cost of $1.5 million, and waste treatment costs of
$400,000 to 600,000. The Drowne road location has no additional acquisition cost and is
served by town water and sewer. The Greely site was a late entry consideration and was
determined to be too dense.
Mr. Sloan asked if it would cost $300,000 to rebuild the ballfields.
Mr. Powers stated it is felt the Twin Brook fields can absorb the functions.
Mr. Hunt asked about the role of the current Drowne Road School.
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Mr. Powers stated he is not involved, but it will continue to serve as a grammar school.
There will be no reduction in school facilities. The long-term plan is to renovate the
Junior High School to become part of the High School. The original Greely Institute will
be architecturally restored to become a performing arts center.
Mr. Porter, Town Council stated the cost of building the ballfields would be $150,000.
And the Greely Campus site would have been the least expensive. The Drowne Road
location was the second least expensive.
Mr. Hunt asked ifthere was going to be a Town Council workshop regarding the Post
Office.

Ms. Howe submitted a letter to Council with a road proposal to help alleviate traffic in
the Town Center. Mr. Hunt also wrote a letter to the Town Council regarding the
location of the Post Office.
The date for the Town Council workshop on the Post Office has been set for January 22,
2001. At that meeting they will also discuss the Growth Management ordinance Building
Caps.
Mr. Turner moved to adjourn.
Mr. Powers seconded.

VOTE: Unanimous

Adjournment 9:00 p.m.

A TRUE COPY ATTEST:

Philip Hunt, Board Chair
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Planning Board Meeting
Tuesday, March 20, 2001
Council Chambers of the Town Offices
290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center
7PM
A.

Call To Order

B.

Roll Call

C.

Minutes of Prior Meetings
February 20, 2001

D.

Consent Calendar

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1. Public Hearing- Preliminary Plan Approval - Major 18 lot subdivision -Heritage Farms,
Blanchard Road Ext., 68.5 acres, Tax Assessor Map R-7, Lots 93 A, 93 B, 93C and a
portion of Lot 93, RR 2 Zoning, Chase Custom Homes & Finance, Inc., applicant,
Northeast Civil Solutions, Inc. representative.
2. Public Hearing- Final Review - Minor 1-lot subdivision at Treleaven Way, Tax
Assessor Map Ul2, Lots 11 & 1 lA, Scott R. Verrill, owner.
3. Public Hearing - Major Site Plan Review, Toddle Inn Da Care & Nurse

F.

R2D

Other Business
Review of Smart Growth Areas Update -The State Planning Office has developed maps
showing the Town designated smart growth areas. The Planning Board is asked review
them for accuracy and conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.
Route One Corridor Design Guidelines-The
regarding Route One Design Guidelines.

G.

Adjournment

Planning Board asked for information

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS
Municipal Center Council Chambers
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Maine 04021
(207) 829-2207
Public Hearing
Thursday, March 8, 2001
7:30 PM

Jaime and Craig StoreySmith request a special exception to install a sign for and operate
an occupational therapy outpatient pediatric clinic as a home occupation and at 85 Middle
Road on Map Rl Lot 38D in the Rural Residential 2 District.
Frank and Serina DeWolfe request a special exception for an accessory apa1tment above
an existing three-car garage at 144 Orchard Hill Road on Map R8 Lot 45A in the Rural
Residential 2 District.

ANYONE WISHING TO BE HEARD ON ANY MATTER CONCERNING THE
ABOVE REQUEST SHOULD BE PRESENT
George Turner, Chair

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MARCH 12, 2001
TOWN MANAGER'S NOTES

1) Board & Committee Vacancies - see data spread sheet
Advertise via Forecaster for available and upcoming vacancies, also internet and channel 2?
2) Town of Cumberland Nomination Papers - Town Councilors & School Board Members
(See attached)
3) Blanchard Road Public Hearing
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Cumberland Town Council

FROM:

Steve Moriarty

DATE:

March 8, 2001

RE:

3/12/01 Meeting

We will meet on Chebeague on Monday, March 12, 2001 and our meeting will be
devoted to a public hearing to receive comments on the impact of the Growth
Management Ordinance on Chebeague. If at the end of the meeting we reach agreement
on ways in which to amend the ordinance, we should set a public hearing for the
amendments.
Following up on the recent workshop with the Planning Board, there were a
number of proposals discussed to address the building permit cap issue. The first came in
the form of a memorandum from Jim Phipps and Beth Howe dated 2/12/01, a copy of
which is included in the packet. According to my notes, other proposals included the
following:
1.

Grandfather all subdivisions approved prior to 5/28/00, or grandfather all
such subdivisions only for a period of three years.

2.

In the spring of '01 allocate unused mainland subdivision growth permits to
those individuals on the waiting list.
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Annually allocate all unused growth permits on a staggeredbasis toward
the end of the fiscal year. Abolish the waiting list and implementa lottery
system. Tie the growthpermit applicationto impact fees (assumingthat an
impact fee ordinance is adopted), Require applicant to pay impact fee up
front as part of the growth permit application.

4.

Change the growth permit allocationfrom the current fiscal year to a

calendar year,

5.

Increase the number of growth permits for Chebeague.

The packet will include a number of materials that should be reviewed carefully in
preparation for the meeting. Please call if you have any questions.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

CumberlandTown Councilorsand PlanningBoard Members

From: James E. Phipps and Beth Howe
Date: February 12, 2001
Re:

Proposal for Changesto the CumberlandGrowth ManagementOrdinance

Beth Howe and I have built on the ChebeagueLong Range Planning Committee'sprior work and
the approachtaken by Steve Moriartyin his February 1 Memorandumto developthree proposed
changesto the Growth Ordinanceas follows:
1. Provide an exceptionto the limit of 3 GrowthPermits per-year forbuilding on Chebeaguefor
constructionin subdivisionsapprovedby the Planning Board subject to the overall limit of 22
permits per-year for subdivisionlots;

2.

Grandfatherall existingsubdivisionsapprovedby the PlanningBoard; and

3.

Provide an exceptionfrom the limit of 3 growth permits per-year for buildingon Chebeague
for residents of Chebeague,or those who swear that they are building for immediateyearround residencyon the island and can demonstratethat they have changed their domicileto
Chebeagueby evidenceof voter registration,motor vehicle registration,drivers (and other
professional)liccmse(s)and Maine State Income Tax returns.

This proposal has the followingprimaryadvantages:
...--------·

..--lt-expands-the-number_o!p.emtlts
immediatel}'.availableon Chebeaguewithout creatinga one
time escape-valvethat-futureCouncilsmight be_underP~olitical
pressure to use again if the list grew
to an intolerablelength in the future;
B. It accepts the "keepit simple"standardofresidency (rather than a more complicatedsystem of
exemptionsor points) to providepermits to those who express a real intentionto work and live as
part of the year-roundcommunityon Chebeague;

C. It takes Steve Moriarty'ssuggestionthat old subdi11isions
shouldbe grandfatheredand uses the
fact that the ordinanceis having the desiredeffect to slow permits for new subdivisions,to limit
growth in the number of vacationhomes after existing subdivisionsare built-out,while providing
the PlanningBoard with useful tools in the form of subdivisionapprovalsfor new subdivisionson
the understandingthat, once subdivisionsare approved,that this is where growthof non-residentor
seasonalhousing will be encouraged;and
D. Once old subdivisionsare built-out,the limit of 3 permits a year for the island generallyand 3
pennits in each approvedsubdivisionwill provide a limit on the rate of growthof swnmerhomes
without limiting growthof new year-roundoccupiedhomes.
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The proposalmakesthreepermanentchangesto the GrowthManagementOrdinanc:e:
First, Chebeague
subdivisionsshouldbe includedwith, and treatedthe same as mainland
subdivisionsunder the growthordinance. Both togetherwouldbe subjectto the annualcap of 22
growth peim.its.Recentmainlandsubdivisionsare presentlyexemptfrom the cap, and there areno
subdivisionsbeing approvedon the mainlandnow because of the cap.
Allowing developmentin subdivisionson the island meets our goals of controllingdevelopment.
Subdivisionsare reviewedand approvedby the PlanningBoard under strict guidelines. Such
developmentis fairly compact. Under the Growth ManagementOrdinance,no more than three
growthpermitscan be issuedto any s·ubdivisionin any given year.

Second,the conceptthat the exemptionfor recently approvedsubdivisionsshouldbe expandedto
all approved,but unbuilt-outsubdivisions,shouldbe adopted. This changewould addressthe
currentbacklogon Chebeagueas illustratedon the attachedtable.
Third, an exemption fromthe cap shouldbe created for anyone who S'Years(and shows evidence)
that he or she is either alreadyliving year-roundon Chebeague,or is buildingin order to live yearround in the immediate future(not for eventualretirement). This is a broader exemptionthan we
had proposedearlier,but it is also a simplerone. Ken Cole has advisedthe Town that this is a
legallydefensibleargumentfor an exemption. This exemptionwouldprobablyallow at least four
or five peopleon the present waitinglist to build (see attached table).

A year-roundresident exemptionmeetsour goal of supportingthe year-roundeconomy.While it
doesn't protect the community against dishonest people, or from the likelihood that not everyone
who tries living on Chebeaguefulltime will stay. it does tend to supportthe goals of providing an
incentivefor new constructionto meet the needs of year-roundresidents. That is, modesthomes
that can be heated for reasonablecosts and used for year-roundoccupancy(if not by their owners,
------.then-at-least-for--off-season-rent-alsr,---Gf--course,some--ofthese-will--be--expanded"""S:!J11ummerp-ata-c-e-----in the future.but the-Town'spolicy-willencourage-twotypes of housing:year-rouna omes and
summercottages. this is c:onsistentwith historicbuilding practiceson Chebeagueand development
of summercottagescouldbe encouragedby amendmentsin the subdivisionrules to take place in a
mannerconsistentwith c:ommunityvalues (e.g., square footagelimits, etc.).
In sum, we think, the strengthof this proposalis that it makespennanent changesin the Growth
Management Ordinancethat help to achieve goalsthat have been laid out in the ChebeagueLRPC
Plan. After existingsubdivisionsare built-out.it keeps the basic growthc:apintact. A look at the
table shows that it would allow most of the people who are probablyready to build soon to do so.
However,it is not a "one shot fix" to deal with the waiting list.

H:\Cumb\CapMemo021201.doc
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Phipps,
JamesE.
From:
Sant:

To:
Cc:

Subject;

Phipps,James E.
Saturday,March 03, 2001 11:37AM
'DonnaDamon';SamSloan@aol.com
ann3boya@megallnk.net;
basaet@cybertours.com;
bonniebenu@aol.com;
.
claireross@pobox.com;cwhlte@smemeine.com;
dyerjlpm@eol.com:h_chabot@h0tma1l.com;
jamiklm@aol.com;Phipps,JamesE.; merthe511@aol.com;mpasaano@earthlink.net;
mybaby10@juno.com;
nbadams@aol.com;phjordan06@aol.com;
rssgar@men.com;
sandypolnt@eerthllnk.net:
aneburgs@nlis.net;sunsethlll@earthlink.net;
kenhermham@eol.com
RE: Meetingon 10th

Donna, thanks for copyingme on your email to Sam. I em glad to see your proposalnow and amsorrythat It didn't reach
Jeff before the 2/12 Councilmeeting. Pleasefeel free to send Councll-retetedcommunicationsto me as long es I am the
Islands District Rep.
the 4-polnt proposalat the end of your messageIs helpfulto the dialoguein which the Council,the PlanningBoardend the
ChebeagueLRPC ere engaged. In an effort to promote the discussion,the followingpointsshouldbe considered:
1. the tighteningof land use rules that you suggestto avoid buildingIn wetlandareas Is somethingthat we should
definltelydo regardlessof the bulldlngcap. Stateefforts are certalnlyworth pursuinges you suggest,but there may be
looal municipalactionsthat we should also be exploring. Likewise,tighter reguletfonof septicsystemsIn subdivisions(and
elsewhereon Chebeague)may also be capableof accompllshlngat the local level and shouldbe activelyexplored. At the
last Town CouncilmeetingJohn Lambertspoke stronglyIn favor of appraprlatlngthe necessarymoneyto up.date the
groundwatersurveyon Chebeagueand I think the time Is right to get Councilsupportfor this Initiative.The Plan put
forward by the LRPC Is the bestway of bringingthese concernsto the Town Council. Thererore,our plan shouldbe
finalized - this shouldbe a top priorityof the LRPC. Personally,I'd like to see this accompllahedbeforeI go off the Council
in June and If we are to do that we need to get busy on that part of our work.
2. Unfortunately,the grandfatheringand relatedexemptionfrom the cap for owners of recordon 7/1/00that you propose
Is unconstitutionalbecauseIt dependsupon propertyownershipand thereforeInterfereswith the constitutlonallyprotected
right to travel. Our proposalIs an attempt to deal with that problem.
For the finish~I am pleasedto learn that you support a limit on the rat~ of growthas outlinedIn the 4th paragraphof your
-r------ropeaal.-Uhlnk-w.e'.ra_e
n to address the very real problemsthat yourthoughtfulmessagedescribes. The
-advantage
of the subdivisionand res ency ex tlons-are-thet-tne-resldency..exception
permitsyear-roundresidentsto
bulld end the subdivisiono~ inanceiffframework within-whichwe cen work lo addressmanyof the concems-you-raise---concernlngthe groundwater,eepllc systemproblems,salt water Intrusion,wetland preservation,open spaceand so on.
Towns have broad discretionto regulatedevelopmentthroughtheir subdivisionordinancesand Cumberland'scould be
refined to addressour Issueson Chebeague. The Island Residentialand Island Businesszonesare capableof being
tightened up e lot. Lot sizes for new subdivisionscould be increased(if the polltlcelwill - the backbonesof the Town
Council - could be strengthened).
I hope'Wecan continuethis discussion,both by email end et the LRPC meetingon Saturday3/10. We need to have a
cogent presentationbefore the Town Councilwhen it meets on Chebeagueon the eveningof Monday3/12.
Let's work togetherso we can get somethingdone to deal with these dlfficuttIssues. We're all on the same island • that's
why we care.
-Jim
--Original Message--•·
From: Donna Damon [mellto:Donna_Damon@onf.com}
Sent: Saturday,March03, 2001 7:30 AM
To: SamSloan@aol.com
Cc: ann3boys@megalink.net;
basset@cybertours.com;bonnlabanu@aol.com;
c1a1reross@pobox.com;
cwhlte@smemaine.com;dyerJlpm@aol.com;
h_chabot@hotmall.com;
Jamiklm@aol.com;
Jphipps@preti.com;
martha511@aol.com;mpassano@earthllnk.net;mybaby10@juno.com;
nbadams@aol.com;phjordan06@aol.com;rssgar@msn.com:
1
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& DETROY,

LLC

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
415 CONGRESS STREET
P.O. BOX 4800
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112-4800

STBPHINW, MOllAlTY

AREA CODE 207
774.7000

FAX
776•0906

FACSIMILETRANSMITIALSHEET
This message 11Intended only for the use of the lndlvldual or entity to which It 111ddreued and may contain
Information that ls privileged, confldentlal and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or aaent responsible for deliverina the mes11ge to
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communicatton In error, please notify the
SENDER Immediately at the above number and return the original messaae to us at the above address via the
U.S. Po11talService. Thank you for your cooperation,

DATE: March 8, 2001

TO: Bob Benson
FAX NUMBER: 829-2214

FROM: Stephen W. Moriarty, Esq,
RE:
SENDER: dgp

FILE NO:

NUMBER OF PAGES (including this cover sheet):

(_p

MESSAGE:
If you are having difficulties receiving this facsimiletransmission,please contact the
SENDER at (207) 774-7000.
□

□

Original will follow via:
Original will NOT follow

□ Mail

D Hand Delivery

D Federal Express

PRETI, FLAHERTY,

BELIVEAU,

PACHIOS

& HALEY, LLC

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ONE CITY CENTER,
TELEPHONE:

P.O. Box 9546, PORTLAND, MAINE 04112-9546
(207) 791-3000 -- TELEFAX (207) 791-3111

INTERNET: WWW.PRETI.COM MEMBERS:
SEVERIN M. BELIVEAU
HAROLD C. PACHIOS
MARJ( L. HALEY*
MICHAEL J. GENTILE
CHRISTOPHER D. NYllAN
ERIC P. STAUFFER
JONATHAN S. PIPER
DANIEL RAPAPORT
JOIIN P. DOYLE, JR.
BRUCE C. GERRITY
ANTHONY W. BUXTON
ALFRED C. FRAWLEY
JEFFREY T. EDWARDS
MICHAEL G. MESSERSCHMIDT
RANDALL B. WEILL
JAMES C. PITNEY, JR.
EVAN M. HANSEN
VIRGINIA E. DAVIS
LEONARD M. GULINO
DENNIS C. SBREGA
GEOFFREY K. CUMMINGS
JUDITH SAPP••
ESTELLE A. LAVOIE
SUSAN E. LOGIUDICE
MICHAEL KAPLAN
MICHAEL L. SHEEHAN
JOSEPH G. DONAflUE
DAVID B. VANSLYKE
ANN R. ROBINSON
STEPHEN E. F. LANGSDORF
JOHN P. MCVEIGH
ELIZABETH A. OLIVIER
CHARLES F. DINGMAN
NELSON J I..ARJ(INS
ROBERT 0. NEWTON
JOHNS. RUDD
TIMOTHY J. BRYANT
JAMES E. PtnPPS
BoNNIE L. MARTINOLICH
DONALD J. SIPE
GREGORY P. HANSEL
CHRISTOPHER P. REID

E-MAIL: ADMIN@PRETl,COM

February 28, 2001
Mr. Robert Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
P.O. Box 128
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re:

Item for next Council packet

Dear Bob:
Enclosed please find a letter that I received from Mrs. Jean Dyer in
connection with the Council workshop with the Planning Board held in February.
Please include copies of this correspondence in the upcoming Council packet.
Thanks for your assistance in this regard.

SENIOR COUNSEL TO THE FIRM:
HON. GEORGE J. MITCHELL

James E. Phipps

COUNSEL:
ROBERT F. PRETI
ALBERT J. BELIVEAU, JR.

-----1tOIIE&IJ'LSMiun

______

MARJ( B. LEDUC
NAOMI SAKAMOTO
PETERS. CARLISLE
BENJAi\UN S. BILus• •••

ASSOCIATE COUNSEL:
TRACEY G. BURTON
ROY T. PIERCE
ELIZABETH A. CAMPBELL
JEFFREY W. PETERS
MATTHEW J. LAMOURIE
SIGMUND D. SCHUTZ
JOEL H. THOMPSON
SHARON G. NEWMAN
MICHAEL A. CUNNIFF
MICHAEL K. MAHONEY
LINDA S. LOCKHART
JAMES M. HANLEY
JOSEPH W. CORRIGAN
DANAE. A. GILLESPIE
ANDREW W. CROCKER•••
JAMES M. ATWOOD

l------------------------------------------------------~

...

JEP/gdm
Enclosure

•Leave of absence.
••Admittedto practicelawon1yin the
Districtof Columbia.
••• Admiuedto practicelawonly in
Maryland.
••••Admitted to practicelawonly in
New YorkandConnecticut.
JOHN J. FLAHERTY

(1929-1995)

a

MEMBER

TERRALEX

45 MEMORIALCIRCLE-P.0.
BOX 1058
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04332-1058
TELEPHONE: (207) 623-5300 - TELEFAX: (207) 623-2914

THIRTY FRONT STREET, P.O. BOX 665
BATH, MAINE 04530-0665
TELEPHONE: (207) 443-5576 - TELEFAX: (207) 443-6665

,: •i•· ..

MEMO:'ro: Beth Howe, Jim Phipps and, as appro~riate ~rs
Plnni.ng Board and Town Council

o~ -r1~[~/"-

..

,,/

Fran,:

~~r

Chebeague Long Range Planning Camtittee

Re: Building Cap Proposal in memofrom Jim Phipps and Beth Howeto
Chebeague LRPCdated 2/11/ol
.
Since I am unable to attend the meeting on 2/12 I want to present these
written eatments and clarifications
with regard to my support of the
above-mentioned proposl.
(1) I support including Chebegue subdivisions presently
mainland subdivisions under the growth ordinance.

in place with

(2) i support ·the creation of ~emptions frat\ the cap for anyone who
swears·AND shows evidence that he or she is either a_lready living yearround on the island or is coming to live year-round-~ provided that
BOTHthe swering ANDshowing of evidence are requi~ed ~nd acpte~ed to.
A statement of employment and a ccmmuting plan, if necessary, should
be part of the evidence usl:mitted, or, in the cas~ of re~ir~s,
sane
indication of retirement interests compatible aqd·'possible w.ith, island
living.
These requirements, hopefully, would ·,reduce
the.danger . of false'
..
I
swearing as well as help alert applicants to what they are getting into.
If at all possible sane maximumsquare footage of the anticipated residence
might be included. With these requirements in ~lac;:e a~¥ other eventualities
must be our "leap of faith. 11
·· •
·
•
(3) I agree that a "one shot fix" pjrovided by a moratorium is-unacceptable
and. dangerous. We are conmit ted to controlling growth. · "Cc,mtrol11 ,
1
by definition,
implies "limits. 11
•
·' ••'
•• ·
Be ond the issue of building caps but not too far'r~v~,·
I, would like
to see thought g ven to
v ng s ng e .'Wtlcmd '7>arcet-S'-:giveri7the-seEUti-ny.---and protection currently required for subdivisiot:1s-. -- 11wat1ana+ classifications
should not be during a sunmer of drought following a "m:-een" *nter.
1
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Building permits for new dwelling units on Chebeague Island

1976 2
1977 3
1978 3
1979 4
1980 4
1981 3
1982 2
1983 2
1984 4
1985 6
1986 2
1987 3
1988 6
1989 3
1990 4
1991 6
1992 3
1993 3
1994 2
1995 7
1996 3
1997 1
1998 1
1999 3
2000 7 + 3

r

·

Date
#

I Received

I

1 I 07117100
21 07/19/00
31 07/19/00
1 I 07/03/00
21 07/12/00
3\ 07/14/00
41 07/25/00
sl 08122100
61 09/06/00
71 09/15/()()
81 09/27/00
91 09/28/00
10 I 09128/00
11 I 10112100
121 11/15/00
131 11/15/00
14I 11116/00
15111/16/00
161 11/21/00
171 11/21/00
181 11/29/00
191 12/04/00
201 12/07/00
21[ 12/26/00
22 I 01102101
11 07/05/00
21 08/03100
3 I 11101100
4I 11/30100
sl 01110101

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

Time
Received

I

Type
Habitat
Habitat
3:42 PMjlsland
1:00 PMiisland
4:43 PM\lsland
11:50 AM Non-subdiv
9: 15 AM INon-subdiv
9:10AM\Non-subdiv
2:20 PM\Non-subdiv
1:09 PM\Non-subdiv
1:07 PM Non-subdiv
10:19 AMINon-subdiv
1:52 PM Non-subdiv
4:41 PM\Non-subdiv
4:42 PMINon-subdiv
11 :34 AMI Non-subdiv
8: 13 AMINon-subdiv
1:35 PM INon-subdiv
2:25AMINon-subdiv
5:11 PM\Non-subdiv
8:35AM\Non-subdiv
1:58 PM I Non-subdiv
3:18 PM\Non-subdiv
8:11 AM INon-subdiv
4:35 PM\Non-subdiv
9:30 AM!Non-subdiv
10:58AM\Non-subdiv
10:53AM\Subdivision
12:22 PM\Subdivision
12:17 PM\Subdivision
2:46 PM ISubdivision
2:53 PM ISubdivision

I

I
I

3/7/01

Growth Pennits

· Town of Cumberland

Subdivision Name
I
\Division Shores
I Division Point

I

I
I

I
I
I
\
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
\
I

I

First

Last

Map

JLJ

I
_
\Minor
JIPa~I
I 107
!Richards _ IIPa~I& Kathleen I 107
101
!Dayton
IIR$irt & Joan
R08A
Morrison
IIRojand
I Seekins
llNO(lTia
R07
\Cyr
IIMafy
R03
\Shanley
j F~n
U10
\Grover
IIBefu
R08
~yle
l1Wittiam
014
I Lalumiere
liMafy
R07
I Maloney
\fi'iifottiy
U12
!Verrill
lsc6tt
U12
!Verrill
!Scott
IPatton
- Hafiy & Deborah R04
I Brooks
I Roger & Elizabe R66
U17
IThome.son IPeter & Kathy
R07
\Peterson
I~~
R08
!Peterson
\Ridhard
U14
!Jordan
IJo$nne
R03
IMeoti
I Riqhard
R03
\Price
_J.@,esH.
U12
ILalumiere I Scbtt

_\

ROO

1

I

I

ROS
!Stockholm IBehedict
I
!Stiles
\WI& Bickford, J ROS
U12
\Carley
!Ke/Jin
U12A
\sunnyfield Farm
JSawchuck JPijer&Ann
ROSB
\Falmouth Country Club\Raczkowski \D~d T.
R08A
\Valley Road Cluster
\Hildreth & White
ROSC
lidlewood
IGallati
IWl David
R02A
ISchooner Rid-9.e
ICarriere
I!Ntjreita

I

Lot

Street

65
55
2fA
7B
49

Bar Point Rd
Bluff Head Road
646 South Road
225 Blanchard Road
Blanchard Rd
Maloneys Ridge Wa.Y_
43 Harris Road
Strawberry Ridge Lane
26 Orchard Road
36 Val Halla Road
Maloneys Ridge Way_
47 Blanchard Road
47 Blanchard Road
8 Fanns Edge Way
Greely Road Extension
23 Old Farm Road
108 Mill Road
Pleasant Valley Road
23 S'c1N'ferLane
45 Lon-9.woodsRoad
Andrea Way
Treleaven Way
Turkey Lane
Alder Way
16 Treleaven Way
Sunnyfield Lane
27 Hazeltine Drive
42 Valley Road
418 Range Road
282 Foreside Road

72B
41
9F
64A
63C
72C
7C
7B
20A
18 D
4F
92D
12
8B
15
23A
11 A

13
35
11 B

6
8
15 C
20

34

Issued

Time

I

Bldg Appl
Due

Building
Pennit

280-00
07 /20/00 I 11:20 AM
279-00
07120100111:30 AM
239-00
07/20/00l 11:35AM
232-00
07/07/00I 9:25AM
267-00
07/17/00\ 3:50 PM
278-00
07/17/00I 4:25 PM
276-00
07/27/00I 9:10 AM
246-00
09/14/00I 4:50 PM
314-00
09/20/00I 3:55 PM
317-00
09/22/00l 10:50 AM
285-00
09/29/00I 10:03 AM
010-01
10120100
I 11:57 AM
011-01
10/20/00 I 11 :58 AM
290-00
10/25/00 I 8:30 AM
017-01
11/16/00I 4:58 PM
313-00
11/16/00I 5:02 PM
005-01
11/21/00l 11:39AM
020-01
11/21/00I 12:01 PM
004-01
11/21/00I 1:13PM
11/21/00I 2:02 PMI 02/20/01
12111100I11:24AMI 03110101
001-01
12/12/00I 1:18PM
Letter sent 12/27/00- Lot-size inadequate
12/27/00I 4:00 PM\ 03/26/01
01/04/01 I 9:03 AMI 04/03/01 014-01
206-00
07/07/00I 9:30 AM
257-00
08/09/00 I 10:05 AM
11/08/00l 11:46~AM
299-00
012-01
12/13/00\ 10:19 AM
01/16/01 I 12:59 PMl 04/15/01

Date
Issued

10/19/00
10/19/00
08/23/00
08/21/00
09/29/00
10/15/00
10/17/00
09/18/00
12/12/00
12/20/00
11/30/00
61/18/01
01/18/01
11/06/00
02/15/01
12/12/00
01/10/01
02/20/01
01/10/01

01/03/01

01/30/01
07/18/00
09/27/00
11/14/00
01/18/01

Date

Year
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003

2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005

Received

#

2
3
2
3

2
3

2
3

1
2
3

2006
2006

2

2006

3

2007
20()7
2007
2008
2008

2000

2
3
2
3

08/01/00
08/10/00
08/14/00
09/08/00
09/11/00
09/12/00
69712100
09/19/00
09/20/00
09/21/00
10/03/00
10/18/00
11/09/00
11/21/00
11/29/00
12/2-1/00
01/09/01
01/09/01
01/09/01
01/18/01
01/19/01
01/25/01
01/31/01

3(7/01

Grcmth permit waiting list

TC1N11
of Cumberland

~1

Received Type
3:02 PM Island
11:59AMltsland
1:35 PM I Island
11:32AMlIsland
8:08 AMlisland
3:11 PMlisland

I

3:46 PM Island
3:22 PM Island
4:16 PM I Island
4:32 PM IIsland
8: 10 AM I Island
12:16AMlsland
12:51 PM IIsland
8:36AMitsland
1:18 PM IIsland
12:26 PMjtsland
3:49 PM Island
3:50 PMjtsland
4:49 PMllsland
10:47 AM Island
9:21 AM Island
1:30 PM IIsland
11:51 AMI Island
Island

I

Subdivision Name
I
I
I
\
I

ICart Road Acres

Last
Bisharat
!Todd
I Hunt
!Marshall
\Moulton
IRug_h

I

First
Map
Leila and Suhail
103
IDa(lielandHeidi
I t06 I
!Robert & Winter, Irene I I03 I
IBa/bara
I I03 I
!Joffin
I 101 I
!Aaron
I 106 I

I

I

~~

Lot
Street
Design I Letter Issued I Time
106 South Road
07/11/00 08/09/00
34 ISchoolHouseRdl
08/10/00I08/17/00
68 BI South Road
I 08/14/00I 08/17/00105 !South Road
I 08/28/00I 09/20/00
76 138 Proctor Drive I 09/08/00\ 09/22/00
8 A !North Road
I 07/02/991 09/22100

Libby
Rapert & Paula
'04I90 C !West Vif:!.NRoad
Watson
Donald & Karen
107 41 Old Cart Road
I
\Wilson
\D~d
\ 104 \ 90 D \Sunset Road
I
IRich
IPatricia
I 106 I 7 ILittlefield Road
ICart Road Acres ILloyd-Rees I ~d & Susan
I 107 I 50 IOld Cart Road
Hall
Per
102 12A 12SouthRoad
Haberthur R¢ert & Lyn
I 103 107 B South Road
!Division Shores !Colbeth
!Clyde
I07
74 !Ship Lane
I
IBoisvert IRi§hard & Paige
I 103 I 130 B INorth Road
jWhittemorefjArjn
I I05 j 8 B \North Road
!Crosby
l!Ryssell & Sala, Margarj 101 15 !Cottage Road
!Crosby
IJRyssell & Sala, Margad 101 J 15 !Cottage Road
I
!Butters
IICHar1es
\ 101 I 11A \Cottage Road
Marion
I Vi ki
107 72 Bar Point Road
West
S .san
104 29 A Buxhill Blvd
Cart Road Acres IPelton
_IK~neth
107 I 43 Old Cart Road
J
1Kidd~Dan
J I06 I
32 !School House Rd

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I 09/08/00
I09/22/00
06/16/00 09/25/00

\ 09/14/00I 09/25/00
I 09/15/00 I 09/25/00
I 09/29/00 I 10/10/00
10/16/00 10/25/00
10/05/00 11/14/00
10/23/00j 11/22/00
I 11/28/00 I 12/05/00
12/13/00j 12/27/00
01/05/01 01/10/01
01/05/01 01/10/01
I 01/09/01 I 01/10/01
Existing
01/18/01
11/29/00 01/22/01
01/10/01 I 01/30/01
J 01/28/00I 03/07/01

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

,_

-1-

- ~-

I
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I

I

Bldg Appl Building Date
Due
Permit Issued

I

I
I

-'
Town of Cumberland

#

Date
Time
Received Received
Type
09/19/00
3:16 PM Non-subdiv

Subdivision Name

I

Last
Dunnett

Grcmth Permits Voided

First

Map
U12

Robin

Lot
11

11'4/01

Street
Treleaven Way

Issued
09/28/00

I
-

-

--

t - -

-

-

-

-

-

- --

..

-·:,--

,--

-

I

I

Bldg Appl
Pennit
Time
Due
Number Date Issued
6:10PM Letter sent permit voided 112/01

GROWTHMANAGEMENTORDINANCE
1.

TITLE
This Ordinance shall be known as the "Growth Management Ordinance of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine" and shall be referred herein as the "Ordinance".

2.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided in Article
VIII-A of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A. Section 3001.

3.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Ordinance is to protect the health, safety and general welfare
of the residents of Cumberland through placing limitations on residential
development and meeting the following:

4.

A.

To provide for the immediate housing needs of the existing residents of
Cumberland.

B.

To ensure fairness in allocation of Building Permits.

C.

To plan for continued residential population growth of Cumberland which
would be compatible with orderly and gradual expansion of community
services including, but not limited to, education, public safety,
transportation infrastructure, waste disposal and health services.

D-. --A

void a situation-in which the rapid development of-new-residences,
potentially housing many families with school-age children, could outpace
the town's capability to expand its schools and other services soon enough
to avoid serious school over-crowding and a significant reduction in other
services.

APPLICABILITY
This Ordinance shall apply to all new dwelling units (including manufactured
housing) within the Town of Cumberland. No new dwelling unit, which fails to
meet the requirements of the Ordinance, shall be constructed or placed within the
Town of Cumberland.

...

5.

EXEMPTIONS
This Ordinance shall not apply to the following:

6.

A.

The repair, replacement, reconstruction or alteration of any existing
building or structure provided the number of dwelling units is not
increased, regardless of the need for a variance.

B.

Dwelling units constructed by the Cumberland Housing Authority, an
agency of the state or federal government; or by a private developer or
contractor with a continuing age restriction of persons 55 years of age or
older. Any conversion of these units eliminating the age restriction would
require a Growth Permit.

C.

Accessory Apartments as allowed in Section 407 .1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

D.

Lots in subdivisions approved by the Cumberland Planning Board
between January 1, 1998 and May 22, 2000.

ADMINISTRATION
A.

Maximum Number of Dwelling Units

Unless and/ or until this Ordinance is amended pursuant to Section
10, the maximum number of new Growth Permits issued shall be
---------------I:eFt-y--feuF-f44-j,f-f0m-Jul-y--1-,----2000-t0-Jun€--3-0,200-l-,-and-annualb_,_
______
thereafter from-July 1 to-June-30,----plus-3-additional-GrowthPermitsthat shall be reserved for dwelling units located on Chebeague
Island, plus 2 additional Growth Permits that shall be for
affordable housing constructed by Habitat for Humanity or a
similar not for profit organization~

l.

B.

2.

No more than 50% of the Growth Permits shall be issued annually
for dwelling units within subdivisions. This provision shall not
apply to the Growth Permits reserved for Chebeague Island as
allowed in Section 6.A.1.

3.

No more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued on Chebeague
Island in any fiscal year.

Application Procedure
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~

C.

1.

All Growth Permit Applications shall be submitted in person to the
Code Enforcement Officer or his/her assistant or agent (hereinafter
the CEO) during normal office hours on the form designated
Growth Permit Application. No Growth Permit Applications shall
be accepted by mail.

2.

The CEO shall indicate on the Application form the date and time
the Growth Permit Application was received and provide the
applicant with a receipt, when said Application is complete. The
Applications shall be reviewed in the order in which they were
received. Only complete Applications will be accepted.

3.

The Growth Permit Application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable administrative fee in the amount of One Hundred
($100.00) Dollars, documentation establishing the applicant's
right, title and interest to the property, and one copy of a
subsurface wastewater disposal system application form (HHE200), and/or confirmation for eligibility of a sewer user unit.

4.

A separate Application shall be required for each dwelling unit.

ISSUANCE PROCEDURE

1.

Growth Permit Applications shall not be accepted by the CEO until
on or after the effective date of this Ordinance. Growth Permit
Applications shall be on file with the CEO. From that time on,
Applications will be accepted, and Growth Permits issued, as
provided for in Section 6.C.3.

2.

Growth Perm1 s s a
basis.

r

e availab eon a

IrS

-come, ftrst-served

The CEO shall notify an applicant once the
applicant is entitled to have a Growth Permit issued. Once
the CEO has notified the applicant that the applicant is
entitled to have a Growth Permit issued, the applicant shall
have thirty (30) days to accept the Growth Permit from the
CEO. If the applicant shall fail to accept the Growth
Permit, then the Growth Permit shall expire.

3.

ii.

Expired Growth Permits shall be available for reissue.

iii.

The CEO shall issue Growth Permits for all complete
Applications if they do not outnumber the supply of
Growth Permits.
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a.

4.

If Applications exceed supply for any given year,
Permits shall be issued on the basis of the order
complete Applications were received by the CEO.
Those on the list who do not get a Permit for that
year shall have first priority to get a Permit in the
next year, in the order in which the Applications
were deemed to be complete.

With respect to Growth Permits sought for property located within
a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town, no
more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year for the
building of dwellings in a single subdivision. No person,
partnership, or corporation shall be entitled in any single year to
more than 2 of the three Growth Permits allocated to a subdivision.
Corporations shall be treated as the same corporation for purposes
of this Ordinance if they share common directors (or their spouses)
and/ or shareholders (or their spouses) of 10% or more of the
stock. Any person or corporation which is a partner in a
partnership shall also be considered the same person as the
partnership.
With respect to Growth Permits sought for property not located
within a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town,
no more than 2 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year to
any one person, partnership or corporation.

5.

If, at the end of the fiscal year, there are any unissued Growth
Permits still available, they shall not be carried over to the next

---------------~ear..------------------------------

D.

E.

Replacement with building permit and expiration
1.

A Growth Permit shall be replaced by a building permit for a
dwelling on the specific site for which the Growth Permit was
issued. A Growth Permit which has not been replaced with a
building permit within 90 days of Growth Permit approval by CEO
shall be considered expired and must be resubmitted for
consideration. Resubmitted Growth Permit Applications will not
have any priority over other Growth Permit Applications. The
expiration of the building permit shall be in conformity with the
Town of Cumberland Building Code.

2.

Expired Permits shall be available for reissuance.

Transferability
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Growth Permits are not transferable. They shall be valid for construction
on the lot specified on the Application and by the Applicant; provided
however, that such valid Permits shall be transferable to new owners of
the lot should the property change hands. If a Permit is transferred, the
date of issuance remains unchanged.

7.

CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not repeal, annul, or otherwise impair or remove the
necessity of compliance with any federal, state or other local laws or ordinances.
Where this Ordinance imposes a greater restriction upon the use of land,
buildings, or structures, the provisions of this Ordinance shall prevail.

8.

SEPARABILITY
Should any section or provision of this Ordinance be found by the courts to be
invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, such decision shall not affect any other section
or provision of this Ordinance either singly or collectively.

9.

EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this Ordinance shall be July 1, 2000, but the total number of
Growth Permits available through June 30, 2001 shall be limited by Section 6.A
hereof.

I 0.

REVIEW PROCEDURE
This-8rdinanee shall be re-vie-wed-bythe-Town Gounsil in-Jurn~-200l to assgss-the
efficacy of the Ordinance and shall be reviewed by the Planning Board
periodically (but not less frequently than once every three years), to ensure that
the annual maximum growth rate has not become inconsistent with the Town's
capital program requirements to establish, maintain, or enlarge needed public
facilities and services. Based on its review the Planning Board may recommend
amending this Ordinance as provided in Section 11.

11.

AMENDMENTS
1.

An amendment to this Ordinance may be initiated by one of the following:
(A)

The Planning Board.

(B)

The Town Council.
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(C)

12.

The residents, pursuant to Article X, Section 2 of the Town
Charter.

VIOLATIONS
A.

A violation of this Ordinance shall be deemed to exist when any person,
partnership or corporate entity engages in any construction activity
directly related to the erection or placement of a dwelling unit, upon any
land within the Town without first having obtained a Growth Permit from
the CEO.

B.

If a dwelling unit has been constructed or placed, without a Growth
Permit, it shall be deemed a violation for any person, firm, or corporate
entity to sell, lease, rent or occupy such dwelling unit until such permit has
been duly issued.

13.

NOTICES OF VIOLATIONS;LEGAL ACTION
When a violation of any provision of this Ordinance shall be found, the CEO shall
send a written notice of the violation to the responsible party or parties and shall
notify the Town Council of the violation. If the notice does not result in the
correction of the violation, the Town Council may institute any and all actions and
proceedings, either legal or equitable, including seeking injunctive relief, the
imposition of fines, removal of the structure, or other action that may be
appropriate or necessary to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance. The
remedies set forth herein are intended to be cumulative and not exclusive of each
other. The Town Council is authorized to enter into administrative consent orders
o e 1mmate violations witn or witlmutcourramun:-suctni-greemenrstralhm
allow an 1 ega structure or use to continue.

14.

PENALTIES
A.

Any person owning or controlling the use of any dwelling unit being
constructed or occupied in violation of this chapter shall be liable to be
fined not less than $100 or more than $2,500 for each day such a violation
(i.e. construction activity, unlawful occupancy) continues after notification
by the CEO.

B.

If a dwelling unit has been built in violation of this chapter and is then
occupied, for residential use, the owner may be fined as provided in
Section 14 A. of this Ordinance.

15.

APPEALS
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A.

16.

The Board of Adjustment and Appeals in accordance with Section 603 of
the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party and after public notice, hear appeals from determinations
of the Code Enforcement Officer in the administration of this Ordinance.
Following such hearing, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals may
reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer only upon a finding
that the decision is clearly contrary to the specific provisions of this
Ordinance.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Building Permit: A permit is defined by and issued in accordance with
the Cumberland Building Code and Section 602.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

B.

Dwelling Unit: A room or group of rooms designed and equipped
exclusively for use as living quarters for a family, including provisions for
living, sleeping, cooking and eating. The term shall include, but not be
limited to, manufactured housing, modular/mobile homes, apartment unit,
duplexes and multiplexes and condominium units. The term shall not
include trailers or recreational vehicles used for overnight or temporary
lodging only.

C.

Growth Permit: A permit issued, in accordance with the provisions of
this Ordinance, by the CEO to allow the establishment of a new dwelling
unit.

Family: A person or persons occupying a dwelling unit and living as a
D.
------------~s'"i-n.....-1gl-e-housekeeplng1mit;-as-distingui-shed-f-rom-a-group-oeeupy-i-n-g
a----------!otel or mote .

E.

Manufactured Housing: A fabricated pre-assembled dwelling unit
designed to be transported after fabrication and to be used as living
quarters. The term "Manufactured Housing" may include the term
"Modular Home" and "Mobile Home", except that the fabricated singlefamily modular home is assembled on the building site on a permanent
foundation.

F.

Subdivision: A subdivision shall be defined by 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4401,
and as amended from time to time. For the purposes of this Ordinance,
subdivisions shall mean only those approved by the Planning Board after
March 6, 1959. In addition, any lots shown on a subdivision plan, but not
subject to Planning Board review shall not be considered a lot in a
subdivision.
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H.

Person: A person shall be defined to include an individual's spouse,
parents, siblings and members of his or her immediate family unless the
spouse, parents, sibling or immediate family member can demonstrate that
the person seeking the Growth Permit owned the title to the property that
is the subject of the Growth Permit independently of his spouse, parents,
siblings or immediate family members as of May I, 2000.

Adopted June 28, 2000
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CNixon
Phipps, James E. Liphipps@preti.com]
Saturday, March 03, 2001 11:57 AM
'Moriarty, Stephen W.'; 'Lambert, John F.'
'Damon, Donna'; 'Ballard, Sam'; 'Howe, Beth'; 'Benson, Robert B.'; 'Nixon, Carla'
FW: Meeting on 10th

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

We are continuing
to have a positive
dialogue
concerning
the growth
cap on
Chebeague.
Donna's
message
indicates
a level
of support
for the concept
and
I wanted
to share
it with you in advance
of the Council's
meeting
on
Chebeague
on 3/12.
I don't
have Jeff
Porter's
email
address
and if any of
you have it,
I'd appreciate
your forwarding
this
along to him as Donna
intended
him to receive
her message
prior
to the February
12 Council
meeting.
Also,
copies
of my response
and her message
should
go into the
Council
packet
for the 3/12 meeting
please.
Thanks,

- Jim

-----Original
Message----From: Donna Damon [mailto:Donna
Damon@onf.com]
Sent:
Saturday,
March 03, 2001 7:30 AM
To: SamSloan@aol.com
Cc: ann3boys@megalink.net;
basset@cybertours.com;
bonniebanu@aol.com;
claireross@pobox.com;
cwhite@smemaine.com;
dyerjlpm@aol.com;
h chabot@hotmail.com;
jamikim@aol.com;
jphipps@preti.com;
martha5ll@aol.com;
mpassano@earthlink.net;
mybabyl0@juno.com;
nbadams@aol.com;
phjordan06@aol.com;
rssgar@msn.com;
sandypoint@earthlink.net;
sneburgs@nlis.net;
sunsethill@earthlink.net;
kenhermham@aol.com
Subject:
Re: Meeting
on 10th
Sam,
My biggest
concern
about
Beth and Jim's
proposal
is the emphasis
on
s abd iv is i 011s .
I k110w t Ila t p 1 a oner s l i ke to have rrous-e-s-ctu,-csrll-.e,...rr--oerld~,-rb'rtu"lr----------------when you-are-tot-a-1-1-y-dependent:-on
sep1=---ie-s-yst:-ems-and--mar-ginal-sysl:-ems-are--------being
designed
because
of soils
that
just
make the cut off I am concerned.
When those
systems
fail
new systems
have to be built
which means a higher
concentration
of septic
systems
in a smaller
area.
This problem
will
be
something
our children
will
have to deal with,
but we need to know the
potential
implications
when we propose
something.
Having been in the semi
survey
business
for a while
I have seen many lots
that
have been built
on
that
were approved
based on the only one possible
septic
site.
What will
those
folks
due when they fail?
Are we setting
ourselves
up for problems
by making those
lots
more valuable
to someone who is dying
to build
here.
Anyone one who has been around
for anytime
at all
knows of the problems
around
Division
Point.
It was proven
several
years
ago that
that
subdivision
has terrrible
soils
and many of the lots
would not exist
under
today's
standards.
Should
we be enocouraging
the resale
and development
of those
lots
by giing
them preference
over other
lots?
Another
concern
that
I have about
giving
preferencial
treatment
to
subdivisions
is that
many of those
people
on the list
have owned their
property
for the shortest
period
of time or have the weakest
long term
links
to the island.
From my observations
the biggest
threats
to the
island
are from people
who come here and have not been indoctrinated.
While this
is a generalization,
the Cordes
Road problem
is a good example.
People
who come here need some time to understand
how the community
works.
We don't
want to make it easier
for rich people
from away with no
island
ties
to come here.
I think
this
is our big fear,
the take over!
1

Let's
not let money talk
any more than it ha$ to, which is another
problem
with preferential
treatment
for subdivivsions.
People
with big money can
afford
to buy tracts
of land and develop
them and advertise
them in the
New York Times.
I am not trying
to be an alarmist
but we need to be
realistic.
I like
the idea of giving
islanders
preference,
and I am interested
that
Ken Cole has agreed
that
if people
will
swear
that
they will
live
here
they can get a permit.
It took us 5 years
to build
our house and finish
it enough to move in.
We put every
cent we earned
during
that
time in to
it.
With the shortage
of rentals,
which I think
is the island's
biggest
problem,
we had to rent
on the mainland.
I'm not sure we would have
fallen
under
your exception
to the cap.
Chebeaguers
have a history
of building
houses
the Chebeague
way.
People
from away take
it for granted
that
everyone
can get a mortgage
whenever
thay want but that
is not always
the case.
If we want to preserve
the
character
of the island
we need to be able
to understand
unique
systems
such as housing
starts
and how they do not always
fit
mainland
paradigms.
Well,

enough

of

that.

Here is my proposal.
I think
it is simple,
easy to administer,
logical,
and less
prone
to community
up roar
and and culture
clashes.
I beieve
that
in ten years
the impact
of my proposal
would not be much more than
the others
that
have proposed.
But it eliminates
abuse
of the system,
and
is fair
to everyone.
I have another
proposal
that
I would like
to through
in for consideration.
I tried
to send it to Jeff
Porter
the evening
of the February
12 meeting
but it didn't
go through,
so it never
got on the table.
The
fair

following
is
to evrybody

the
and

memo that
it provides

was lost
a slow

in cyberspace!
down for future

I think
this
development.

is

To: The Cumberland
Town Council
From: Donna Miller
Damon
Re: Building
Cap on Chebeague
This

----·t:o

memo is to express
some ideas
about
the building
cap as it pertains
Chebeague
Island-. -r-had
intended
to at tend LIie meeting
i11 per son btJ+--------------------'h e ard over--t-h e-we e-ke nd-t-h-a t:-i t--ha d-bee n cha n~ed-t o-7-PM-;-I-h
ad a g 1:-eed-t-n----a t tend another
meeting
at Greely
at 7 because
I thought
the building
Cap
meeting
was at 6 PM. Oh well ...
First,
has anyone
considered
where
any of the other
Cumberland
Islands
consideration
as well as a concern
depending
how they are counted.

additional
buildings
on Hope Island
fall
under
the present
plan?
It is
and could
impact
building
Town wide

or
a

Second,
I am concerned
about
process
regarding
the possibility
of a change
in the ordinance
as it relates
to Chebeague.
Although
we had a meeting
on
Chebeague
during
December,
most people
are unaware
of where the process
stands
nor have they had an opportunity
to consider
solutions
that
are
being
proposed
tonight.
Signs
about
the meeting
went up Friday,
but the
weather
kept folks
pretty
close
to home. That being
said
I understand
that
what ever happens
tonight
will
be open for discussion
at a future
meeting
on Chebeague
before
a final
decision
is made.
Third,
Chebeaguers
are under
a lot of pressure
because
of the property
tax
structure
in Maine and unless
something
drastic
happens
in Augusta
the way
of life
I have always
known is threatened
and we are already
on the verge
of extinction.
Chebeaguers
don't
realize
is that
their
neighbor
who sells
his home or land at an exorbitant
profit
is responsible
for increased
valuations
and that
the increase
in the school
age population
on the
Mainland
has increased
school
costs
to where they comprise
75% of our
2

property
houses
eqatiion

taxes.
This is not caused
by the type
that
are or are not built
on Chebeague.
when they are sold.

of houses
They only

or the number of
enter
into
the

Chebeague
is at a crossroads
and is facing
a sociological
dilemma
that
is
being
exasterbated
by the building
cap controversy.
Traditionally
islanders
have not had the type of income that
most Americans
take
for
granted.
Independent
businessmen
such as fishermen
and contractors
can't
count
on weekly pay checks
the way most Americans
do. They do things,
make
improvements
etc when they have the money. When the shedders
strike
you
buy new shoes so to speak.
It is very difficult
to plan on having
the
wherewithal
to do something
7 years
out when you have the money today.
Boats
go ashore
and the bottom
could
fall
out of lobstering
just
as it did
with
small boal groundfishing
when I was a child.
Those were tough
times.
It has turned
out that
the building
cap is hurting
the very people
we
wanted
to help with the long range plan,
the islanders.
In addition
I am
hearing
people
talk
about
them and us and that
some people
especially
from
away feel
it's
a privilege
to live
on Chebeague
and resent
the fact
that
the people
who grow up there
feel
that
they have a right
to stay.
These
kinds
of thoughts
will
divide
our community
as it did in the 1970's
and it
is not a pretty
picture.
The essential
question
is why do we need a building
cap. The summer people
with their
money are here to stay and many of them come and buy out those
of us who live
on Chebeague
year-round.
This trend
will
continue
as the
cost
of island
living
increases.
Studies
have shown that
there
is plenty
of ground water,
so that
isn't
a reason
to limit
growth.
The plumbing
and
zoning
codes should
be able to deal with limiting
building
on soils
that
might
result
in ground
water
contamination.
That is a viable
way to limit
growth;everyone
can understand
it,
but time and time again
people
are able
to circumvent
the intent
and build
in a swamp. These loopholes
need to be
filled.
Everyone
can agree
with that,
and if the loopholes
are filled
significant
parts
of the island
would be saved
from development.
People
understand
protecting
groundwater,
but many people
who have owned lots
of
land
for decades
do not understand
why they can't
usP. it today because
of
the building
cap.
Now all
that
being
said
here is my solution.
1. Identify
unbuildable
lots;
lobby the state
to create
stricter
standards
o-protect-g-retlftel--w-a-1:-er.------------------------------------2. Grandfa~l=ler
al-1 lot-s-that-existe.d_befoxe
JuLy-1.,
2000 and give the __ _
owner of record
as of July
1, 2000 the ability
to apply
for a building
permit
whenever
they want now or into
the future.
3. The grandfather
clause
however,
does not transfer
with the land even to
family
members.
That means that
the person
who builds
must be the 2000
owner of record.
Therefore
families
might consider
making
interfamily
transfers
in anticipation
of poential
building
sometime
in the future.
4. The number of building
permits
for new owners
or grandfathered
owners
who want to subdivide
would be 4 per year.
This idea
respectful

would be simple
to administer,
limits
uncontrolled
of island
traditions.
What more could
you want?

Sincerely,

Donna

Miller

Damon
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CNixon
Donna Damon [Donna_Damon@onf.com)
Sunday, March 04, 2001 9:51 AM
jphipps@preti.com
smoriarty@nhdlaw.com;
jlambert@lcrh.com;samsloan@aol.com;mpassano@earthlink.net;
bbenson@town.cumberland.me.us;
cnixon@cumberlandmaine.com
Re: FW: Meetingon 10th

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sam and

Jim,

I agree
that
we all need to be on the same page.
I think
trying
to iron
this
out two days before
the meeting
is tough.
We are all looking
at the
situation
through
our own lenses.
I see this
as more of a sociological
issue
than anyone else.
I am concerned
about people.
I fear people
from away who come here,
buy
houses
and immediately
try to impose their
vision
of what Chebeague
should
be on those of us who have been here for a long time.
Someone just
bought
a house for $300,000
on the shore below the cobbler
shop.
My husband
built
it for $50,000
12 years
ago.
This person
has decided
already
that
he is in favor of a restrictive
building
cap so more people
will
not come
here.
He has already
written
to his neighbors
to move their
truck.
He
has a right
of way going by his door.
It will
be only ashort
time before
he will be out harrasing
the bathers,
bikers
and clammers
who go by his
house.
Do you know what impact
that
same will
have on all of our taxes?
That is the real
culprit.
The building
cap won't
solve
the real
problem
we facebig money.
They
will
come.
All it is going to do is push people
like me down to low water
with the tide
coming in.
I am sorry
that
we haven't
had more time to talk
about these
issues.
If
this
cap is imposed so that
traditional
building
is made more difficult
than it already
is Chebeague
will be come a Nantucket
or a Fishers
Island
because
no one will be left
who can afford
to live
here.
I look

forward

to

Sat.

I will

have

to

leave

on the

noon

boat.

i

Donna
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CNixon
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Donna Damon [Donna_Damon@onf.com]
Sunday,March 04, 2001 9:29 AM
jphipps@preti.com
smoriarty@nhdlaw.com;
jlambert@lcrh.com;samsloan@aol.com;mpassano@earthlink.net;
bbenson@town.cumberland.me.us;
cnixon@cumberlandmaine.com
Re: FW: Meetingon 10th

Subject:

JimI don't
understand
how we can grandfather
lots
as to size
but we can't
grandfather
them as to allowing
people
who already
owned them as per a
certain
date
to build
on them without
getting
in line.
What is the
difference
between
something
like
this
and North Yarmouth's
10 year
proposal?
While I do favor
year round islanders
different
from who ever held title
to

having
preference,
the land.

how is

that

I guess
my gut feeling
about
the building
cap is still
the same.
The Town
was put in the position
of dealing
with mainland
school
issues.
A plan
was devised
with no fore thought
as to how this
would affect
the viablity
of a unique
pportion
of the Town of Cumberland
nor was there
a public
meeting
specifically
designed
to address
the issues
on Chebeague
or the
implications
held on Chebeague
prior
to the vote.
Chebeague
is at a crossroads
right
now and much of what will
happen
has
nothing
to do with how many new houses
are built
but with rather
the
number of people
who are coming to the island
and have so much money that
they can pay hundreds
of thousands
of dollars
for buildings
which are
worth
only tens
of thousands
on a new construction
scale.
Based on my
understanding
of the island
and the demographics,
this
building
cap is
going
to make new housing
which in fact
is the only affordable
housing,
out of reach
of moderate
yearround
and summer families,
many of whom, like
me, have generations
of roots
here.
This

is

much more

a sociological

issue

than

I think

people

realize.

we-aLe-all
human-:-we-a-r-e-a-1-J:71i."1nbys-;-b'at-:i.f
you wanrto
mak~hebeague
more exclusive
a restrictive
building
cap is the way to go and the rich
seasonal
visitors
who want to shut off the paths
and right
of ways to the
shore
will
flourish
and the moderate
summer people
or the islander
who
wants
to return
home will
be out of luck.
Donna

1
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Donna Damon (Donna_Damon@onf.com]
Thursday, March 08, 2001 9:38 PM
BobBenson@cumberlandmaine.com; CarlaNixon@cumberlandmaine.com
Fwd: Agenda Saturday Meeting

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear

Bob and

this

is

the

Carla,
latest

missive

re:

the

building

cap.

Donna
Agenda for this
Saturday,
10 March LRPC meeting
at 9:00 AM at fire
house.
As we all
know the building
cap is a critical
issue
for the Island
but
also
for our relationship
with the Council.
One of the reasons
John Lambert
set
in
motion
the planning
process
was to establish
a mechanism
for the island
to
think
through
what it wants and then speak to the council
in a well
thought
out way.
This is one of those
times
when it is critical
that
we achieve
consensus.
Some have expressed
concern
about
septic
issues.
developments
have been percolation
tested
and passed.
I will
Groundwater
Study which shows the only potential
Chandlers
Cove Wharf.
There are no approved
developments

All

designated

have a summary of the
problem
is around
in

this

1992

area.

The impact
of the cap on land prices
is unknown.
There is data to
indicate
that
increases
are not necessarily
the case.
We do know that
the Island
has
shown a strong
desire
to limit
growth.
Further,
in my judgment
there
is
question
but the Council
will
impose a cap. The cost of new schools
___

no

__,.,-&S-1J¼-<a:-.,,---------------------------,--------,-----,--------------------

that ._Also note that
if our exemption
intended
to attract
more children
to

is
the

approved,
island.

this

is

explicitly

We are,
I believe,
converging
upon on the February
12 Memo from Jim and
Beth
to represent
the position
of the LRPC. I hope that
this
Saturdaya€™s
meeting
confirms
this.
See you all
then.
I hope the predicted
storm does not keep
you
away. Try not to miss this
meeting.
Sam
Summary

of

Findings

and

Recommendations

of

Groundwater

Study,

August,

1992

1. Approximately
86 percent
of the Islanda€™s
of water supplies
are
individual
households
wells
drilled
into
bed rock,
with the remainder
being
relatively
shallow
dug wells
and well points.
It is likely
that most of the future
water
supplies
developed
on the Island
consists
primarily
of drilled
bedrock
wells.
2. Based
any
apparent

on the

data

relationship

collected
between

in
well

the

study,

there

characteristics

does
of

1

not
the

appear
yield,

to
depth,

be

and
water
quality
to the Island
geology.
In general
drilled
a bedrock
wells
supplied
enough water
for household
use.
The exception
is the interior
section
of the Island
from school
house
rode to Roy Hill
Road where yields
are often
less
than two gallons
per minute.
3.
The inherent
ground
water
quality
of the Island
is generally
good with
iron
and sulfide
being
in the only naturally
occurring
contaminants.
Neither
of these
components
occur
at levels
of that
pose a significant
health
concern.
In some cases
iron
levels
are high enough
to cause
staining
of
fixtures
and dry and disagreeable
taste;
in these
cases,
treatment
may be
required.
4.
The water
quality
sampling
conducted
during
the study
indicates
that
to
one quarter
of the wells
sampled
have some form of bacterial
contamination.
These
results
may suggest
that
housing
density
maybe too close
or septic
sys
terns maybe malfunctioning
these
locations.
The densel~
developed
a West
end
of the Island
near
the Castro
Bay ferry
dock appears
to have the most
bacterial
problems.
Nitrate-nitrogen
at levels
of were well below
the
drinking
water
standard
of hand 10 mg/1 in all
wells
tested.
5.
Salt
water
intrusion
it appears
to be a potential
problem
areas
of the Island,
most notably
Division
Shores.
Continued
along
the shoreline
may result
in problems
on the Island.

in certain
development

As a future
development
are
replaced
with current
designed
leach
fields

the

occurs

on

systems,
it
in accordance

the

Island

and

will
be important
with the Maine

the

old

set

systems

to utilize
properly
plumbing
code.

Other
contaminants
sources
on the Island
including
the landfill,
cemeteries,
several
buried
fuels
storage
tanks
and application
of road salt.
The golf
course
may pose a limited
threat
through
the use of a herbicides
(if
utilized)
and/or
fertilizer.
There are no major
water
users
on the Island,
except
for the hotel
and the crest
well.
The crest
well
services
__ a_pproximately
a dozen dwellings.
Future
community
well use should
be
restricted
to the central
portion
of the Island
and at di:--::-srt~a~n~c~e~s::-~r~r~o~m=-------existing
water
supply
wells
not to create
an adverse
effect
on water
availability.
This issue
needs
to be dealt
with on a site
specific
basis
and
general
guidelines
cannot
be provided
beforehand.
It would be useful
if the town would require
that
the logs
of wells
drilled
on the Island
be submitted
to some town planner
and the well database
updated.
This would provide
information
without
having
to go through
homeowners.
Finally
we recommend
continued
operation
and analysis
of data
collected
by the water
level
meters
on the Island.
It would be useful
to
collect
a minimum of five
years
worth
of data
using
the meters
in order
to
get a sense
for the annual
variation
in water
levels
throughout
the Island.
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CNixon
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Dear

Donna Damon [Donna_Damon@onf.com]
Friday, March 09, 2001 5:38 AM
SamSloan@aol.com
ann3boys@megalink.net; basset@cybertours.com; bonniebanu@aol.com;
claireross@pobox.com; cwhite@smemaine.com; dyerjlpm@aol.com; h_chabot@hotmail.com;
jamikim@aol.com; jphipps@preti.com; martha511@aol.com; mpassano@earthlink.net;
mybaby1 O@juno.com; nbadams@aol.com; phjordan06@aol.com; rssgar@msn.com;
sandypoint@earthlink.net; sneburgs@nlis.net; sunsethill@earthlink.net;
kenhermham@aol.com; bobbenson@cumberlandmaine.com;
carlanixon@cumberlandmaine.com; smoriarty@nhdlaw.com
Re: Agenda Saturday Meeting

Sam,

Well,
it looks
meeting
due to

I have

like
the storm
is coming
the Greely
Drama Festival.

and

I won't

be going

to

the

excerpted
a portion
of Beth's
minutes
from the last
meeting
which
really
sums up my concern
and apparently
it was Ken Cole's
as well
as implied
in Beth's
minutes,
but I have never
seen the letter.
Why do we
want a cap on Chebeague?
That needs
to be articulated
in clear
terms.
To
date
I haven't
heard
this
committee
articulate
anything
that
would pass
Ken's
test.
As far as roads
go they are falling
apart
before
our very
eyesjust
ride
on the Cottage
Road and this
has nothing
to do with growth
it has to do with lack of maintenance
and inactivity
on the part
of those
who should
be taking
care of such things.
Originally
known as the Ballard
Road, the Cottage
Road has been with us since
1909, when Mr. Ballard
made
a deal with the Town to stop using
Lovers
Lane which was a Town Road laid
out in 1856.
There are things
that
need to be done that
have nothing
to
do with growth.
The ferry
issue
is probably
the one service
that
is most
affected
by yrowth,
but that
is being
affected
more by people
converting
houses
and moving here year round than by new construction.
If we are
going
to make arguments
lets
make sure we make the right
arguments
and use
accurate
information.
I thought
Leland's
comments
were quite
insightful
and I agree
with him.
;----,.-.,---1,_.,s,__,.tITt ere st i rig t I ia L we a-re---on the s ame--w·a-v-e-±-e-flgth a nGl-we-1:l-a-V-e-----A-e.lle
....
r-------------t al ked-a bout this-issu
. Why-shoulG! newcomers-be
abl.e-to
bu.y_a lo_Li.n_a_
subdivision
and build
before
someone who owns land that
has been in their
family
for more than a century?
There is something
wrong with this
subdivision
aspect
of Beth and Jim's
proposal.
I find it interesting
that
in your last
message
you said we [the
committee)
are leaning
toward
supporting
Beth and Jim's
proposal.
Did I
miss a meeting?
Has there
been formal
discussion
since
the last
meeting
which incidently
I was unable
to attend
because
it was scheduled,
canceled
and rescheduled.
On the issue
of subdivisions
and septic
systems.
The groundwater
study
looked
at places
of possible
contamination
already
existing,
Some
evidence
of contamination
was found near Chandlers
Cove.
This is not my
issue
which is
encouraging
building
in subdivisions
which have marginal
soils
and may fail
in the future.
Two different
discussions.
While on the subject
of subdivisions
you may be unaware
that
Chebeague
has more subdivisions
that
you and Beth have considered.
All registered
subdivisions
before
Cumberland
started
approving
subdivisions
in the
1950's
are grandfathered
if the lots
can get a soils
test.
There is no
provision
as to the proximity
of swamps and I could
give you several
examples
of where these
occur.
By basically
limiting
new construction
to
these
subdivisions
you creating
a potential
nightmare
for the future
if
all
of these
systems
begin
to fail
and have no other
good location
for a
system.
This happened
in Cumberland
Center
and resulted
in the Town
sewering
because
there
were no spaces
left
to put a new system.
I am not
trying
to be an alarmist
but I don't
think
that
this
issue
has been

I feel

thoroughly
considered.
As to subdivisions
here are some that
you may not have considered.
1. Pleasant
View Park-Central
Landing
1890's
2. Merriam
PointEast End 1907
3. Sunset1907/1915
[probably
not as likely
to fall
under
this
because
the subdivisions
have not referenced
the plan or followed
the original
lot
lines)
4. Nubbleview
[the area
around
Chandlers
Cove that
is already
contaminated)
1920's
5. Waldo Point
- 1950 [this
plan was signed
by hte selectmen
of the Town.]
6. Division
Point
7. Division
Shores
8. Cart Road Acres
9.
Roses Point
1988
[I may have missed
one or two, but you get the point.)
Why should
people
subdivisions
have
There
is something
I'm sorry
Firehouse.

that

you can afford
to buy
precedent
over people
inherently
unfair.

I will

miss

this

new lots
who have

interesting

meeting

"Beth said that
one of the points
that
Ken Cole
to
the Council
was that
a cap could
only be justified
expansion
of public
services
and infrastructure
development.
The critical
issue
on the mainland
is growth
in
She
said
that
we have not made any argument
on this
To refresh

"Beth

---~.~ory

then

folks

memories

explained

the

following

in one
already

are

from

on Sat.

had
to

of these
owned lots?

raised

at

in

9 at

his

the

letter

as a way to allow
keep up with

the

school

population.

for

Chebeague".

issue
Beth's

"

minutes.

the

idea of including
the Island
subdivisions
in the
s n the mainland.
The
resent
law allocates
22
pe..rnii s to houses
in subdivisions,
but most of these
permits
have not
een
applied
for.
Five people
on Chebeague's
waiting
list
own lots
in exisEing..---------subdivisions
and would get permits
under
this
arrangement.
Beth said
that
it
makes planning
sense
to encourage
development
in approved
subdivisions.
Leland
said
he did not see any reason
to favor
building
in subdivisions
as
opposed
to building
on land that
a family
may have owned for years
that
is
not in a subdivision.
Several
other
people
said that
they do not want to
encourage
subdivisions.

of s11

Beth said
that
one of the points
that
Ken Cole had raised
in his letter
to
the Council
was that
a cap could
only be justified
as a way to allow
expansion
of public
services
and infrastructure
to keep up with
development.
The critical
issue
on the mainland
is growth
in the school
population.
She
said
that
we have not made any argument
on this
issue
for Chebeague.
Leland
asked
what public
services
might be affected.
Beth said
that
the ferry
service
might be one area
that
would be impacted.
Leland
argued
that
this
would be irrelevant
to the Town because
the CTC is private.
Mabel said
she
thought
this
was a critical
aspect
of our infrastructure.
Beth said
that
she
thought
that
an update
of the groundwater
study
would tell
us more about
limits.
John Lambert
has asked
the Town manager
to explore
the cost
of
2

such a
study.
full-time
roads
or more
needs
for the

The capacity
policeman
police,

but

Town to

meet.

of
were
there

roads
and the
also discussed.
was also

possible
need for,
and cost
of,
No one really
wanted fancier

a feeling

that

th~se

are

legitimate

On the other
hand,
Leland
argued,
increased
costs
for land and
transportation
are what is preventing
young people
from living
on the Island.
Beth
how much can we really
control
this?
We discussed
ways of developing
affordable
housing."

3
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The Biber Partnership AIA
March 12, 2001

MCHITSCTURE
PLANNINC.

lNn:l\ltlK DESIGN

Chebeaguelsland Maine
Long Range PlanningCommitteeand
CumberlandTown Council
Re:

BuildingCap
ChebeagueIsland Maine

Dear Council Persons:
We are in receipt of a page from the ChebeagueIsland Calendarfaxed to us
pursuant to from the Long Range PlanningCommitteeof ChebeagueIsland Maine
and the Council Meeting on March 12, 2001, on Chebeague.
4:U MUI\R.IS AV!DJUE

SUM."llr, NJ 07901

90S.273.8>177
1-°AX908.273,0978

We represent the familyof Margareta Werner, now deceased, who purchased
property on Merriam Pointe beginning36 years ago and added to same from Henry
Richardsonin the mid-1970's. This land was giftedupon Mrs. Werner's death,
through her husband, to her childrenCharles Werner and my wife Cynthia Werner

Biber.
Last fall, we retained the services of Chris Neagle of Verrill and Dana, Attorneys at
....------------'-------ba.w-0f-Eottlan~e,-:to
advise...us~sition
relative to this buildingcap.
----we
have discovered,this-winter,-that we are now,-baseclonthe_existingcap, into a __
posS1ole
buildingpermit in 2006.

It shouldbe noted that we, as a family,have owned this land for approximately36
years. have continued to pay taxes on this land and now find, at a time when we are
at a point in life to develop this land, we cannot do so for S + years.
The proposals listed as being discussedat the February 12, 2001 councilplannmg
board workshop, numbers 1 tbru 5, are certainly substantiverelative to their
choices. What I find most disturbingis that there are a great amount of land
owners from out of state, who by choice or by familyinheritance,have made
ChebeagueIsland Maine one of their homes and part of their lifestyle. There is no
method in place for notificationof those individuals,except by the town calendar.
It is important to realize that every one of the 5 proposals listed creates a contlict of

interest or a question of constitutionalityor prejudicerelative to one or the other

A PROl'h.."-;$1LJNAL
CORPORA"JlON

03/l2/2001

♦

16:29
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Chebeague Island, Maine
Long Range Planning Committee and
Cumberland Town Council
March 12, 2001
Page2

proposals. This brings forward the question as to what is the motive for this
buildingcap.

In discussions I have had with individualson the Island late last summer and fall,
the development of the Island was of major concern, but of a more important
concern seemed to be the size of the development. Sizes of projects, includjngland
coverage, floor area ratio, setbacks,etc., are nonnallycovered by wning and are
not accomplishedby building restrictions or "caps". The idea that Chebeague
Island would be saved as a fishing community, as put forth by one individual, is
indeed a noble aspiration However, building caps have a tendency to drive up the
valueof existingproperty and especiallyexisting residences. This forces the
indigenouspopulation to be able to receive larger sums of money for their property
and therefore want to "cash-in" and leave their home. This has been the case
wherever building caps have been put into effect. Nantucket and Martha's
Vineyard are perfect examples.
Chebeague Island Maine is a very unique place. Our family has spent 25 years on
Chebeague renting houses hoping to someday build our summer cottage. We
obviouslyfeel that this entire cap is unfair, prejudicial and does not accomplishthe
issues that lead to its adoption. We believe that the 15 people now standing in line
would never had felt the pressure to obtain these permits had this cap not been

adopted.
------------'w-e-iu:ge-the.iepeaLo£theJm.ilding_cap
in any fonn..___We.l>elieve
developr-"m_en-t,_
_______
-----should
be-controlled-byproper-p1anningand-proper zoning,-not by-restrictions-that

are prejudicialand limit those who can and those who cannot develop their land.
Hopefullyyou will understand our position in this matter.

Cc:

Chris Neagle, Esq.Nerrill and Dana
CumberlandTown Council
Mr. Bob Benson, Town Manager (207) 829-2214

....!...
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February 20, 2001

'

Town of Cumberland
Ms. Carla Nixon
P.O.Box 128
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Dear Carla,

I have completed a survey ofbrowntail moth in the Town of Cumberland including Great
Chebeague and, based on information from this survey, I do not recommend that the your town
conduct a suppression program for browntail moth in 2001. Browntail moth webs were observed
in a number oflocations within Cumberland but the numbers are quite low. Individual landowners
should examine their property for their only comfort and a few may wish to have they lots treated
but a licensed pesticide applicator but I have been unable to find any areas of infestation large
enough to warrant a Town operated aerial program.
---------tf~wuiim-ll
b-e-avaitabte-nr-help
your residenfsc!etermme 1fthey need to treat and would be
wou
e appy to 1scuss t s issue wit you or t e members of your Council, I can be reached at
287-2428.

a

Sincerely,

de_.~/

Dick Bradbury
Maine Forest Service
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Town of Cumberland
Ms. Carla Nixon
P.O.Box 128
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Dear Carla,
I have completed a survey ofbrowntail moth in the Town of Cumberlandincluding Great
Chebeague and, based on information from this survey, I do not recommend that the your town
conduct a suppression program for browntail moth in 2001. Browntail moth webs were observed
in a number of locations within Cumberlandbut the numbers are quite low. Individuallandowners
should examine their property for their only comfort and a few may wish to have they lots treated
but a licensed pesticide applicator but I have been unable to find any areas of infestation large
enough to warrant a Town operated aerial program.
I will be availableto hel your residents determine 1ft ey nee to treat an wou
e
would be happy to discuss this issue with you or the members of your Council, I can be reached at
287-2428.

Sincerely,

de.

;£c~/

Dick Bradbury
Maine Forest Service
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SOLID WASTE TO

i-

I- -

R.W.Sj

l

___ 1999

2000

192.30

191.10

184.53

152.55

163.73

167.36

171.20

148.88

164.92

187.13

188.09

193.05

April

347.03*

233.12*

179.17

190.87

181.92

May

200.44

175.02

217.70*

277.75*

304.98*

June

190.25

201.01

229.98

222.10

229.93

July

232.78

223.52

224.88

212.91

223.73

August

224.45

175.55

194.03

251. 36

267.61

September

193.89

247.89

245.27

229.28

225.17

October

343.81*

260.72*

273.00*

270.87*

267.31*

November

172.94

185.99

197.09

209.37

236.55

December

194.62

214.89

208.16

230.40

195.88

2,439.79

,512.44

2 t 641.46

2001

1996

1997

211.07

179.89

204.61

February

154.08

March

YEAR
MONTH

January

2,583.06

Total

NOTE: All

* Bulky

Measurements

Waste

Pick-up

in
week

tons
included

~-

J

1998

~-

2,681.86

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

DISTRICT #51

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Web site: www.msad5l.org-

Phone: 829-4800

Board of Directors

Minutes
Monday
February 26, 2001

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School

1. Call to Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel at __

p.m.

Attendance:

Board of Directors: John Aromando, Jeanne Chadbourne, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Henry Kennedy,
Audrey Lones, Mary Schendel, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators: Brenda Breton, Wayne Fordham, Suzanne Godin, Robert Hasson, Pat Palmer,

Scott Poulin, Susie Robbins, Judy True, Walter Wallace
2. Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on February 12, 2001.

Motioned and

2nd ed.

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meetings held on February12, 2001.
(Voted: 7 - O - 1 abstain, Jeanne Chadbourne)
3. Presentations and Reports

a) Terra Nova Report - Suzanne Godin
__ b)-eroposed
c)

calendar foL2001.:.2002-.schoolyear--_

Cable broadcast schedule

4. Committee Reports

a) Finance Committee
- Budget Overview Presentation to Board of Directors - Bob Hasson, Scott Poulin,
Henry Kennedy
b) Policy Committee
c) Negotiation Committee
d}

Design Team

e) Performance Task Force
f)

Steering Committee
• Update on middle school and Greely Junior High School renovations
• Phase II environmental report on middle school site (tentative)

2/26/01 BOD Minutes

'
5. Items for Action
a) Vote to approve Senior Privileges
Motioned and 2nd ed.
Voted: To approve Senior Privileges. (Voted: 8-0)
6. Communications
7. Adjourn Meeting 10:07 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events
2/15/01 - Middle School Building Committee, GJHS Library, 7:00 PM
2/15/01 - GJHS Renovations Committee, GHS Library, 7:00 PM
2/16/01 - Mid-quarter Reports, GHS
2/19/01 - President's Day
2/19 through 2/23/01 - Mid-winter Break, no school
2/26/01 - 2001-2002 Budget Overview presented to the Board, MIW, 7:00 PM
2/26/01 - Finance Committee Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 5:30 PM
2/27/01 - Straw Poll, 7:00 PM
2/28/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
2/28/01 - Ash Wednesday
3/1/01 - Policy Comm. Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 4:30 PM
3/1/01 - Kindergarten Screening Overview, MIW, 6:30 PM
3/1/01 - GHS One Act Play, GHS Auditorium, 7:30 PM
3/1/01 - Middle School Building Committee, GJHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/2/01 - GHS One Act Play, GHS Auditorium, 7:30 PM
3/3/01 - GHS Dinner Theatre, GHS Auditorium, 6:00 PM
3/5/01 through 3/16/01 - Maine Educational Testing for Grades 4, 8 & 11: Math, Science, Technology
and Visual/Performing Arts
3/5/01 - Finance Committee Meeting, Central Office Conference Room, 5:30 PM
3/6/01 - GHS All District Concert
3/7/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/7/01 - Design Team, GHS Library, 3:15 PM
3/8/01 - GJHS Renovations Committee, GHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/9/01 - Maine Drama Festival Regionals
3/10/01 - Maine Drama Festival Regionals
3/12/01 through 3/16/01 - Kindergarten Screening Week
3/13/01 - PTO Meeting, 7:00 PM
3/14/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/14/00 - Performance Indicators, MIW Conference Room, 5:00 PM
3/14/00 - Steering Committee, GHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/15/01 - Policy Comm. Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 4:30 PM
3/17 /01 - St. Patrick's Day
3/17/01- Sadie Hawkins Dance, GHS Gym, 8:00 PM
,

3/17/01 through 3/24/01 - Japanese exchange students visit

l..'

3/1'9/01 - Finance Committee Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 5:30 PM

1

2/26/01 BOD Minutes
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3/20/01 - Blood Drive, GHS Gym, 7:45 AM
3/21/01 -ASVAB Test
3/21/01 - Language Honor Society Induction Ceremony, GHS, 7:00 PM
3/22/01 - Japan Culture Day @ GJHS
3/22/01 - GHS Pops Concert, GHS Gym, 6:30 - 9:00 PM
3/23/01 - Teacher lnservice Day - No School
3/26/01 through 3/30/01 - MIW Celebration of Reading
3/26/01 - High School Spring Season, First Baseball Practice
3/27/01 - Straw Vote & Community Forum, GJHS, 7:00 PM
3/28/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/28/01 - Policy Comm. Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 4:30 PM
3/29/01 - Pioneer Night, NYMS, 6:30 PM
3/30/01 - End of 3rd Quarter
Next Board Meeting:

- Monday, March 5, 2001, Mabel I. Wilson School

2/26/01 BOD Minutes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda
Monday
March 5, 2001

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel
2. Approval of Minutes
3.

Presentations and Reports
a) CBEA update - Cindy O'Shea
b)

Pownal tuition update

4. Committee Reports

a)

Finance Committee - 2001/2002 Budget Discussion

b)

Policy Committee

c)

Negotiation Committee

d)

Design T earn

e)

Performance Task Force

f)

Steering Committee
• Update on middle school and Greely Junior High School renovations
• Update on straw vote results

a) Vote to approve 2001-2002 school calendar
b) Vote to proceed with cable broadcast schedule (tentative)
6. Communications
7. Adjourn Meeting ___

3/5/01 BOD Agenda

PM

1

II

MSAD #51 Mission

II
11

The mission of MSAD #51 is to guide all students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume
responsibility for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
• Use effective instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that all students meet
or exceed the District's benchmarks and outcomes;
• Ensure a safe and respectful environment where all feel a sense of belonging; and

II

• Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals for 2000-2001
1. Support the District's work in curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional development through:

11

• Promoting educational programming based on student learning needs;
• Measuring the District's progress towards achieving our mission, Including the certification that ail
students meet the State's Learning Results by 2003; and
• Effectively communicating the results of our District's work.

11

2. Execute the Resolution on Facilities Planning by ensuring the timely completion of the Charges made to the
Building Committees, and support measures to relieve constraints due to conditions created by our current
facilities.
I

3. Promote sound resource management through:
• Supporting measures to use time more effectively, such as one or more measures identified in the Time
Task Force Report
• Developing long-term strategies to ensure that future leadership and personnel needs are met;

I

I

• lnvolvlng the Board in the budget planning process; and
• Effectively communicating to the public the District's resource needs.

John Aromanao

Ii'

1:

MSAD #51 Board of Directors
j aromarrdo@l)ierceatwood~co
029:::6861

Jeanne Chadbourne
Maryellen Fitzpatrick

8:rn-:51s6

krispcat@wel5tv.com

829-4657

Audrey Lones

829-4171

efitzpa486@aol.com
audrey@alum.mit.edu

Henry Kennedy

829-6979

hrk@kieve.org

Mary Schendel

781-3787

mlschendel@unum.com

Kim True

829-3209

ktrue1@maine.rr.com

Bob Vail

829-5393

3/5/01 BOD Agenda
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Upcoming Meetings/Events
3/1/01 - Kindergarten Screening Overview, MIW, 6:30 PM
3/1/01 - GHS One Act Play, GHS Auditorium, 7:30 PM
3/1/01 - Middle School Building Committee, GJHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/2/01 - GHS One Act Play, GHS Auditorium, 7:30 PM
3/3/01 - Administrative Budget Presentations to the Board, MIW, 9:00 AM - 2:30 PM
3/3/01 - GHS Dinner Theatre, GHS Auditorium, 6:00 PM
3/5/01 through 3/16/01 - Maine Educational Testing for Grades 4, 8 & 11: Math, Science, Technology
and Visual/Performing Arts
3/6/01 - GHS All District Concert
3n/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/7/01 - Design Team, GHS Library, 3:15 PM
3/8/01 - GJHS Renovations Committee, GHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/9/01 - Maine Drama Festival Regionals
3/10/01 - Maine Drama Festival Regionals
3/12/01 through 3/16/01 - Kindergarten Screening Week
3/13/01 - PTO Meeting, 7:00 PM
3/14/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/14/00-

Performance Indicators, MIW Conference Room, 5:00 PM

3/14/00 - Steering Committee, GHS Library, 7:00 PM
3/15/01 - Policy Comm. Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 4:30 PM
3/17/01 - St. Patrick's Day
3/17/01 - Sadie Hawkins Dance, GHS Gym, 8:00 PM
3/17/01 through 3/24/01 - Japanese exchange students visit
3/19/01 - Public Hearing on 2001-2002 Budget, MIW, 7:00 PM
3/19/01 - Finance Committee Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 5:30 PM
3/20/01 - Blood Drive, GHS Gym, 7:45 AM
3/21/01 -ASVAB Tes"-----------------------------------.....,
3/21/01 - Language Honor Soeiety lnduetion Ceremony, GHS, 7:00 PM
3/21/01 - CBEA & School Boards meeting @ the Marriott, South Portland, 6:00 PM
3/22/01 - Japan Culture Day @ GJHS
3/22/01 - GHS Pops Concert, GHS Gym, 6:30 - 9:00 PM
3/23/01 - Teacher lnservice Day - No School
3/26/01 - Board of Directors Adopts Budget, MIW, 7:00 PM
3/26/01 through 3/30/01 - MIW Celebration of Reading
3/26/01 - Finance Committee Meeting, Central Office Conference Room, 5:30 PM
3/26/01 - High School Spring Season, First Baseball Practice
3/28/01 - Straw Vote & Community Forum, GJHS, 7:00 PM
3/28/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
3/28/01 - Policy Comm. Meeting, Central Office Cont. Room, 4:30 PM
3/29/01 - Pioneer Night, NYMS, 6:30 PM
3/30/01 - End of 3rd Quarter
Next Board Meeting:

- Monday, March 19, 2001, Mabel I. Wilson School
3/5/01 BOD Agenda
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--, Portland
Water District

225 Douglass St. • P.O. Box 3553 • Portland, ME 04104-3553
(207) 77 4-5961

GENERAL
MANAGER

FAX (207) 761-8329
e-mail: rmiller@pwd.org

Ronald Miller

February 6, 2001
Mr. Robert B. Benson
· Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Dear Bob,
As you are probably aware, the Portland Water District is proposing legislation that
would allow our locally elected Board of Trustees to govern the District's business affairs
without the oversight and approval of the Maine Public Utilities Commission. The draft
legislation to accomplish this goal is enclosed for your review and comment.

-------.....,·

The Board thoroughly considered this initiative over several months last year. They
reviewed all the PUC Rules applicable to water utilities and concluded that they, as
elected representatives of the District's service area, are better suited than appointed staff
n-A~ttSta-t0-ma-ke-bu-sine-ss-deGisi0ns-foJ:-our
....
customecs.Jhis~is ......
n..,o
....._...,_,n'-"i'""nn=o"'--v'-"a"-"-ti'-'v--"'e
_______
.........
onc-ept;forty-three states exempt governmental-water-districtsfrom E-UCregulation.__ _
The key features of the proposed bill are:
•

It applies only to consumer-owned water utilities (i.e. water districts and
municipal water departments), not to private investor-owned water companies.
• It allows a water district to voluntarily opt-out of PUC oversight, but the member
municipalities' city/town councils representing a majority of the population served
by the district must ratify that decision.
• Locally governed districts would continue to follow general consumer protection
and business conduct standards that apply to all water utilities, such as statutes
concerning water main extensions and customer disconnections.
The Maine PUC has indicated its support of the bill, and the Maine Water Utilities
Association supports it provided it is a voluntary measure.

@

Recycled Paper

We believe that local governance will improve customer service, lower our expenses, and
stimulate innovative approaches to meeting local needs rather than following the one-size
fits all regulatory model. Other than a few municipal electric utilities, no other local
government in Maine is subjected to the type of regulatory oversight that water districts
are.
PWD's Board of Trustees have proven their ability to govern responsibly. Consider:
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Water rates were reduced 9% in 1999.
Uniform rates for all member communities were adopted in 1999.
A second rate reduction of2% was adopted in 2000.
A one-time credit equivalent to a typical monthly bill was given to all
customers in 2000.
PWD's water revenue requirement is a million dollars less in 2001 than it was
in 1996.
PWD's total budget (water and sewer services) is less in 2001 than it was in
1996 ($28.9 million vs. $29.1 million respectively).
PWD's customer satisfaction ratings have steadily increased over the past four
years to the current level of 91%, which is far better than any other utility
serving the Greater Portland area.

We hope that your community will join us in supporting this local control approach for
water utilities. I'd be pleased to meet with you to discuss it further, and members of the
Board would be pleased to explain it to your council. My direct telephone extension is
3003.

r----~f--A----1-~-----____!_-+

Ronald Miller
General Manager

120TH MAINE LEGISLATURE
FIRST REGULAR SESSION-2001
No.

Legislative Document

H.P.

In the House of Representatives

An Act to Permit Consumer-Owned Water Utilities to Exercise Local Control Regarding
Matters within the Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
Sec. 1. 35-A, Pt. 6, Chap. 62 is enacted to read:
CHAPTER62
LOCALLY GOVERNED WATER DISTRICTS
§6201.

Short Title; purpose

This chapter is known and may be cited as the "Locally Governed Water District Act." The
purpose of this chapter is to permit consumer-owned water utilities at their election to exercise local
-r------,..,.,cn·trot-wittrrespectto-certain-mat-ter~t-heFWise-sue-jeet-te-the-jblA-sd~ct.ion-of-the-eommissio
pursuant to fnistitle;-inclTiclmgrnatterrrelared10rater.terms of-service:-and-businessatfair-s. This
chapter is not intended to modify or affect the regulation of locally governed water districts by any
other instrumentality of the state.

§6202.

Definitions
1. Charter. "Charter" has the same meaning as set forth in section 6402, subsection I.

2. Consumer-owned water utility. "Consumer-owned water utility" has the same meaning
as set forth in section 610 l, subsection 1-A.
3. Governine body. "Governing body" has the same meaning as set forth in section 6101,
subsection 1-B.

4. Locally 2overned water district. "Locally governed water district" means a consumerowned water utility which has made an election under section 6203 and the election has become
effective.

§6203.

Election for Local Control

1. Election of Govemin2 Body. Upon the affirmative vote of its governing body, a
consumer-owned water utility may elect to become subject to this chapter. Such election must be
certified by the secretary or clerk of the utility.

2. Municipal Approval. In order for an election under subsection l to become effective,
the municipal officers of a municipality within the utility must vote to approve the utility's election.
For utilities serving more than one municipality, the approval of municipalities representing a
majorit'yof the population within the utility is required. Prior to requesting a vote by any
municipality under this subsection. the water utility must provide to the clerk of such municipality or
municipalities a copy of the utility's certified vote pursuant to subsection I.
3. Effective Date. An election becomes effective 30 days after the commission receives the
certified vote of any municipality required to approve the election under subsection 2. The utility
must record such election in its bylaws once the election becomes effective.

§6204. Scope

I. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Title. this chapter governs the affairs of
locally governed water districts.

3. The following sections, to the extent applicable to water utilities. are applicable to locally
governed water districts in the manner set forth below. The application of the following sections to
locally governed water districts is not intended to permit the commission to issue any order or
condition regulating such districts except as specifically permitted under these sections or in this
chapter.
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Section 706, subsections 3. 4. 5, 6, and 7:
Section 761, subsection 3:
Section 2102:
Section 2110. but only to the extent the governing body ofa locally governed
water district consents to the extension of service under section 211O:
Sections 2303, 2307. 2308, and 2309:
Chapter 25:
Section 6103:
Section 6110·

\
I.
J.

Section
Chapter
Section
Section

K.

L.

6111:
62:
6705: and
6706.

4. Nothing in this section may be interpreted to affect the scope or application of any provision
of law outside this Title. Although this chapter provides for a reduced level of regulation by the
commission of locally governed water districts, such districts remain water utilities for purposes of
the applicable provisions of this Title listed in subsection 3 and for all laws outside of this Title.
Any reference outside this Title to entities that include water utilities, including by not limited to
references to public utilities, water districts. and public service corporations. includes locally
governed water districts.

§6205.

Establishment of Rates
1. Authority. The governing body of a locally governed water district shall establish any

rates, tolls, deposits, customer contributions, or charge in accordance with this section.

2. Purposes. The governing body may establish rates or charges to provide revenue to the
district in order to carry out any lawful purpose of the locally governed water district, including but
not limited to the following purposes:
To pay the current expenses for operating and maintaining the water system
and to provide for normal renewals and replacements:
To provide for the payment of the interest on the indebtedness created or
B.
assumed by the district;
To create a sinking fund for the extinguishment of term indebtedness;
C.
To provide annual principal payments on serial indebtedness created or
D.
i----------------~-··-ur-r1~e-..1-d-'-b·rthe-di-stricr----.-----------------------'I o provide or a con mgency reserv ftmd~o7>ay,my-losses-of-the-district in
the event of insufficient revenues:
To provide for a water supply protection fund to acquire interests in land in
F.
order to protect the district's sources of supply;
To provide for system development related to an increase in demand for
G.
service: and
To provide for capital improvements and expansions to the system.
H.
A.

3. Process. Prior to the adoption of a new rate schedule, the governing body of a locally
governed water district shall hold a public hearing regarding the proposed rate schedule. The
governing body shall publish the proposed rates and notice of the hearing in a newspaper having a
general circulation in the district not less than 7 days prior to the hearing. The district shall mail to
each ratepayer a notice of the public hearing and the proposed new rate at least 14 days prior to the
hearing.

3

4.
Just and reasonable rates. The governing body shall establish rates which are just
and reasonable, and which do not give any undue or unreasonablepreference, advantage, prejudice,
or disadvantage to a particular person. Nothing in this subsection is intended to limit the ability of a
locally governed water district to charge different rates, or enter into special contracts, upon a
determination by the governing body that such practice is in the best interest of the district.

§6206.

Eminent Domain

Each locally governed water district is authorized to acquire and hold real and personal
property necessary or convenient for its purposes. and is granted the right of eminent domain, and
for such purposes is authorized to take and to hold. either by exercising its right of eminent domain
or by purchase. lease. or otherwise any land. real estate. easements or interest therein for public uses
any source of supply or location for storage and for the protection of such locations, as well as for
the transmission and distribution of water to the public. Nothing in this section is intended to limit
any right of eminent domain contained in the charter of any locally governed water district.

§6207. Annual Audit

Every locally governed water district must conduct an annual audit of its books and records
by an independent accountant. Within 3 months after such audit is completed. the district must
submit a copy of the audit to the commission. The commission may, for good cause shown, extend
the deadline for submitting the audit.

§6208.

Service Standards; Appeal

--clistrict
with-regard to~he-prowiorro wa er service y t e 1stnct,me u ing matters relating to
denial or termination of service, terms and conditions of service, and billing, metering. and
collection for service.
2.

Rieht of Appeal. A person aggrieved by a final decision or action covered by this

section may appeal such decision or action to the governing body of the district. The governing
body must establish rules governing the manner in which such an appeal may be taken. A decision
on appeal constitutes the final decision of the governing body.
3. Deleeation of Authority. The governing body may elect to delegate its authority to
make a final decision on appeal under subsection 2 to any person. board, or entity that may lawfully
review and decide such appeals. including an ombudsman or appeals board appointed by the
governing body.

§6209. Relation to Private and Special Laws
Nothing in this chapter is intended to limit or restrict the terms of any private and special law,
or valid charter. of a locally governed water district except that no such law or charter may prohibit
or interfere with the ability of a consumer owned water utility to make an election under section
6203 of this title.

SUMMARY
This bill permits consumer-owned water utilities to exercise local control by opting-out of
regulation by the Public Utilities Commission with respect to their rates, terms of service, and
business affairs.

H:\PWD\Local Governancc\Locally GovernedWaterDistrictAct-Final-2000.doc
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March 1, 2001

Dear Town Official:
Spring is just around the comer and that means that construction is beginning for Year
Two of the Maine Turnpike Authority's Widening and Modernization project. We were
pleased with the results of the project last year and will continue to build on those
successes over the next 4 years.
This year's project will pose some special challenges. We will continue to work with our
contractors to make sure we limit dismptions to our customers. Enclosed is our latest
newsletter, which describes what will be happening this year with the Widening project
as well as information on a new interchange in the Portland Area, toll enforcement and
speed enforcement.
Please pass these on to your council or board. If you would like more copies or have any
questions, I can be reached at 1-800-698-774 7 Ext 111.
Sincerely,

Rebecca J. Grover
Transportation Planning Assistant

Maine Turnpike Authority

430 RiversideStreet

1-877-MTA-WIDE

Portland, Maine 04103

www.maineturnpike.com

:'s Beginning
to l.0011
Lot Like Sun1111er•••
:cember traffic volumes 1984-2000
Millions

The Maine TurnpikeAuth~-~ wi~lhold a ~eries of public meetings
to discuss YearTwoof th Wdemng, new interchangeprojects, the next generation of electronic toll co! ecf on and any other topic of local interest. Pleasejoin
us. If you're a regular Tu n1ke traveler, chances are there's a meeting planned
for a communitynear y~ . f not, and you'd like more information, visit our web
site at www.maineturnp1keom or call 1-877-MTA-WIDE.

Spring 2001
Schedule of M

6

!e Turnpike

August
·94

5
-

4

Thursday, March ·
Saco City Hall
Council Chamber)
6:30 p.m. to 8 f

Traffic
Volume

3

7"
f

Monday, March 5
Kennebunk Mi~d~e School
All Purpose Roor
6:30 p.m. to fe p.m.

2

Tuesday, March 6
Lewiston
Multi-Purpose Center
Room B
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 7
Gardiner City Hall
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday, March 12
Portland City Hall
State of Maine Room
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

0
1984 1989 1994 1999 2000

WideningInformation

Wintertrafficon the 'Pikehos surpassedsummertrafficvolumesof just a few yearsago.

Andtell us how we're doing

N

ext time you're traveling
down the 'Pike, ponder
this: Today's dead-ofwinter traffic volumes are greater
than the peak summer traffic volumes of just six years ago in 1994.
In August of that year, the Turnpike
carried 4.6 million vehicles. In
December
of 2000 more than S

million vehicles traveled the hiaho
w.i_y. It's an astounding fact, but it

tion programs. It

alsomakesyou

appreciate the skillful maintenance
crews who continue to uphold the
Turnpike's tradition of outstandina
t,

snow and ice removal in the midst

to know what's going on with the Widening?
rant to know what road conditions
o you want to give us feedback

are like?

and comments?

Jan

do all that - and more - on the Maine Turnpike
W1 nmg hotline and web site. We also have Turnpike Radio
fo ffjc and road condition bulletins when you're on the
h.
Kiep
informationhandy. The radio, phone line
rg y. :
•
day 365 days a year.

!

:z'

this
24hours
a I
·eb s1teare active

of such enormous winter traffic.
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goes a long way to explain why the
Turnpike Authority has been making signifkant investments in highway safety improvements, communications and alternative transporta-
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Maine Golf School
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Stephen W. Moriarty
Chairman, Cumberland Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021-9321

February 22, 2001

Dear Mr. Moriarty,
Thank you for your letter of February 14, 2001. I appreciated your prompt
response to the issue of snowmobile trespass at The Golf Learning Center. Since I wrote
to you, the problem seems to have stopped. The snowmobile owners are staying on the
designated trails, which we greatly appreciate
I fully understand the significant problems associated with patrolling snowmobile
trespass and appreciate the Town Council's attention to this matter.
-------f--a0R-l-0elieve-aRytt-:liRfr-GaR-0e-aee0m13li-sAeEl--0y-fuFtt-:ler--eiset:1-ssi0R,0l:lt-thaRk-y01.-1--f0..--the offer.
Sincerely,

tfavnf
Elaine A. Godsoe, President
The Golf Learning Center &
PracticePark

The Golf Learning Center & Practice Park
P.O. Box 395 • 147 Bruce Hill Road• Cumberland, Maine 04021
Toll Free: 877-749-3788•207-829-9116

www.cmgolfschool.com• E-mail e571@aol.com

---

-·--------------··-···---j

---
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MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

February 28, 200 I

Dear Cumberland Snowmobile Owner:
As the owner of a registered snowmobile in Cumberland, I am sure that you appreciate the kindness and
generosity of local landowners that have allowed the creation of posted trails for snowmobiles across their
property. The local trails are well maintained and are used by snowmobilers, cross-country skiers, and
snowshoers alike. The established network of trails is an extremely valuable asset to the Town during
winter months and I would hate to see anything develop that would jeopardize the continued recreational
use of the trai Is.
Recently, it was brought to the attention of the Cumberland Town Council by a local landowner, that
some snowmobilers have left the marked trail and driven across the owner's property at random, causing
damage to the underlying turf. In addition, there have been reports of associated vandalism, such as the
removal of chains and other barriers designed to keep snowmobiles away from certain areas.
It would be an enormous loss for the community if continued acts of this type forced landowners to refuse

permission for the trails to cross their fields and woods. As a result, all snowmobilers must respect the
rights of the property owners and must at all times, stay on the marked trails. We cannot allow episodes
of vandalism and destruction of property that inevitably occur when the trails are not followed.
-----+he..CumbeclandJown_cuunciJ,_ther.efoce.,_asks_thaLyou
keep_y
v obile on the marked trails at all
times, and that you impress upon any family members or friends who use your snowmobile, the
importance of respecting the rights and property of landowners. No one wants to the see the situation
deteriorate to the point where enforcement actions must be taken or where permission to cross property is
withdrawn.
If you have any questions concerning this matter, please feel free to contact me or any member of the
Cumberland Town Council at any time. Thank you very much for your understanding and cooperation.
Sincerely,

)bi_p~~~~

Stephen W. Moriarty
Chairman, Cumberland Town Counc1
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225 Douglass St. • P.O. Box 3553 • Portland, ME 04104-3553
(207) 774-5961

TRUSTEE REPORT
Year 2000
Eileen Wyatt & WilliamLunt m

FAX(~~~

To the Residents of the Town of Cumberland
Once again we are informingyou of the activities of your Port1andWater District. These are some
highlights of another busy year at the District.
We successfullyentered the year 2000 without any computer problems, thanks to our team
preparedness.
Since the test data associated with the Standish boat ramp did not prove it necessary,the Board
voted to discontinue our legislationrelative to closing the ramp.
The above issue lead to an agreement that Standish would not oppose our legislationto move the
measurement of the no trespassing zone around our water intakes.
As another piece of this agreement the Town and the District are working together on projects to
cleanup the area of the Standish Brook outfall at the lower basin.
A five year lease, of the District's ChaffinPond land, was entered into with the Town of Windham
This will al1owmembers of the District to enjoy open and wild land for ~assive recreation use.
We identified 16 parcels of land as surp1usand arc working to set parameters of how to dispose

ofthem.
As instructed by the City of Portland, we have begun work to control odor at the East End Waste

Water facility.
Once again we were able to retum water fund surplus in the form if a rate reduction.
As a result of an agreement with a developer we were able to increase the value of District land
on Munjoy Hill in Portland.

The District set up a Mercury disposal drop off site at Portland Waste Water Facilityin
conjunction with Household Cleanup Day.
'l'J\!stee Lunt wa::;elected as Board President to replace retiring President Duval

@ AIC)'(:l&dPaper

Fax
3/12/01

For I Steve Moriarty
Fax Numberr776-0806
From: Sam Ballard and Jim Phipps
'Ihls fax consists of 2 pages

Steve,
Jim and I have edite.dthis for tonights meeting. I can be re.achedat 846-6035 if you have any

oonc•7=

bandingout the 12 Feb. memoof Phipp$and Howe.

Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC) Report on.the building cap. 03/10/01
The following is the co:n.seosusachieved by the LRPC for presentation to the Cumberland Town
Council anclthe Island commu.n.ityo.n03/ 12/01
Attendees: Jin, Phipps, Mabel Doughty, Nanc.yAdam8, Phil & Sheila Jordan, Sam Bal.lard,Ernie
Burgess, Ja.neFriZ"<.e,U,
Jean Dyer. Sylvia Ross, Helen Chaoot (IsJan.dInstitute).

-----

A building Cap is ne-ededfor.Chebeague to provide time to add:re.ssthe sociological issues that
concerns every one on Chebeague.These aJe preservingour heritage f.ttldthe rural character of the
lsland~p_p...ropriateste__s for deali wjth t ese $:i leant issue-.s
are only now onttre-drawing'r---------'board and will take time to refine and implement. The LRPC plan submitted last yc.arincludes many
re.commendationsto the Town Council for changes in Town ordinances addressing planning for
growth,water quality,wetland protection,rural ch&(a.der,socioe-.conomic
diversity, yeaN'Ound
•,~tork.ing
community, affordability for young famUles,public safety, effo1·dablehousing, etc. But
time is needed to fully consider our rccommendatlo.nsand implement.those that are found to be
worthwhile.
Without the cap, along with the changes that the LRPC is rec.ommending,we will not have the time
nece5'~ry to have a..meaningfulpublic debate of the range of ptauning and land use regulatory tools
available to deal with the complex issues faced by the island community.Among the.seare:
1. Police. Increases in police service.shere would significantly increase the budget.for the island if
we were to apvroach the le:vel of polk.e protection currently provided on the mainland.
2. Increase in transfer station use and barging services.
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3. CTC and parking. We a.recurrently near ourUmlts even for the new Routel lot, including
facilitfr.son.tho Stone Whatf.
4. Jocreasesin road maintenance.We .arealready behind ln keeping the.roads at their currentle.vel
of repair..

At this point ju time, the.LRPC recommend-;that the buildingcap ordinanceenacted by The
Council be .modifiedin a form consistent with the memo draftedby Jim Phipps and .BethHo\\'e on
Fcb.12 as the memo addr:-essesimmediate concerns raised for the Island since The BuildingCap
Ordinance was enacted.
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SECTION
IY AOMINISTRATION
6) LIMIT
ONCONSTRUQJIQN:
In orderto providefor orderlyandreasonable
growthand
to minimizeunduedlsrupUon
for Townprovidedservices,buildingpermit$grantedfor· ·
constructlon
of newresldentialunttsInanyonecalenderyearshallnotexceed30 dwelling
units: providedhowever,thatthe PlanningBoardshallhavediscretionto varythis
requirement
in the eventof unduehardshipbasedon the uniquecircumstances
of the
applicantso longas theunduehardship
is nottheresultof th~applicant's
knowingactions.
Applications
forsiteplanreviewor subdivisionapp1Icatlon
for a projectwhichqualifiesas
elderly~ousingas definedin thisOrdinance,
shaUbe exemptfromtheprovisionsof this·
section.Appllcatlons
for resldentlalbuildingpermitsshall be processedin the orderthat
completeapplications
arereceivedby the BulldlngInspector:PFlor-to
A~§ust161'11
ef'oaoh
caler;daryear,1Q permitsfor newhomeoonstruotion
shallbe availablefor lo.tswhichare
Ast pal:tef apph:)1,10~
sut:idiYi&iQRS.
AftorAl.lQY&t1§lli, thosel)QFR'lit&&Aa#-oo
availablefeF
generalissuanoe-:-No
morg,than
1502antts
tasnvc1Jengar
vearmav
beIssued
to tots
within subdivisionsapprovedby the North YarmouthPlanningBoard. No single .
person,entity. corporationor developermay apply for morethan3 new dwelllng
permitsIn' calendar
year,.
.
6a: gEMPTIONS: Exemptedfrom this provision&of this $6Ctionsshall be
the fo/Jo"wing:
·
.
1) Lots whichatQ cr9atedbywayofgfftfrom
abloodQC
adopU'(!J

relative
withnoc<>n,1c1.erat10111

·

2} Lot! approvedbythe North YarmouthPlanningBoard
prior
to
March.11th, 2000;
·
3JDwellingstobf buJlt
uponaJotthatha,sbeenownedbva resident
ofNorlhYarmouth
for_at least 10year.s.providttdthat residenthas
both owned th, property and been a resident of NorthYsavouth
fQr
the 10 vearperiod,andthatthedwgl,lfml.
w/11be occupiedby that

resld,mt,
·-t----------f

------~----··

. . . '

7) TIMEREQUIREMENTS:
Permitsfornewdwelllng.unlts
lsswqbytheCode·
nfortement--8HiceNhall-b•comt;YO{d-un/gss-Jht-faundation-for-the-dw;//Jnq_
· .
w--beensuust.nt1a11v-completed
within-365
days-after-flJ,·
f.sswnce
of--thi,-----permlt,Issuanceof a permitor approvalshallguaranteethe applicantthatthezoning
requirements
applicable
to the approvalandall otherrightsc6Merrequponthe
appllcantby the approvalshallnot bechangedfor periodof oneyearfromsuch ·
issuance.Foranymatterscoveredby the permitor approvalandnot substantially
constructed
withinoneyearfromthe issuanceof suchpermitor approval,the
previouslyissuedpermif or approvalsmaybe revoked
·ormodifiedbytheappropriate
Townauthorities.
· ·
· ·

---···--

•.... . .

----. ' .
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Applicants for Consideration

AppVeal'
2001
2001
2001
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
1999
1999
2001
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
2000
1999
2001
1999
2001
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

First Name
Gregory
~ndrew
Charles
Stephen
~drian
Greg
John
Paul
William
Elfi
~drian

Matthew
Gary
Peter
Adrian
Robyn
Charles

Andrew
Paul
Adrian
Greg
Gordon
Priscilla
Adrian
Paul
Russ
Adrian
Paul
Andrew
Adrian
Ted
Andrew
Adrian
Gregory
Greg
Charles
Ted
Susan
William
William

Mary
Joseph

Last.Name
Poitras
Black
Burnie
Sloan Sr.
Kendall
Connors
Fehlau
Argereow
Barry
Shaak
Kendall
Gilbert
Ellsworth
Del Bianco
Kendall
Pinette
Burnie
Black
Dyment
Kendall
Connors
Mason
Payne
Kendall
Dyment
Murley
Kendall
Dyment
Black
Kendall
Chadbourne
Black
Kendall
Poitras
Connors
Burnie
Chadbourne
Larabe
Richards
Mcfarlane
Dinan
Taylor

·'--'~-
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ComintttiEt 111terest

-

~
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Aaaress

Board of Adjustment &Appe als
5 Gayles Way
Board of Adjustment & Appe als
80 ldlewood Dr
Board of Adjustment & Appe als
30 Lower Methodist Rd
Board of Adjustment & Appe als
367 Main St
Board of Assessment Re viev
190 Main St
Board of Assessment Re vie v
13 Karole Ln
Cable TV Advisory Com~ 1itt1e
205 Bruce Hill Rd
Cable TV Advisory Com~ 1itt1e
168 Haskell Rd
Cable TV Advisory Com~ 1itt1e
21 Crossing Brook Rd
Cable TV Advisory Com~ 1itt1e
35 Crossing Brook Rd
Cable TV Regulatory Boe rd
190 Main St
Cable TV Regulatory Boe rd
393 Main St
39 Old Gray Rd
Cable TV Regulatory Board
Coastal Waters Commisi ion
21 Maple St
190 Main St
Coastal Waters Commisi ion
Community Education/Re crEation Advisory Board 31 Mazertine Dr
Community Education/Re crEation Advisory Board 30 Lower Methodist Rd
Community Education/Re,crEation Advisory Board 80 ldlewood Dr
29 Pond Shore Dr
Conservation Committee
Conservation Committee
190 Main St
13 Karole Ln
Cumberland Housing Aut hor ty
Cumberland Housing Aut hor ty
6 Orchard Rd
Cumberland Housing Aut hor ty
226 Bruce Hill Rd
190 Main St
Cumberland Housing Aut hor ty
29 Pond Shore Dr
Fire & Rescue Departme 1t
Fire & Rescue Departme )t
41 Mill Rd
Greenbelt Committee
190 Main St
29 Pond Shore Dr
Greenbelt Committee
80 ldlewood Dr
Greenbelt Committee
190 Main St
Lands Committee
50 Stockholm Dr
Lands Committee
80 ldlewood Dr
Lands Committee
Long Range Planning
190 Main St
5 Gayles Way
Long Range Planning Co mrr ittee
13 Karole Ln
Long Range Planning Co mrr ittee
30 Lower Methodist Rd
Long Range Planning Co mrr ittee
50 Stockholm Dr
Long Range Planning Co mrr ittee
36 Newell Ridge Rd
Planning Board
6 Sturbridge Ln
Planning Board
51 Wild Way
Planning Board
Planning Board
17 Island Pond Rd
Planning Board
14 Lawn Ave

Town
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
North Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland Foreside
Cumberland

-State Home Pho WorkP-hone
829-4040 774-2635
ME
829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-5208
ME 829-5889 774-5961 x336
ME 829-2769 774-7000
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-6124
ME 829-5691 l871-5749
ME 829-5759 1800-510-7099
ME 829-6763
ME 829-2769 1774-7000
ME 829-4536
ME 829-3312 829-3545 x217
ME
829-4607 871-7033
ME 829-2769 774-7000
ME 829-4851
ME 829-5208
ME 829-681 o l829-6054
ME 829-5725
ME 829-2769 1774-7000
ME 829-4360 j622-9386
ME
829-6649
ME 829-3586 1829-4819
ME
829-2769 l774-7000
ME
829-5725
ME
829-2272 l838-2199
ME 829-2769 l774-7000
ME 829-5725
ME 829-681 o T829-6054
ME
829-2769 1774-7000
ME 829-6384
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-2769 774-7000
ME
829-4040 774-2635
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-5208
829-6384
ME
ME 829-2114
829-4269
ME
829-9295 l829-3871
ME
ME
781-7333
ME 829-5751

ME
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Applicants for Consideration

A.nbYeai:2000
2001
1999
2001
1999
1999
1999
2001
1999
1999
2000
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2001
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

F.jrstName
Andrew
Gregory
Adrian
Charles
Greg
Ted
~gnes

Mary
Matthew
Paul
Eleanor
Thomas
~drian
Roger
Paul
~drian

Matthew
Charles
Greg
Craig
George
Adrian
Chester

Lastflame
Black
Poitras
Kendall
Burnie
Connors
Chadbourne
Gormley
Porter
Gilbert
Dyment
Hunter
Calder
Kendall
Monthey
Dyment
Kendall
Gilbert
Burnie
Connors
Milne
Collins
Kendall
Woods

comrnitu e.1 1ferest
Planning Board
Planning Board
Planning Board
Planning Board
Planning Board
Planning Board
Planning Board
Prince Memorial Library .C...d~
sory Board
Prince Memorial Library .C...d~
sory Board
Prince Memorial Library .C...d~
sory Board
Recycling Committee
Recycling Committee
Sewer Appeals Board
Shellfish Conservation
Town Forest Board
Town Forest Board
Town Forest Board
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Val Halla Board of Truste'es
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Val Halla Board of Trustees

-

Acldress.,
80 ldlewood Dr
5 Gayles Way
190 Main St
30 Lower Methodist Rd
13 Karole Ln
50 Stockholm Dr
400 Range Rd
37 Crossing Brook Rd
393 Main St
29 Pond Shore Dr
PO Box 151
RR1 Box 402 North Rd
190 Main St
3 Sylvan Ln
29 Pond Shore Dr
190 Main St
393 Main St
30 Lower Methodist Rd
13 Karole Ln
12 Crystal Ln
11 Candlewick Ln
190 Main St
22 Hillcrest Dr
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town

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Chebeague Island
Cumberland
Cumberland Foreside
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

State·

ME
ME
ME
ME

ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

Home
Ptio
829-6810
829-4040
829-2769
829-5208
829-4360
829-6384
829-4086
829-4129
829-4536
829-5725
829-5664
846-8758
829-2769
781-3045
829-5725
829-2769
829-4536
829-5208
829-4360
829-6680
829-5779
829-2769
829-2814

W1:>rkl?hone
829-6054
774-2635
774-7000
622-9386
829-2038

846-4176
774-7000
603-868-7699
774-7000

622-9386
773-4205
761-8181
774-7000

Applicants for Consideration

AooYear
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2000
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

FjrstNarne
Paul
!William
!Andrew
!Andrew
!Andrew
!Andrew
!Andrew
Charles
Charles
Charles
Charles
Charles
Thomas
Ted
Ted
Ted
George
Greg
Greg
Greg
Greg
Greg
Peter

Mary
Paul
Paul
Paul
Paul
Paul
Gary
John
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Agnes
Eleanor
Adrian
Adrian
Adrian
Adrian
Adrian
!Adrian

LastName
IArgereow
Barry
Black
Black

Black
Black
Black
Burnie
Burnie
Burnie
Burnie
Burnie
Calder
Chadbourne
Chadbourne
Chadbourne
Collins
Connors
Connors
Connors
Connors
Connors
DelBianco
Dinan
Dyment
Dyment
Dyment
Dyment
Dyment
Ellsworth
Fehlau
Gilbert
Gilbert
Gilbert
Gormley
Hunter
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall

317/'01

t.erests: " --

Commitu el.1
Address
Cable TV Advisory Com~~itt, e
168 Haskell Rd
Cable TV Advisory Com~~ill• e
21 Crossing Brook Rd
Greenbelt Committee
80 ldlewood Dr
Lands Committee
80 ldlewood Dr
Community Education/Re ereation Advisory Board 80 ldlewood Dr
Board of Adjustment & Appe als
80 ldlewood Dr
Planning Board
80 ldlewood Dr
Board of Adjustment & AI >peals
30 Lower Methodist Rd
Community Education/Re ere ation Advisory Board 30 Lower Methodist Rd
Long Range Planning Co mn ittee
30 Lower Methodist Rd
Planning Board
30 Lower Methodist Rd
Val Halla Board of Truste es
30 Lower Methodist Rd
RR 1 Box 402 North Rd
Recycling Committee
Lands Committee
50 Stockholm Dr
50 Stockholm Dr
Long Range Planning Cornn ittee
50 Stockholm Dr
Planning Board
Val Halla Board of Trustees
11 Candlewick Ln
13 Karole Ln
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Board of Assessment Reyiew
13 Karole Ln
Cumberland Housing Authorty
13 Karole Ln
13 Karole Ln
Planning Board
13 Karole Ln
Long Range Planning Co Tin ittee
Coastal Waters Commiss ion
21 Maple St
17 Island Pond Rd
Planning Board
29 Pond Shore Dr
Greenbelt Committee
29 Pond Shore Dr
Town Forest Board
Prince Memorial Library dv sory Board
29 Pond Shore Dr
29 Pond Shore Dr
Conservation Committee
Fire & Rescue Departmemt
29 Pond Shore Dr
39 Old Gray Rd
Cable TV Regulatory Boa'rd
205 Bruce Hill Rd
Cable TV Advisory Committe e
Cable TV Regulatory Board
393 Main St
393 Main St
Prince Memorial Library J dv sory Board
393 Main St
Town Forest Board
400 Range Rd
Planning Board
PO Box 151
Recycling Committee
190 Main St
Lands Committee
190 Main St
Greenbelt Committee
190 Main St
Cumberland Housing Aul 1or y
Conservation Committee
190 Main St
190 Main St
Coastal Waters Commiss on
Board of Assessment Reyie,
190 Main St

·

~

Town
North Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Chebeague Island
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland Foreside
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

State Homel?ho Work_Pho.oe
829-5691 871-5749
ME 829-5759 800-510- 7099
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-6810 829-6054
ME 829-5208
ME 829-5208
ME 829-5208
ME 829-5208
ME 829-5208
ME 846-8758 846-4176
ME 829-6384
ME 829-6384
ME 829-6384
ME 829-5779 761-8181
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME
829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-4360 622-9386
ME 829-4607 871-7033
ME
781-7333
ME 829-5725
ME 829-5725
ME 829-5725
ME 829-5725
ME 829-5725
ME 829-3312 829-3545 x217
ME
829-6124
ME 829-4536
ME 829-4536
ME
829-4536
ME
829-4086 829-2038
ME
829-5664
ME
829-2769 774-7000
ME
829-2769 774-7000
ME
829-2769 774-7000
ME 829-2769 774-7000
ME
829-2769 774-7000
ME
829-2769 774-7000
ME
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Applicants for Consideration

App Year IIEirst Namel Last Name
1999/ !Adrian
/Kendall
1999/ !Adrian
/Kendall
19991!Adrian
/Kendall
1999/ 1Adrian
/Kendall
19991]Adrian
!Kendall
1999/"]Adrian
/Kendall
20001 !Susan
/Larabe
1999/ !Gordon
/Mason
2000//william
!Mcfarlane
!Milne
1999/ lcrai.9.
1999/ /Ro-9.er
/Manthey
2000//Russ
/Murley
1999/ /Priscilla
/Payne
19991/Robyn
/Pinette
2001 I !Gregory
!Poitras
IPoitras
2001 I /Gregory
2001 I IGregory
Poitras
2001/ /Mary
Porter
2000//william
Richards
/Shaak
1999//Elfi
1999/ /Ste.e.hen !Sloan Sr.
20001/Joseph
/Taylor
1999/ !Chester
lwoods

Comrri~ 16terest,
Address
Sewer Appeals Board
190 Main St
Cable TV Regulatory Bo~rd
190 Main St
ITown Forest Board
190 Main St
/Val Halla Board of Truste,es I
/190 Main St
Long Range Planning
I I
/190 Main St
Plannin.i;i Board
I I
/190 Main St
Planning Board
I
j36 Newell Ridge Rd
/Cumberland Housing Au(horyty
/6 Orchard Rd
Planning Board
j51 Wild Way
/Val Halla Board of Truste,es I
J12Crystal Ln
!Shellfish Conservation I
/3 Sylvan Ln
Fire & Rescue DeQartmeht
/41 Mill Rd
!Cumberland Housing_~tho__ri_tx.
/226 Bruce Hill Rd
Community Education/R~cr~ation Advisory Board /31 Mazertine Dr
Board of Adjustment & A"°bp~als
Gayles Way
Long Range Planning Corrm)ittee
Gayles Way_
Planning Board __
_
]5 Gayles Way
Prince Memorial library l}.dv1soryBoard
j37 Crossing Brook Rd
/Planning Board
6 Sturbridge Ln
Cable TV Advisory Coml'Jlit!~e
j35 Crossing Brook Rd
!Board of Adjustment & A~pe~ls
1367Main St
IPlannin_g_
Board
114Lawn Ave
!Val Halla Board ofTruste,ks
122Hillcrest Dr

317/01
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State !HomeP-hol Work Phone

/Cumberland
/ME
/Cumberland
IME
/Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland
ME
Cumberland
ME
Cumberland
ME
Cumberland
/ME
!Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland
IME
/Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland Foreside /ME
/Cumberland
/ME
/Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland
IME
!Cumberland
/ME
/Cumberland
IME
/Cumberland
/ME
/Cumberland
IME
'ME
!Cumberland
Cumberland
ME
Cumberland
ME
Cumberland
ME
1

/829-2769
/829-2769
829-2769
829-2769
1829-2769
/829-2769
/829-2114
/829-6649
/829-9295
1829-6680
/781-3045
/829-2272
/829-3586
/829-4851
/829-4040
/829-4040
1829-4040
1829-4129
829-4269
1829-6763
1829-5889
1829-5751
1829-2814

/774-7000
1774-7000
/774-7000
/774-7000
/774-7000
1774-7000

/829-3871
/773-4205
/603-868-7699
/838-2199
/829-4819
1774-2635
/774-2635
/774-2635

/774-5961 x336

Board/Committee Vacancy Listing

1Last'Nameli

VACANCY
VACANCY
VACANCY
VACANCY
i\/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
11/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
11/ACANCY
11/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
11/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY
i\/ACANCY

1,J'.erm,Exolcatlon,

12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/02
12/31/02
12/31/02
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/03
12/31/02
12/31/03
12/31/02
12/31/03
12/31/03

Committee

Board of Adjustments & Appeals
Board of Assessment Review
Cumberland Housing Authority
Cumberland Islands Committee
Cumberland Islands Committee
Cumberland Islands Committee
Cumberland Islands Committee
Cumberland Islands Committee
Personnel Appeals Board
Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board
Recreation/Community Education Advisory Boar
Recycling Committee
Recycling Committee
Recycling Committee
Recycling Committee
Shellfish Conservation Commission
Val Halla Golf & Rec Ctr Board of Trustees
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CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center,

Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

Februa1y 14, 2001
Elaine and John Godsoe
The Golf Leaming Center and Practice Park
P.O. Box 395
147 Bruce Hill Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Elaine and John:
Thank you for your letter of January 29, 2001. I received the letter late last week as part
of a packet of information for the meeting of the Cumberland Town Council on February 12,
and, therefore, my response is somewhat late.
Your letter was shared with the other members of the Town Council, and we fully
understand the scope of the problem that you described with trespassing snowmobiles and
related vandalism. At this point, we do not believe that acquiring a snowmobile for use by the
Cumberland Police Department would be a practical solution to the problem. To begin, the
manpower resources of the police department are limited, and we occasionally hear from some
residents that the police presence on our local road and state highways ought to be increased.
The Police Chief has advised me that it would be extremely difficult for him to remove an officer
from regular duties in order to patrol by snowmobile.

In addition, unless there were a snowmobile patrol in continual operation, I question
whether the availability of a snowmobile to the department would be of any help. In order to
respond to a call, an officer would have to return to the station, hook a trailer to a cruiser, drive
to the scene, and unload the snowmobile from the trailer. At that point, pursuit might very well
be fruitless. In addition, it would be difficult to establish adequate identification of the offender,
unless there were a good eyewitness description.
The problem that you have described is both troubling and perplexing. There is
substantial undeveloped open space within mainland Cumberland, and our town obviously forms
only a part of a much larger network of trails connecting communities within the region. This is
probably a case in which the actions of an irresponsible few make it difficult for landowners to
continue to consent to the use of their property for established trails.
In an effort to bring this attention to the broader public, I will send a letter to the owners
of all registered snowmobiles within Cumberland reminding them of their obligations to respect
the rights and privacy of landowners and to stay on marked trails. Obviously, I cannot guarantee

that this will prevent trespassing or vandalism. However, I think it is a good point at which to
communicate the problem to snowmobilers.
1

I will be away on vacation until Monday, February 26 \ but would be happy to discuss
the problem with you in greater detail following my return. If you would like to discuss your
concerns with the entire Town Council, please let me know and we would be glad to hear from
you at the next available opportunity.

I look forward to hearing from you shortly.
Sincerely,
Stephen W. Moriarty
Chairman, Cumberland Town Council
SWM/dgp
cc:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

TowN

OF

CuMBERLAND,
290 Tuttle

Cumberland

Center,

MAINE

Road

Maine 04021-9 321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

12 March 2001
Dear Resident:
The Town of Cumberland is holding a second public hearing regarding the reconstruction
project for the Blanchard Road and Skillin Road. The project begins at the intersection of
Blanchard Road and Main Street (Route 9) in Cumberland Center and extends to the
northwest past Bruce Hill Road to the Skillin Road and then to Route 26/100 in west
Cumberland. The project will provide a reconstruction of the existing travel lanes and
provide new paved shoulders in lieu of the existing gravel shoulders. Drainage will be
improved and will likely be a combination of open and closed systems. Underdrain is
anticipated in curbed areas. The horizontal alignment is not anticipated to change;
however, changes in vertical alignment may be required in areas to address sight distance
deficiencies.
You are invited to attend a public meeting on March 215', 2001 at 7 :00 p.m. in the Town
Council Chambers at the Municipal Building on Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine. For
your convenience the meeting will be televised on Channel 2.
The town's engineer will present a typical cross-section of the work and show a plan of
the proposed improvements. The meeting will provide a forum for presenting and
-r---------~~ic=sc=u=s~s1n1=·=g......ittre-projectwith-you:-W-e-weleome-y01:1r---mr>1:1t--int0-th€--process
Sincerely,

~,:J /,!~
Robert B. Benson
Town Manager

Copy
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Chebeague Subdivisions
Subdivision

Approved

Building lots

Cart Road Acres

1972

6 (3) on waiting list

Division Shores

1975

5

Rose Point Subdivision

8

Brookwood

2

North Road (small subdivision)

1

Hill Top Lane

4 ( 1 on waiting list)

Charles Kuntz

1973

1

School House Road

1990

4 (1 on waiting list)

Total

31- (5 on waiting list)

Total lots available

26

.......
_,__________________________
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Mr. Robert Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Rd
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Subject:

Chebeague Island Groundwater Study

Dear Bob:
At your request, we have reviewed the two available groundwater reports for Chebeague
Island and prepared recommendations for future study. The reports included the Caswell,
Eichler and Hill (CEH) report dated 1988, and the Sevee & Maher Engineers, Inc. (SME)
report elated 1992.
The CEH report was primarily conducted for the mainland portion of the Town of
Cumberland. A small portion of this report was devoted to Chebeague Island. In general,
the CEH report was a paper study in that it reviewed available published literature and
---+------:.8¥0:lt>poo-g0-n~ormat~o1'.l-reg..a1:ding-tb.e-gro.uncLwateLSt1ppl
y an Chehea.&'-Lo111P...._,_T=
<:: n,.,_..._rl____
'fh-e-3-Mfrrepori:-was devoted entirely to-the groundwate1'-issues-0n Cheeeague=l-sland-an.du----~
was a much more detailed evaluation. The SME report reviewed available published
information and also collected Island-specific data. SME mapped the surficial and
bedrock geology of the island and prepared water table maps for the Island. SME
collected water quality samples from 29 wells and obtained water table elevations from
63 wells on the Island. In addition, a questionnaire was mailed to all residents and a
database was established for over 200 residential wells. The findings of the CEH and
SME studies are summarized below.
lLU
::11
......

-+---

All water users on Chebeague Island are dependent on individual wells for their water
supply. The groundwater on the Island originates as precipitation that falls on the Island
as either rain, snow, or fog. Because there are no reasonable alternative water supplies
(i.e., Portland Water District), protection of the groundwater resources on Chebeague is
essential to the future of the Island. The bedrock is the primary aquifer for the Island. In
1992, approximately 86 percent of the Island households relied on bedrock wells, and the
remainder relied on dug wells or shallow well points for their water supplies. Water
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quality sampling by SME indicated that approximately 25 percent of the wells sampled
tested positive for coliform bacteria. This may suggest septic tank-related contamination
and that existing housing density may be too close in some areas, or that septic systems
may be malfunctioning. Saltwater intrusion appears to be a potential problem in certain
areas of the Island. At least two areas of Chebeague have documented saltwater intrusion
problems, based on water quality testing.
The groundwater supply on Chebeague exists as a fresh water lens floating over salt
water. This lens of fresh water is supplied by precipitation as stated above. There are no
underground rivers that supply water from distant sources such as Cousins Island or other
mainland locations. Recharge to this fresh water lens is estimated to be approximately
300 million gallons of precipitation per year.
Presently the Island consumes
approximately 30 million gallons per year. Of this 30 million gallons, approximately 90
percent is returned to the ground through septic systems. Based upon these approximate
numbers, the existing population of Island residents utilize less than 5 percent of the total
available fresh water. Therefore, it is the opinion of both the CEH and SME studies that
water quantity is generally not a problem on Chebeague.
The more important
consideration would be to protect the quality of the groundwater available.
Several threats to the quality of the groundwater on Chebeague exist. These include:

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Septic systems
Saltwater intrusion
Fertilizers and herbicides
Junk cars
e ro eum use anas or
Household waste and sp1 s
Road salt

The Old Chebeague Island Landfill was previously considered a threat. However, the
landfi II was closed several years ago and testing conducted subsequent to its closure
suggests that groundwater quality downgradient of the landfill has not been significantly
impacted. Based on the two previously prepared reports, the two biggest threats to
groundvvater quality on Chebeague Island are septic systems and saltwater intrusion.

r uture

studies of the Chebeague Island groundwater
following:
I.
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resource could include the

Convert the existing database which was developed by SME into one
which is compatible with the Town of Cumberland GIS system. This

would facilitate the preparation of descriptive mappings of the Chebeague
groundwater resource.
2.

Update the existing database with recent information.
A new
questionnaire could be sent to all Island property owners to obtain more
recent information. The old questionnaire was sent approximately ten
years ago and new houses have been constructed and new wells have been
drilled.

".

Collect site-specific data with respect to water quality with the intent of
identifying areas where saltwater ihtrusion and septic tank problems may
exist. Enter this new information into the database.

4.

Identify areas where herbicide and pesticide use may be occurring. Enter
this new information into the database. Enter this new information into
the database.

5.

Identify areas where large-scale irrigation is occurring.

6.

Replace home heating tankage which poses a threat to the groundwater on
Chebeague Island. In 1999 the MDEP visited the Island and determined
that some home heating tanks were a significant tlu·eat to groundwater on
the Island and that the Island would likely qualify for a subsidized tank
replacement program. The Town submitted a request to the MDEP for
funding in the year 2000. This request should be investigated to determine
.....tatunmd--fotl-ow=t1p--sh(')ttfcl-be-rn.-a(-te:,---------------------

7.

Provide a septic system educational program to Island residents which
emphasizes the importance of maintenance and proper operation. This
public education program could consist of public meetings and/or the
preparation of brochures for public dissemination.

8.

Establish a system to continually update the existing database regarding
new wells, new homes, and water quality testing results.

.)

r--------------i+-<

Based on our review of previously prepared reports, it is our conclusion that the quantity
of water on Chebeague Island is generally not a problem. Protection of the water quality
should be the primary concern for the Town. Additionally, a site-specific analysis should
be conducted for all major developments.

01030lrb
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Should you have any questions regarding this information, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Sincerely,

SEVEE & MAHER ENGINEERS, INC.

!21,_1vi(__
Peter M. Maher, P .E.
Vice President

01030lrb
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February 14, 2001
Kenneth M. Cole, III. Esquire
Jensen Baird
1OFree Street
Portland, ME 041 01
Dear Ken:
The _CumberlandTown Council conducted an extensive workshop meeting with the
Cumberland Planning Board on the evening of Monday, February 12, 2001 and we grappled at
length with the Town's Growth Management Ordinance and its impact upon Chebeague Island.
Specifica1'y, we focused upon the building pennit cap and the unexpectedly large nwnbers of
requests for growth permits on the Island that have been received since the ordinance took effect
on July 1, 2000.
Your letter of January 25 was shared with those attending the meeting, and we spent
some time discussing the adoption of an exception to the building permit cap based upon
residency. On Monday evening, we were given a memo from Jim Phipps and Beth Howe which
in part proposed the following:

,------------..........:-,.,i•.

Provide an exception from the limit of 3 growth permits per-year
for building on Chebeague for residents of Chebeague, or those
who swear that they are building for immediate year-rom1d
~ncy on the-isl-and-and-Gan-dernonsir.a.te__th~~~e~h~av=e~------------

c angecltheinlomicile-to-Chebeague-by-evidence_oLY.Ote~---------~
registration, motor vehicle registration, drivers (and other
professional) license(s) and Maine State Income Tax returns.
As Jim explained the proposal to me, year-round residents (or prospective year-round residents)
on Chebeague would be able to apply for the 22 growth permits available per year town-wide for
single family lots, and would not be constrained by the cap of 3 permits per year presently in
place for Chebeague.
This proposal raises the question of whether an exception for 11year-round" residents can
be legally created, and whether applicants can be required to produce documentation of the type
requested to corroborate a change in domicile. There were also some concerns about the impact
ofpost-pennit decisions not to maintain year-round residency.

---·MAR
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'01
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I would greatly appreciate your input on these issues, and I enclose a copy of Jim and
Beth's memo of 2/12/01 for your review. I will be away on vacation until Monday, February 26,
2001 and I look forward to speaking with you then.
Sincerely,
Stephen W, Moriarty
Chairman, Cumberland Town Council

SWM/dgp

Enclosure
cc:

James E. Phipps
Beth Howe
Robert Benson, Town Manage.r
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January 25, 2001
Stephen Moriarty, Cumberland Town Council
Cumberland Town Offices
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re: Chebeague Island Growth Permit Ordinance Amendment Issues
Dear Steve:
As you requested, I have conducted research on the issue of what constitutes residence.
As part of its review of the Chebeague building cap provisions, residents have suggested creating
a separate treatment of current island residents-either through exemption or through a point
system that gives preference to such residents. In the alternative, some people have suggested
giving a preference to persons who declare their intention to be year-round residents of the
island.

The first cases that I reviewed were right to travel cases. Courts reserve their greatest
protection for those cases where a residency requirement has the effect of prohibiting someone
--------1:r-Gm
living-..som~ere.-F--Gf....€X.am.pl-e,a-h-0using-au.thoi:it.y2s-re.guLatwn-that--1'.eSt.rictecLelig.ibili.t....,y~---~for-oeeupaney-of-its-uni
ts-to-persons-who-had-been-res-idents-0f-the-e0mmuni ty-for-two-ye-ar-s-was
st
held invalid. Cole v. Housing Authority of City of Newport, 435 F.2d 807, 812-813 (1 Cir.
1970). The Court condemned in strong terms the notion that preserving residential uses strictly
for persons who had resided in the community for some period of time served either a
compelling State interest or had a rational basis. The Court relied upon the Supreme Court's
decision in Shapiro v. Thompson, 395 U.S. 618 (1969). The Shapiro case struck down certain
residency requirements that prohibited the plaintiffs from receiving AFDC benefits for one year
after they moved to different communities. The Court stated in a footnote in that case that it was
not a defense to the constitutional challenge involved to argue that the receipt of AFDC benefits
was a privilege, not a right.
These cases reinforce the opinion that the changes to Chebeague's growth pem1it
regulations cannot prohibit persons who are not residents of the Island at the time that they seek
a growth permit from seeking such a permit. In addition, however, the Ordinance must not have
the effect of creating such a prohibition. A preference system may be legally acceptable;
however, it cannot create a system where a non-resident will never be able to get a growth permit
because residents will always get the available permits. Requiring someone to declare that the

Jensen Baird
Gardner&Henry

January 25, 2001
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new structure will be his or her permanent year-round residence may be more legally acceptable,
but, again, there could be a challenge to this limitation if the net effect is that others will not ever
qualify for permits.
There is no one definition for the terms "residence" or "residency." Election law defines
residence for voting purposes as "the residence of a person is that place where the person has
established a fixed and principal home to which the person, whenever temporarily absent,
intends to return." 21-A M.R.S.A. § 112. The Law Court has stated that this definition is similar
to the judicial definition of "domicile" as "a place where a person lives or has his home, to
which, when absent, he intends to return and from which he has no present purpose to depart."
Poirier v. City of Saco, 529 A.2d 329, 330 (Me. 1987). In the case of a zoning ordinance that
limited the letting of rooms to "resident occupants," the Law Court stated that a person must
actually live in a residence to meet this definition. Richert v. City of South Portland, 1999 ME
179, 18, 740 A.2d 1000, 1003. The Law Court also cited Black's Law Dictionary for the
definition of resident as "any person who occupies a dwelling within the State, has a present
intent to remain within the State for a period of time, 1:1ndmanifests the genuineness of that intent
by establishing an ongoing physical presence with the State together with the indicia that his
presence within the State is something other than merely transitory in nature."
Because there is no one definition of "resident," any ordinance amendment should define
the term, including the criteria utilized for the determination of residency. As was discussed
above, it is my opinion that this could only be utilized to give a preference to persons who state
that they will use the new home as their residence, not to exclude persons who are not now
residents. A preferential treatment system for anyone who is or will become a pem1anent
resident should survive an equal protection challenge under the United States Supreme Court's
decision in Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S._, 119 S.Ct. _, 143 L.Ed.2d 689 (1999). In that case, the
______
_,_...v.ur:timralidateda California statute that limited welfare recipient's benefits to that amount that
-------they-woulEl-have-rnG€ived-in-their-Prior
state-of residence_foLthefuLyear that such recipients __
resided in California, finding that new residents are entitled to the same benefits as long-time
residents. However, the Court recognized that there may be permissible justifications for
discrimination between residents and non-residents. While non-residents have a right to travel
into areas, they may be subject to different treatment during their stay. It is only when they
become residents of the area that they are afforded all of the same rights as other residents.
Apart from the right to travel concerns, any amendments to the current growth permit
system must be made in compliance with the Law Court's decision in Home Builders
Association of Maine, Inc. v. Town of Eliot, 2000 ME 82, 750 A.2d 566. In that case, the Law
Court upheld the Town's growth permit ordinance because it allowed growth to continue at a
pace that did not exceed the Town's projections for its capital improvements necessary to
support such growth. Any amendments proposed to the Chebeague growth permit system must
keep this principle foremost. While the island has a legitimate concern about keeping property
affordable for current residents, a growth permit system may not be the mechanism for
protecting such interests. Limiting the number of residences is only a means for making sure
that development does not occur before the Town has the schools or services the development

Jensen Baird
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will need. Given that one of the major concerns that triggered the adoption of the growth permit
ordinance was school capacity, it may be difficult to defend a system that gives preference to
those who will be adding to the school population (year-round residents) over those who will not.
In conjunction with the growth permit revisions, there could be consideration of zoning or other
land use ordinances to discourage the development of seasonal properties at the expense of yearround homes that will have permanent residents.

cc:

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Patricia Harrington, Acting Town Planner
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February 15,2001

Stephen W. Moriarty, Chairman
Cumberland Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9321
Dear Steve:
Thank you for your letter of February 14, 2001 in regard to the proposed changes to the
Town's Growth Management Ordinance on Chebeague Island. I believe from reviewing Jim
Phipps' memorandum that his proposal to provide an exception from the three growth permit per
year limitation on Chebeague for year-round residents is acceptable. As we have discussed,
there is discrimination between residents and non-residents in this area. It is permissible since
the right of residency is related to the constitutional right of travel, which needs to be respected
whereas the right to have a summer home somewhere can be more severely regulated. As
propose , anyone can o ~rany-typ-e-of-dweHing-if-t-hey---get--mt-e-the-qHe-ue-fe1:...tn-----'three growth permit per year provision.
ereas, res1aents orC:lrebeague-will-becillowed to get
into the larger queue of the 22 growth permits available per year town-wide for single family
lots. This distinction is rational due to the Town's and State's policy of attempting to preserve
residential Island communities.
As to the secondary question of whether the applicant can be required to produce
documentation to corroborate their residency, I do not believe that such a requirement would be
unreasonable. All that would be asked for to prove residency are such things as voter
registration, drivers' licenses and income tax status. Case law elsewhere has permitted this type
of review. Unfortunately, as you correctly note, growth permits with a requirement to maintain
residency are really unenforceable. The best that can be requested in that regard is some type of
affidavit as evidence that an individual applicant intends to make Chebeague Island their
residence now and into the foreseeable future.

Jensen. Baird
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I hope this helps the Council address this issue. If there is anything further I can do for
you, please let me know.

Ve~~
Ker\neth M. Cole III
KMC/ab
cc:
James Phipps, Esq.
Robert B. Benson, Town Manager

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS
Municipal Center Council Chambers
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Maine 04021
(207) 829-2207
Public Hearing
Thursday, March 8, 2001
7:30 PM

Jaime and Craig StoreySmith request a special exception to install a sign for and operate
an occupational therapy outpatient pediatric clinic as a home occupation and at 85 Middle
Road on Map Rl Lot 38D in the Rural Residential 2 District.
Frank and Serina DeWolfe request a special exception for an accessory apa1iment above
an existing three-car garage at 144 Orchard Hill Road on Map R8 Lot 45A in the Rural
Residential 2 District.

ANYONE WISHING TO BE HEARD ON ANY MATTER CONCERNING THE
ABOVE REQUEST SHOULD BE PRESENT
George Turner, Chair

THE FOLLOWING ROADS
SHALL BE POSTED FOR
HEAVY LOADS DURING
THE WINTER/SPRING OF
2001
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Town of Cumberland will close the following Roads
to heavy loads (any vehicle or combination of vehicles
registered for a gross weight greater than 23,000 pounds)
in accordance with its Municipal Ordinance and Title 29A
M.R.S.A.:
Blanchard Road Ext., Bruce Hill Road Ext. Bruce Hill
-------t-K=o-=aa=·--'--=1J'-=o'-"'ughty
Road, Goose-Pond Road;-6reely-Road-,, --Greely Road Ext., Harris Road, Hillside Ave, Ledge Road,
Middle Road, Mill Road, Orchard Road, Pleasant Valley
Road, Range Road, Valley Road, Whitney Road, All
Roads on Chebeague Island.
The closing shall be
effective on the date of posting and shall remain in force
and effect until May 0 1, 2001
If you have any questions or require additional information please call 829-2220

By:

Adam J. Ogden
Director of Public Works
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SEVERIN M. BELIVEAU
HAROLD C. PACHIOS
MARK L HALEY'
MICfb\EL J. GENTILE
CIIRISTOPIIER 0. NYHAN
ERIC P. STAUFFER
JONATIIANS. PIPER
DANIEL RAPAPORT
JOJO< P. DoYLE, JR.
BRUCE C. GERRITY
ANTHONY IV. BUXTON
ALFRED C. FRAWLEY
JEFFREY T. EDWARDS
MICIIAEL G. MESSERSCIL\IIDT
RANDALL 8. WEILL
JAMES C. PITNEY, JR.
EVAN ~I. HANSEN
VIRGINIA E. DAVIS
LEONARD M. GULINO
DENNIS C. SBREGA
GEOFFREY K. CUMMINGS
JUDITH SAPP..
EsTELLE A. LAVOIE
SUSAN E. LOGIUDICE
MICIIAEL KAPLAN
MIClb\EL L. SHEEHAN
JOSEPII G. DoNAl!UE
DAVID B. VAN $LYKE
ANN R RODINSON
STEPHEN E. F. LANGSDORf
JOHN P. MCVEIGH
ELIZABETH A. OLIVIER
CHARLES F. DINGMAN
NELSON J LARKINS
ROBERT 0. NEWTON
JOHNS. RUDO
TIMOTHY J. BRYANT
JAMES E. PIUPPS
BoNNIE L MARTll<OLICII
DONALD J. SIPE
GR.P.OORYP. IIANSEL
OIRISTOPHER P. REID

February 28, 2001
Mr. Robert Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
P.O. Box 128
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re:

Item for next Council packet

Dear Bob:
Enclosed please find a letter that I received from Mrs. Jean Dyer in
connection with the Council workshop with the Planning Board held in February.
Please include copies of this co1Tespondence in the upcoming Council packet.
Thanks for your assistance in this regard.

SENIOR COUNSEL TO TJJE FIRM:
IION. GEORGE J. MITCHELL

James E. Phipps

COUNSEL:
ROBERT F. PRETI

~VE.;:;'A;--t-r.,~Jlt::::::::jf:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ROBERT W. SMITH

·+----?.'l:BERT1:-8Etl
MARKB. LEDU1

NAOMI SAKAMOTO
PETERS. CARLISLE
BENJAMIN S. BILUs••••

ASSOCIATE COUNSEL:
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•Leaveof absence.
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Distrk:lof Columbia.
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Maryland.
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New YorklV1d
Connecticut
JOHN J. FLAHERTY
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MEMO: TO: Beth Howe, Jim Phipps and, as appropriate
Plnning Board and Town Council
j

members of -rl~t,.'""··
·

•

,,!

From,: ~~~~r Chebeague Long Range Planning Convnittee
Re: ,Building Cap Proposal in memo from Jim Phipps and Beth Howe to
Chebeague LRPCdated 2/11/ol
.
Since I am unable to attend the meeting on 2/12 I want to present these
written corrments and clarifications
with regard to my support of the
above-mentioned proposl.
(1) I support including Chebegue subdivisions presently
-mainland subdivisions under the growth ordinance.

in place with

(2) i support the creation.of
~emptions fran the cap for anye>newho
swears ANDshows evidence that he or she is either ai~eady living yearround on the island or is coming to live year-round-~
provided that
BOTHthe swering ANDshowing of evidence are required ~nd aqhe~ed to.
A statement of employment and a commuting plan, if necess~ry, should
be ·part of the evidence usl:mitted, or, in the cas~ of re~ir~s,
some
indication of retirement interests
compatible and' possible w.ith, island
living.
These requirements, hopefully, would __
r~uce 1the ,~anger of fal13e
swearing as well as help alert applicants to what they are getting into.
If at all possible some maximumsquare footage of the anticipated residence
might be included.
With these requirements in Rla~ anr other e,ventualities
must be our "leap of faith. 11
.
·
•
• •
(3) I agree that a "one shot fix" p~rovided by a moratod\lll\ _is-.unacceptable
and. dangerous. We are corrmitted to controlling growth. 1 ·11control",
by definition,
implies "limits. 11
·
·
"._'
.. •
• :
---------eyomrthe-i-esue-of-buil.ding
capg but not too' far' r~vEkl ,,· i, would like
;o7;ee-thought,.gi-ve11-to-h~1£ing single !'wetlana"7xircets~g-i-veaj-tha...somt.iny-.-- __
and protection currently required for subdivisiot:rs •. •wat~ahd~-classifications
should not be during a sunmer of drought followin,g .a "gr~en 11 ~tnter.
'

\,
'·'/
!, .. \
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-, PortIand
Water District

225 Douglass St.• P.O. Box 3553 • Portland, ME 04104-3553
(207) 774-5961

GENERAL
MANAGER

FAX (207) 761-8329
e-mail: rmiller@pwd.org

Ronald Miller

February 6, 2001

Mr. Robert B. Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Dear Bob,
As you are probably aware, the Portland Water District is proposing legislation that
would allow our locally elected Board of Trustees to govern the District's business affairs
without the oversight and approval of the Maine Public Utilities Commission. The draft
legislation to accomplish this goal is enclosed for your review and comment.
The Board thoroughly considered this initiative over several months last year. They
reviewed all the PUC Rules applicable to water utilities and concluded that they, as
elected representatives of the District's service area, are better suited than appointed staff
in Au usta to make business decisions for our custmners:--'fhis-is-not-an-i-n-llovat-i-ve---------...:...
concep ; forty-three srates-exempt governmenta wa er- ismcts-fronrPUeregulatio,n---The key features of the proposed bill are:

•

It applies only to consumer-owned water utilities (i.e. water districts and

municipal water departments), not to private investor-owned water companies.
• It allows a water district to voluntarily opt-out of PUC oversight, but the member
municipalities' city/town councils representing a majority of the population served
by the district must ratify that decision.
• Locally governed districts would continue to follow general consumer protection
and business conduct standards that apply to all water utilities, such as statutes
concerning water main extensions and customer disconnections.
The Maine PUC has indicated its support of the bill, and the Maine Water Utilities
Association supports it provided it is a voluntary measure.

@

Recycled Paper

We believe that local governance will improve customer service, lower our expenses, and
stimulate innovative approaches to meeting local needs rather than following the one-size
fits all regulatory model. Other than a few municipal electric utilities, no other local
government in Maine is subjected to the type of regulatory oversight that water districts
are.
PWD's Board of Trustees have proven their ability to govern responsibly. Consider:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Water rates were reduced 9% in 1999.
Uniform rates for all member communities were adopted in 1999.
A second rate reduction of2% was adopted in 2000.
A one-time credit equivalent to a typical monthly bill was given to all
customers in 2000.
✓ PWD's water revenue requirement is a million dollars less in 2001 than it was
in 1996.
✓ PWD's total budget (water and sewer services) is less in 2001 than it was in
1996 ($28.9 million vs. $29.1 million respectively).
✓ PWD's customer satisfaction ratings have steadily increased over the past four
years to the current level of 91%, which is far better than any other utility
serving the Greater Portland area.
We hope that your community will join us in supporting this local control approach for
water utilities. I'd be pleased to meet with you to discuss it further, and members of the
Board would be pleased to explain it to your council. My direct telephone extension is
3003.

Ronald Miller
General Manager

120TH MAINE LEGISLATURE
FIRST REGULARSESSION-2001
Legislative Document

No.

In the House of Representatives

H.P.

An Act to Permit Consumer-Owned Water Utilities to Exercise Local Control Regarding
Matters within the Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
Sec. 1. 35-A, Pt. 6, Chap. 62 is enacted to read:
CHAPTER62
LOCALLY GOVERNED WATER DISTRICTS
§6201.

Short Title; purpose

This chapter is known and may be cited as the "Locally Governed Water District Act." The
u ose of this cha
ermit consumer-owned water utilities at their election to exercise local
control with r
certain mat
·
· sioFI------.:...
pursuant to this tit e, mcluciingma
,
air~his
chapter is not intended to modify or affect the regulation of locally governed water districts by any
other ·instrumentalityof the state.

§6202.

Definitions
1. Charter. "Charter" has the same meaning as set forth in section 6402, subsection 1.

2. Consumer-owned water utility. "Consumer-owned water utility" has the same meaning
as set forth in section 6 IOl, subsection 1-A.
3. Governine body. "Governing body" has the same meaning as set forth in section 610 l.
subsection 1-B.

4. Locally 2overned water district. "Locally governed water district" means a consumerowned water utility which has made an election under section 6203 and the election has become
effective.

§6203.

Election for Local Control

1. Election of Govemin2 Body. Upon the affirmative vote of its governing body, a
consumer-owned water utility may elect to become subject to this chapter. Such election must be
certified by the secretary or clerk of the utility.

2. Municipal Approval. In order for an election under subsection I to become effective,
the municipal officers of a municipality within the utility must vote to approve the utility's election.
For utilities ·serving more than one municipality. the approval of municipalities representing a
majorify of the population within the utility is required. Prior to requesting a vote by any
municipality under this subsection. the water utility must provide to the clerk of such municipality or
municipalities a copy of the utility's certified vote pursuant to subsection 1.
3. Effective Date. An election becomes effective 30 days after the commission receives the
certified vote of any municipality required to approve the election under subsection 2. The utility
must record such election in its bylaws once the election becomes effective.

§6204. Scope

1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Title. this chapter governs the affairs of
locally governed water districts.

uhjecUo any prnvision-ef:this Etle eutside ot:this=chapte.
3. The following sections. to the extent applicable to water utilities. are applicable to locally
governed water districts in the manner set forth below. The application of the following sections to
locally governed water districts is not intended to permit the commission to issue any order or
condition regulating such districts except as specifically permitted under these sections or in this
chapter.
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

Section 706. subsections 3. 4. 5. 6. and 7;
Section 761. subsection 3;
Section 2102;
Section 2110. but only to the extent the governing body of a locally governed
water district consents to the extension of service under section 2110;
Sections 2303. 2307. 2308. and 2309;
Chapter 25;
Section 6103;
Section 6110;

\
I.
J.
K.
L.

Section 6111:
Chapter 62:
Section 6705: and
Section 6706.

4. Nothing in this section may be interpreted to affect the scope or application of any provision
of law outside this Title. Although this chapter provides for a reduced level of regulation by the
commission of locally governed water districts, such districts remain water utilities for purposes of
the applicable provisions of this Title listed in subsection 3 and for all laws outside of this Title.
Any reference outside this Title to entities that include water utilities, including by not limited to
references to public utilities, water districts, and public service corporations, includes locally
governed water districts.

§6205.

Establishment of Rates

1. Authority. The governing body of a locally governed water district shall establish any
rates, tolls, deposits, customer contributions, or charge in accordance with this section.

The governing body may establish rates or charges to provide revenue to the
district in order to carry out any lawful purpose of the locally governed water district, including but
not limited to the following purposes:
2. Purposes.

A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

To pay the current expenses for operating and maintaining the water system
and to provide for normal renewals and replacements:
·
To provide for the payment of the interest on the indebtedness created or
assumed by the district:
To create a sinking fund for the extinguishmentof term indebtedness:
To rovide annual rinci al a ments on serial indebtedness created or
assumed b the district·
To provide for a contmgency reserve no topay any losses~oftneais ncein
the event of insufficient revenues:
To provide for a water supply protection fund to acquire interests in land in
order to protect the district's sources of supply;
To provide for system development related to an increase in demand for
service: and
To provide for capital improvementsand expansions to the system.

3. Process. Prior to the adoption of a new rate schedule, the governing body of a locally

governed water district shall hold a public hearing regarding the proposed rate schedule. The
governing body shall publish the proposed rates and notice of the hearing in a newspaper having a
general circulation in the district not less than 7 days prior to the hearing. The district shall mail to
each ratepayer a notice of the public hearing and the proposed new rate at least 14 days prior to the
hearing.

3
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4.
Just and reasonable rates. The governing body shall establish rates which are just
and reasonable. and which do not give any undue or unreasonable preference. advantage. prejudice,
or disadvantage to a particular person. Nothing in this subsection is intended to limit the ability of a
locally governed water district to charge different rates. or enter into special contracts, upon a
determination by the governing body that such practice is in the best interest of the district.

§6206.

Eminent Domain

Each locally governed water district is authorized to acquire and hold real and personal
property necessary or convenient for its purposes. and is granted the right of eminent domain. and
for such purposes is authorized to take and to hold. either by exercising its right of eminent domain
or by purchase. lease. or otherwise any land. real estate. easements or interest therein for public uses
any source of supply or location for storage and for the protection of such locations. as well as for
the transmission and distribution of water to the public. Nothing in this section is intended to limit
any right of eminent domain contained in the charter of any locally governed water district.

§6207. Annual Audit

Every locally governed water district must conduct an annual audit of its books and records
by an independent accountant. Within 3 months after such audit is completed. the district must
submit a copy of the audit to the commission. The commission may. for good cause shown, extend
the deadline for submitting the audit.

§6208.

Service Standards; Appeal

denial or termination of service. terms and conditions of service. and billing, metering, and
collection for service.
2.

Ri2ht of Appeal. A person aggrieved by a final decision or action covered by this

section may appeal such decision or action to the governing body of the district. The governing
body must establish rules governing the manner in which such an appeal may be taken. A decision
on appeal constitutes the final decision of the governing body.
3. Dele2ation of Authority. The governing body may elect to delegate its authority to
make a final decision on appeal under subsection 2 to any person, board. or entity that may lawfully
review and decide such appeals. including an ombudsman or appeals board appointed by the
governing body.

4

§6209.

Relation to Private and Special Laws

Nothing in this chapter is intended to limit or restrict the tenns of any private and special law,
or valid charter, of a locally governed water district except that no such law or charter may prohibit
or interfere with the ability of a consumer owned water utility to make an election under section
6203 of this title.

SUMMARY

This bill permits consumer-ownedwater utilities to exercise local control by opting-out of
regulation by the Public Utilities Commissionwith respect to their rates, terms of service, and
business affairs.

H:\PWD\Local Govcmancc\Locally GovernedWaterDistrictAct-Final-2000.doc
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HINKIN
AHEAD

March 1, 2001

Dear Town Official:
Spring is just around the comer and that means that construction is beginning for Year
Two of the Maine Turnpike Authority's Widening and Modernization project. We were
pleased with the results of the project last year and will continue to build on those
successes over the next 4 years.
This year's project will pose some special challenges. We will continue to work with our
contractors to make sure we limit disruptions to our customers. Enclosed is our latest
newsletter, which describes what will be happening this year with the Widening project
as well as information on a new interchange in the Portland Area, toll enforcement and
speed enforcement.
Please pass these on to your council or board. If you would like more copies or have any
questions, I can be reached at 1-800-698-7747 Ext 111.
Sincerely,

Rebecca J. Grover
Transportation Planning Assistant

Maine Turnpike Authority

430 Riverside Street

1-877-MTA-WIDE

Portland, Maine 04103

www.maineturnpike.com
(!)
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Maine Turnpike News

Maine Turnpike Authority

Julian R. Coles,CapeElizabeth,Chairman• PatrickF. Butler,Lewiston,ViceChair• EarlL.Adams,East Pittston, Member•
LucienB.Gosselin,Lewiston,Member•SamuelM.Zaitlin,Biddeford,Member•John G. Melrose,Vassalboro,MemberEx-Officio
• PaulE. Violette,ExecutiveDirector• MargaretA. Trueworthy,
Secretary-Treasurer
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Year Two of the
Widening Project

TurnpikeAuthon'ty members, staff and contractorscut the n"bbonon
the new lone near ExH6A. Thefirst year of the five-year Widening
project.was completed on time and $400,000 under budget.

W

e are about to begin Year Two of the
Widening,

and here at the Turnpike,

much of our daily efforts center

around implementing

this phase of the project.

Our goal, as it was last year, is to get the work
done with the least amount of inconvenience
Turnpike travelers.

to

A surveyorpreparesfor the next phase of constructionas carsand trucksenter "The Dip" near mile 37.

With such a large-scale project underway,

Eight bridges, six miles and no easy feat

it can be easy to lose sight of other issues and
events. In this newsletter, you will have the
chance to get up to speed on several of these
issues - efforts to make toll plazas safer, the
video enforcement

system to identify toll

evaders, construction

of Exit 7B in Portland and

our upcoming schedule of public meetings.
Of particular interest to our commuting
customers will be figures that show a remarkable
increase in winter traffic volumes over the past
decade. These figures serve as a reminder
why the Turnpike Widening

of

and Modernization

project is so very important.
This is Maine, and even as we enter
March, we can be almost certain there is more
cold weather and snow on the way. I hope you
and your family will take care to travel safely, no
matter what the weather brings.
Sincerely,

ear Two of the Widening is likely
to be the most challenging of
the five-year project. This spring,
the Turnpike Authority will begin construction to extend the new north and
southbound travel lanes in the six-mile
section between Exit 5 in Saco and Exit
6 in Scarborough, the busiest section of
the highway.
Work will also begin on eight
bridge reconstruction projects spread
throughout the 30-mile Widening zone
between York and Scarborough. Four of
the bridge projects will take place
between Exit 2 in Wells and Exit 3 in
Kennebunk; two between Exit 4 in
Biddeford and Exit 5 in Saco, and two
more between Exit 5 in Saco and Exit 6
in Scarborough. The Maine Turnpike
also will rehabilitate the pavement on a

Y

three-mile stretch between Exit 3 in
Kennebunk and Exit 4 in Biddeford.
(See map, page 3.)

Eliminating"The Dip"
The most challenging aspect of this year's
project will involve raising the elevation
of a half-mile stretch of roadway at mile
37 near the Saco-Scarborough line, just
south of Exit 6. This section of highway
currently features a dip that hinders driver ability to see traffic conditions ahead.
Turnpike engineers have become increasingly concerned about the dip as traffic
volumes and congestion have increased
on this section of highway. To address this
safety concern, Turnpike contractors will
fill in the dip, raising the profile of the
existing highway by as much as IO feet
for a distance of about one-half mile.

Executive Director

Continued on Page 3

PuttingRubberto the
Roadat New Exit 7B
Right: At the site of the new Exit 78, the Turnpike Authority and Maine DEPare teaming up to

put 1 millionold tires to a good use.

C

ommuters who have.been
faithfully tracking the

progress of the new interchange project between Exit 7 A

and Exit 8 in Portland may begin to
wonder why activity at the site is

Westbrook Arterial

slowing dO\vn instead of speeding

The cleanup effort has virtually

up as spring approaches. All winter,
Turnpike contractors have been

fighting the elements to build the
huge embankments for the two new
bridges that \-villextend over the
Turnpike and connect the interchange to local roads. Now, they
have to wait for the embankments
to settle atop the soft clay.
Interchange construction will crank
up again in late summer.

emptied an environmentally
blesome tire stockpile in

Existing
Roadways

-

Greenwood,

Proposed
Roadways

struction

makes good environmen-

tal and engineering sense," said
Turnpike Planner and Government

Relations Manager, Conrad Welzel.
Scheduledfor completionin tote 2002, the Westbrook/ Rond Rd. interchangewillprovide
traffic relieffor Portlandand Westbrook,

DEP project manager,
Randy McMullin said that uncontrolled, aboveground storage of a
million tires represents a serious

On the
environmentaltrack

including Riverside Street, Spring

Championed for more than I 0

Maine.

"Recycling tires for con-

their way through local streets,

Traffic relief

trou-

fire and health threat to the state.

Street and Brighton Avenue, to get
to and from Exit 8. The inter-

If you've been watching carefully,

However as fill, buried under six

you've noticed that the Turnpike is

feet of soil, the tire chips are com-

change also will provide needed
traffic relief for Exit 8 itself, which

once again using recycled tire chips
as special lightweight fill to build

pletely stable and pose no risk to
the environment, he said.

has become the Turnpike's busiest
interchange.

the bridge embankments -

When opened, it will provide easier
access to rapidly growing areas of
Portland and Westbrook and to the

The new interchange will
be constructed at mile 46 between

westward tovvns of Gorham,

exits 7 A and 8. It vvill complete the
connection of the Westbrook

they did three years ago during the
construction of the Jetport
Interchange, the Turnpike

years by the cities and towns in the
Greater Portland area, the $17 million interchange is sche_duled to be

completed by the end of 2002.

• Buxton, Standish and the entire
Sebago Lake area. The new interchange will significantly reduce traffic congestion caused by motorists

9,000

tons of tire chips to be exact. As

The MTNDEP partnership
is a positive one for both agencies
and Maine people. The D EP
accomplishes another major tire
cleanup, and does so at a reduced

Arterial to the Turnpike and will

Authority and Department of
Environmental Protection teamed

cost by selling the tire chips to the
MTA. Meanwhile, the MTA gets the

connect with Rand Road on the

up to remove I million scrap tires

special lightweight material it needs

Portland side of the highway.

from 1\11.aine'scountryside

for about half the cost of any other

who are currently forced to wind

'Pike and State Policeto Put
Brakeson Toll BoothSpeeders

and put

them to safe use as lightweight fill.

fill alternative.

more reasonable and enforceable,

will begin to see the new 10 mph

(2) provide Transpass users with
fair warning about the crackdown,
and (3) implement an aggressive

speed limit signs cropping up at all

and ongoing enforcement
to nab toll lane speeders.

warnings will pay a hefty price.
Once the program is launched,

program

toll plazas.
Speeders who ignore the

1\11.aine
State Troopers will conduct

1O MPH speed zones
Nearly everyone who participated
in developing the plan agreed that

This spring, a new speed

program and the threat
of a $97 fine will help

fine for speeding through a toll lane
is $97, according to Lt. Nichols.

not take it seriously. State police
also said that the old speed limit,

Public awareness

speed

which does not even register on
many speedometers,

make toll plazas safer
Lt. RandallNicholsworkedwith the Turnpiketo develop a new speed enforcementprogram.

,vas difficult

A

speeding through the
Maine Turnpike's toll

tickets. We'll be doing everything

limit will be be more realistic

we can to give our Transpass cus-

and enforceable.
going too fast through our toll
plazas. We're confident that this
program will go a long way toward

To assure the safety of drivers and

assuring the safety of our employees
and our customers," said Turnpike

Turnpike workers,

Public Safety Director Margaret

plazas, and it's a cause of concern.
the Turnpike

Authority and the Maine State

Trueworthy.

Police are launching a program to
crackdmvn on Transpass users who

The program, developed in
consultation with toll collectors,

zoom through toll plazas.

state police, Transpass customers

"Whether consciously or
not, there are too many people

hour, you almost have to bring your

plans to mail every Transpass user a

postcard describing the new speed

State Police Lt. Randall Nichols.

requirements

"Our experience tells us that 10
miles per hour is reasonable, safe,

dates. Warnings also will be flashed

The new IO mph speed
limit ,viii be enforced ,,vithin a des-

and their effective

on roadside electronic message
boards and broadcast on the

Turnpike's radio station 1610 AM.

ignated zone beginning 7 5 feet in

Trueworthy also expects that the
television, radio and newspaper

advance of any toll plaza. Over the

media will help to get the word out

next several weeks Turnpike users

2

tomers fair warning," said

Trueworthy. The Turnpike Authority

vehicle to a complete stop," said

and far more enforceable."

and highway engineers, will:
( 1) make toll plaza speed limits

"Our goal is to slow people down,
not to slap them with expensive

to enforce. The new IO mph

'"'To reach 5 miles per
few Transpass users are

along the Turnpike. The minimum

limit is so low that many drivers do

the current 5-mile-per-hour

limit, a new enforcement

frequent and sustained speed
enforcement details at toll plazas

Lights! Camera! Enforcement! Work Ahead

N

o one can say for sure
how much Maine's
economy will grow over

the n~xt few years. But one thing
is certain. The Maine Turnpike
Widening project will continue
to pump vitality into Maine's
economy.
This year, Widening

project contracts will total more
than $27 million and will create
A camerasnapsa photo of a State Policelicenseplate duringa test of the TurnpikeAuthority's
video enforcementsystem.

L

ike virtually every other
state that has implemented

electronic toll collection,
the Maine Turnpike has struggled
to get its video enforcement system
operating. But since November,
enforcement officials at Turnpike
headquarters have been receiving
crystal clear images of vehicles and
license plates that have entered the
Pike without paying a toll.
"It's been a challenge for
every system i.n the country. But
today, if you evade tolls on the
Maine Turnpike, we're going to
take your picture," said Turnpike
Deputy Director Neil Libby.
Here's how video enforcement works. Each toll lane is
equipped with special sensors to
determine when a vehicle enters
and exits and its classification. If a
vehicle enters without paying a toll,

hundreds of good paying construction jobs. Like last year, the
Turnpike Authority will segment
the Widening work, so that smaller
Maine contractors are encouraged

to bid on the jobs. All of the six
Widening contracts will be awarded
by this spring. For more information about Maine Turnpike
contracts, visit our web site at
www.maineturnpike.com.

A crewat workon a n"vercrossingdun·ngYearOneof the Widening.

or if it does not pay the proper toll
for its classification, a video snapshot is taken of the rear of the vehicle and of its license plate.
The video snapshot is sent
electronically to the computer monitor of one of the Turnpike's
enforcement clerks. The enforcement clerk enters the vehicle registration number into a Department
of Motor Vehicles program that generates the owner's name and
address. If the owner is a Trans pass
customer, the clerk will contact the
customer and troubleshoot reasons
for the violation. A fresh pair of batteries is often the easy solution.
If the owner is in fact a toll
evader, he or she can expect to be
pursued for unpaid tolls and substantial fines. State Police Lt.
Randall Nichols said that the average toll evasion fine is about $ I 00.
Photo: P.R.Homby

Continuedfrom front page: Year Two

~ ihrtfoil&iiiiH
Night work works

Much of the success of last year's Widening
project can be attributed to the strong incen-

tives and penalties written into contracts to

Pass the dip, please
Unlike last year's Widening project in vvhich
nearly all of the work was conducted in the old

shoulder of the highway, this particular job will
require excavation and construction in the
middle of the existing highway. Traffic will have
to be channeled around the work site and
shifted from the northbound side to the southbound side as the project moves from one
phase to another. Turnpike engineers have
designed the project in a way that will maintain
two lanes of traffic in both directions. Still,
narrower lanes, lower speed limits and driver
curiosity in the construction zone will
inevitably cause delays.

MousamRiver Bridge
Though less dramatic than the dip, the expansion of the Mousam River Bridge, located just
south of Exit 3 in Kennebunk, will re9uire traffic to be shifted around the work area. By creating a lane shift, contractors will be able to
work safely while keeping four lanes of traffic
flowing during the project.

encourage night work. Some aspects of the
Widening and bridge work cannot be performed at night, but last year's contractors
did a remarkable job of limiting daytime

disruptions by burning the midnight oil.
The Turnpike Authority is including similar
incentives and penalties into Year 1Wo contracts. The Authority also will continue to prohibit contractors from closing lanes on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays and during morning
and evening commuter hours on weekdays.

Communicationis key
Despite the Authority's best efforts, Year
Two of the Widening ,viii produce some
construction-related
delays. Even the slightest
disruption or distraction on this busy section
of highway can cause traffic slowdowns and
backups. That's why this section of the highway
is being widened in the first place. When delays
cannot be avoided, the Authority will do everything possible to inform travelers of them.
The Widening communications program will
continue to employ newspaper, radio and
television, as well as the MTA radio station
(1610 Al\1), web site at \V\\'\\~maineturnpike.com 1
toll-free Widening hotline at /-877-MTA-WIDE
and the network of electronic highway
message boards.
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It's Beginning to Look
a Lot Like Summer ••.
Decembertraffic volumes1984-2000
Millions

Tell It to the 'Pike
The Maine Turnpike Authority will hold a series of public meetings
to discuss YearTwoof the Widening,new interchange projects, the next generation of electronic toll collection and any other topic of local interest. Please join
us, If you're a regular Turnpiketraveler, chances are there's a meeting planned
for a communitynear you. If not, and you'd like more information, visit our web
site at www.maineturnpike.comor call 1-877-MTA-WIDE.

Spring 2001
Scheduleof Maine Turnpike
Public Meetings

6

5
-

4

August'94
Traffic
Volume

3

2

Tuesday, March 6
Lewiston
Multi-Purpose Center
Room B
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 1
Saco City Hall
Council Chambers
6:30 p_m. to 8 p.m.

Wednesday, March 7
Gardiner City Hall
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Monday, March 5
Kennebunk Middle School
All Purpose Room
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Monday, March 12
Portland City Hall
State of Maine Room
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

0
1984 1989 1994 1999 2000
Wintertrafficon the 'Pikehas surpassedsummertrafficvolumesof just a few yearsago.

GetWideningInformation
And tell us how we're doing

N

ext time you're traveling
dm,vn the 'Pike, ponder
this: Today's dead-of-

winter traffic volumes are greater

goes a long way to explain why the
Turnpike Authority has been making significant investments

way safety improvements,

in high-

commu-

than the peak summer traffic vol-

nications and alternative transporta-

umes of just six years ago in 1994.
In August of that year, the Turnpike
carried 4.6 million vehicles. In
December of 2000 more than 5
million vehicles traveled the highway. It's an astounding fact, but it

tion programs. It als.o makes you
appreciate the skillful maintenance
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crews who continue to uphold the
Turnpike's tradition of outstanding
snow and ice removal in the midst
of such enormous winter traffic.

Spring '01 Editor: Dan Paradee,1-877-MTA-WIDE,
Ext.117,dporadee@mainetumpike.com

Want to know what's going on with the Widening?
Want to know what road conditions are like?
Or do you want to give us feedback and comments?
You can do all that - and more - on the Maine Turnpike
Widening hotline and web site. We also have Turnpike Radio
for traffic and road condition bulletins when you're on the
highway. Keep this information handy. The radio, phone line
and web site are active 24 hours a day/ 365 days a year.
www. mai neturn pike.com
1-877-MTA-WIDE • Turnpike Radio 1610 AM
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